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Abstract
Let rZ  PnK be a projective variety in the projective n-space over an alge-
braically closed field K of characteristic 0, and let rpi : PnKztpu Ñ Pn1K be a sim-
ple linear projection with centre p P PnKz rZ. Denote pi : rZ Ñ Z : rpip rZq  Pn1K
the restriction of rpi to rZ. Given a suitable linear embedding Pn1K ãÑ PnK avoid-
ing p, the fibre pi1pqq over a closed point q P Z can be considered as an effective
divisor on the projective line spanned by q and p, i.e., pi1pqq  °ei1 λirqi for
some integers λ1, . . . , λe P N and distinct closed points rq1, . . . ,rqe P P1K . The
isomorphism class of the scheme pi1pqq is determined by the integers λ1, . . . , λe.
For a given partition λ  pλ1, . . . , λeq of an integer k P N, the proper λ-
ramification locus Zλ of pi is the set of closed points of Z whose fibres are
of isomorphism class determined by λ. In this thesis, we give equations describ-
ing the locally closed sets Zλ depending on equations defining rZ and p.
To this end, we first show how to find equations defining the closed set Zk
of closed points of Z whose fibres are of length ¥ k. These equations for Zk
are given by partial elimination ideals, which in turn can be computed using
Gro¨bner bases. This yields an algorithm for computing Zk as well as secant
cones and secant loci. Also, we show that under certain conditions partial elim-
ination ideals describe the length of the fibres of a multiple projection similarly
as they do for simple projections.
We further study the coincident root locus Xλ, that is the projective vari-
ety of bilinear forms whose linear factors occur with multiplicities λ1, . . . , λe.
We compute minimal sets of local generators of the fibre product of Xλ with
its normalization, and we use these generators to find equations defining Xλ.
Moreover, we use the explicitly computed local generators to overcome a gap
in Chipalkatti’s seminal paper ‘On equations defining Coincident Root Loci’
([Ch1]). Then, we describe the singular locus of Xλ by comparing partitions
and their coarsenings.
Putting together the previous results, we finally get equations describing Zλ
in a way suited for explicit computations. We also obtain an open covering
of ZkzZk 1 describing the behaviour of the fibres pi1pqq via the elements of a
Gro¨bner basis of the defining ideal of rZ.
We illustrate all our results with examples computed in [Singular].

Zusammenfassung
Sei rZ  PnK eine projektive Varieta¨t im n-dimensionalen projektiven Raum
u¨ber einem algebraisch abgeschlossenen Ko¨rper K der Charakteristik 0, und seirpi : PnK Ñ Pn1K eine einfache lineare Projektion von p P PnKz rZ aus. Es bezeichne
pi : rZ Ñ Z : rpip rZq  Pn1K die Einschra¨ngung von rpi auf rZ. Mit einer geeignete
linearen Einbettung von Pn1 in Pn ko¨nnen wir die Faser pi1pqq u¨ber einem ab-
geschlossenen Punkt q P Z als effetiven Divisor auf der projektiven Gerade, wel-
che von q und p aufgespannt wird, auffassen, das heisst, pi1pqq  °ei1 λirqi mit
natu¨rlichen Zahlen λ1, . . . , λe P N und paarweise verschiedenen abgeschlossenen
Punkten rq1, . . . ,rqe P P1K . Die Isomorphieklasse von pi1pqq wird durch λ1, . . . , λe
bestimmt. Ist λ  pλ1, . . . , λeq eine gegebene Partition einer natu¨rlichen Zahl
k P N, so ist der eigentliche λ-Verzweigungsort Zλ von pi die Menge der abge-
schlossenen Punkte q von Z, so dass die Isomrophieklassen der Fasern pi1pqq
durch λ bestimmt sind. Ziel dieser Dissertation ist es, abha¨ngig von Gleichungen
fu¨r rZ und p Gleichungen anzugeben, welche die lokal abgeschlossene Menge Zλ
beschreiben.
Dazu erkla¨ren wir zuerst, wie man Gleichungen findet fu¨r die abgeschlossene
Menge Zk der abgeschlossenen Punkten von Z, deren Fasern mindestens La¨nge
k besitzen. Diese Gleichungen fu¨r Zk sind gegeben durch partielle Eliminations-
ideale, welche wiederum mit Hilfe von Gro¨bnerbasen berechnet werden ko¨nnen.
So erhalten wir einen Algorithmus, mit dem Zk ebenso berechnet werden kann
wie Sekantenkegel und Sekanteno¨rter. Wir zeigen ausserdem, wie unter gewissen
Voraussetzung partielle Eliminationsideale die Fasern von mehrfachen Projek-
tionen bestimmen, a¨hnlich wie bei einfachen Projektionen.
Weiter studieren wir den Ort der zusammenfallenden Nullstellen Xλ, das heisst
die projektive Varieta¨t von Bina¨rformen, die als Produkt von Linearfaktoren
mit Potenzen λ1, . . . , λe geschrieben werden ko¨nnen. Wir berechnen minimale
Mengen von lokalen Erzeugern des Faserprodukts des Orts der zusammenfal-
lenden Nullstellen mit seiner Normalisierung, womit wir Gleichungen fu¨r Xλ
bestimmen und eine Lu¨cke in Chipalkattis Arbeit ‘On equations defining Coin-
cident Root Loci’ ([Ch1]) schliessen ko¨nnen. Schliesslich beschreibenr wir den
singula¨ren Ort des Orts der zusammenfallenden Nullstellen durch Partitionen
und deren Vergro¨berungen.
Bringen wir all diese Ergebnisse zusammen, finden wir die gesuchten Gleichun-
gen, welche Zλ beschreiben, und zwar auf eine Art, welche fu¨r explizite Be-
rechnungen geeignet ist. Ebenso erhalten wir eine U¨berdeckung von ZkzZk 1,
welche mittels endlich vieler Elemente einer Gro¨bnerbasis von rZ das Verhalten
der Fasern u¨ber ZkzZk 1 beschreibt.
Wir erla¨utern alle Ergebnisse anhand von Beispielen, welche mit [Singular]
berechnet wurden.
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Chapter 0
Introduction
0.1 Background and motivation: Classification
of projective varieties and the ramification
of outer simple projections
A fundamental method in mathematics is to study an unknown and complicated
subject by tracing it back to a well-known and (relatively) easy entity. In Alge-
braic Geometry, a classical instance of this method is the attempt to describe a
non-degenerate projective variety Z in a projective pn 1q-space Pn1K over an
algebraically closed field of characteristic zero as the image of a non-degenerate
projective variety rZ  PnK under a simple outer projection rpi : PnKztpu Ñ Pn1K
from a closed point p P PnKz rZ.
Of course, this approach can only bear fruits if we know more about rZ than
about Z. This is usually no restrictive assumption. Indeed, the ∆-genus
∆pq : degpq  codimpq  1 grows by a simple outer projection (for a treat-
ment of the ∆-genus, see [Fu3]). For example, if the induced morphism
pi : rZ Ñ Z  rpip rZq  Pn1K
is birational, it holds ∆pZq  ∆p rZq   1. In general, this approach allows
us to trace the projective variety Z back to a variety with smaller ∆-genus,
operating on the principle that varieties of small ∆-genus are simple in some
way. The results about the classification of non-degenerate varieties of small
∆-genus validate this principle: The smallest possible ∆-genus is 0, since for
any non-degenerate projective variety V  PnK it holds degpV q ¥ codimpV q 1.
Non-degenerate projective varieties of ∆-genus 0, called varieties of minimal
degree, have been completely classified by Bertini in 1907 (see [EHr], [Fu3], or
[P]). They are either the projective space PnK itself, a quadric hypersurface,
(a cone over) the Veronese surface in P5K , or (a cone over) a smooth rational
normal scroll.
The next case is that of ∆-genus 1, that is of varieties of almost minimal degree.
Fujita shows in [Fu1] that a non-degenerate projective variety Z of ∆-genus
1 either is a normal del Pezzo variety, for which case he has a classification
theory (compare [Fu2]), or it is the image of a variety rZ of minimal degree
under a simple outer projection rpi : PnKztpu Ñ Pn1K . In the latter case, we can
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understand Z by studying the projection pi : rZ Ñ Z and applying the known
results about varieties of minimal degree (compare, for example, [BrS1] or [P]).
The next task, then, is the study of the finite morphism pi : rZ Ñ Z. In general,
morphisms of projective varieties are neither easily understood nor completely
classified; but in the case of simple outer projections, we find ourselves in a
more promising situation. Already the structure of the fibres pi1pqq over the
closed points q P Z tells us much about the behaviour of pi and, consequently,
about Z. For some recent work on fibres of (not necessarily simple) general
linear projections, see for example [BeE1] and [BeE2]. In this work, we utilize
the crucial property of the fibres of simple outer linear projections that they are
subschemes of projective lines of finite length.
Said property allows an in-depth study of the ramification behaviour of pi: We
consider Pn1K as a linear subspace of PnK avoiding p; this embedding is not
unique, but any linear embedding with p R Pn1K yields the same situation. For
any closed point q P Z, the fibre pi1pqq is an effective divisor on the projective
line xq, py  P1K spanned by q and p in PnK . Hence, the fibre over q is of the
form
pi1pqq 
e¸
i1
λirqi
for some distinct closed points rq1, . . . ,rqe P P1K and positive integers λ1, . . . , λe P
N. The partition λ  pλ1, . . . , λeq P NeK of
k : lengthOP1
K
pOpi1pqqq 
e¸
i1
λe
now already determines the isomorphy class of the scheme pi1pqq (but, of course,
not the divisor pi1pqq  P1K itself). Hence, the ramification behaviour of pi is
completely described by the strata
Zλ :
"
q P Z closed point
 pi1pqq  °ei1 λirqi for distinctclosed points rq1, . . . ,rqe P xq, py
*
of closed points q P Z whose fibres yield the partition λ. Note that we indeed
use a specific property of simple projections; it is not possible to describe the
isomorphy class of the fibres of multiple projections by finitely many numerical
invariants as in our case.
We now change our point of view: Starting with the projective variety rZ  PnK ,
we study Z  rpip rZq in relation to the projection centre p. This leads us to the
classical question of how the projected image Z depends on the projection centre.
In this work, we want to answer this question for the case of the ramification
behaviour in an explicit way, that is we want to give a method to find a complete
set of equations defining a certain closed set Zλ containing Z

λ as a locally closed
subset as well as equations defining the complement ZλzZλ. This set is
Zλ 
¤
µ:λ refinement of µ
Zµ Y tq P Z closed point | lengthppi1pqq ¡ ku,
the union of all Zµ, where µ runs over all partitions of k such that λ is a refine-
ment of µ – we call such a partition µ a coarsening of λ –, with the set of closed
points of Z whose fibres are of length greater than k. We need this enlargement
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of Zλ to get a closed set. The subvariety Zλ of Z is the λ-ramification locus
of pi occurring in the title of this work, while we call the locally closed set Zλ
the proper λ-ramification locus of pi. So, our goal is of a mostly algorithmic
flavour even as it arises from a geometric question. The key to our algebraic
considerations will be the mentioned fact that a fibre pi1pqq is a subscheme of
P1K of finite length, so that it can be described by a binary form f P Krx, ys.
A more geometric approach to the study of ramification loci can be found in
[GrPe].
In order to find the equations defining the ramification loci, we first give equa-
tions defining the subvariety
Zk : tq P Z closed point | lengthppi1pqq ¥ ku
of closed points q of Z such that lengthppi1pqqq ¥ k for k P N0. This will allow
us to find finitely many equations determining the equations f of all the fibres
pi1pqq, and it also yields a method to determine equations defining secant cones
and secant loci: The k-secant cone of rZ with respect to p is the union of all lines
running through p intersecting rZ at least with length k, and the corresponding
k-secant locus is the intersection of the k-secant cone with rZ. Those notions
have made several appearances in recent works in Algebraic Geometry classify-
ing projective varieties. For example, in [BrS1] Brodmann and Schenzel show
that the cohomological and local properties of a non-del Pezzo variety Z  pip rZq
of almost minimal degree are governed by the 2-secant locus of the projected
variety rZ with respect to the projection centre, and Brodmann and Park give a
complete stratification of all possible secant loci in this context in [BrP] (com-
pare Example 3.5.3). Another occurrence of secant cones and secant loci (there
called entry loci) can be found in recent works of Ionescu and Russo. In [R]
and [IR1], they study irreducible projective varieties with quadratic secant loci
(with respect to a general point in the secant variety). They further show the
relation between varieties with quadratic secant loci and dual defective man-
ifolds and the Hartshorne Conjecture in [IR2]. Hence, determining equations
for secant cones and secant loci is a topic of interest in itself, and it was the
subject of my recent article [Km]. As the equations for Zk play an important
roˆle in determining those of Zλ, we repeat [Km] here in Chapter 3 with only
some small changes to better fit it into our present context.
The integers λ1, . . . , λe arising from a fibre pi
1pqq equal the powers of the dis-
tinct linear factors of the binary form f determining pi1pqq. Thus, in order to
determine Zλ, we also have to study the classic invariant theoretic question of
what conditions a binary form must meet for its linear factors being distributed
according to λ. Chapter 2 is devoted to this question and some related topics
following Chipalkatti’s work [Ch1].
The equations for Zλ can be found in Chapter 4, where we combine the re-
sults of the previous two Chapters. Aside from this algebraic description of Zλ,
we also give a finite cover pUgq of the locus Zk of closed points q of Z with
lengthppi1pqqq  k such that on any open set Ug, there is one equation g de-
termining the behaviour of all fibres over closed points of Ug.
In the next Section, we give a more detailed (and therefore more technical)
overview of our results, followed by an overview of the methods and the structure
of this work, before we start the investigation of the equations of ramification
loci in Chapter 1 by explaining several basic notions.
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0.2 Results: Determining ramification loci
Consider the projective n-space PnK over an algebraically closed field K of char-
acteristic 0. Let rZ  PnK be a projective variety, and denote by pi : rZ Ñ Pn1K an
outer simple linear projection of rZ whose centre is a closed point p P PnKz rZ. We
want to study the fibres over the closed points of the variety Z : pip rZq  Pn1K
under this projection. For this, we always consider Pn1K as a linear subspace of
PnK avoiding p; note that this embedding is not unique, but that this does not
cause any trouble (compare Notation 3.1.1). The fibre over a closed point q P Z
is pi1pqq  xp, qyPn X rZ, the intersection of the line xp, qyPn spanned by q and
p with rZ. Since pi1pqq is a closed subscheme of the line xp, qyPn  P1K not con-
taining p, as a set it consists of finitely many closed points rq1, . . . ,rqe; considered
scheme-theoretically, each of the points rqi is furnished with its multiplicity in
the fibre λi  lengthpOpi1pqq,rqiq. We therefore write pi1pqq 
°e
i1 λirqi. The
length of the fibre pi1pqq is the sum k  °ei1 λi of this multiplicities.
For a fixed partition λ  pλ1, . . . , λeq P Ne of an integer k P N, i.e., for a tu-
ple of integers λ with
°e
i1 λi  k, the (proper) λ-ramification locus Zλ  Z
is the locus of closed points of Z whose fibres are distributed according to λ,
that is whose fibres each consist of e distinct points rq1, . . . ,rqe with multiplicities
λ1, . . . , λe, respectively. The question we now want to ponder is this:
Question 0.2.1. How can we describe Zpλ1,...,λrq by equations depending only
on λ and the equations defining rZ and p?
Let us take a closer look at the fibre pi1pqq on the projective line xp, qyPnK . This
projective line has coordinate ring Krx, ys, and its closed points are in 1-to-1
relation with the linear forms l P Krx, ys1 (up to multiplication with the units
K, which we will mostly ignore from now on). If we denote by li the linear form
corresponding to a closed point rqi P pi1pqq, then the fibre pi1pqq  °ei1 λirqi
corresponds to the homogeneous polynomial fq :
±e
i1 l
λi
i P Krx, ysk; we call
such a polynomial a binary form of degree k. In particular, it holds pi1pqq 
ProjpKrx, ys{fqKrx, ysq. Determining the number and multiplicities of points in
pi1pqq now becomes the same as determining the number and multiplicities of
linear forms of fq. Therefore, the above question is equivalent to the following
one:
Question 0.2.2. How can we determine the distribution of the number of linear
factors and their multiplicities of the binary forms fq P Krx, ys corresponding
to a closed point q P Z depending only on the equations defining rZ and p?
The answer to this question is twofold: First, we need to determine the polyno-
mials fq, which shall be done in Chapter 3. Essentially, such a polynomial fq is
determined in a natural and simple way by Theorem 3.1.9, which tells us that
we can choose the restriction to xq, pyPnK of any equation of rZ not vanishing in
q that is of minimal degree with respect to p in the following sense: If x is an
indeterminate in the homogeneous coordinate ring R of PnK not vanishing in p,
then we can identify R with the polynomial ring in x over the homogeneous
coordinate ring S of Pn1K . Hence, any element f of R is a polynomial in x with
coefficients in S, and as such it has a degree degxpfq and a leading coefficient
LCxpfq in S with respect to x. For k P N0, we now define the k-th partial
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elimination ideal of the homogeneous ideal I rZ  R of rZ as
KpkpI rZq : tLCxpfq | f P I rZ and degxpfq ¤ ku  S.
Also setting Kp1pI rZq : 0, we get an ascending chain Kp1pI rZq  Kp0pI rZq 
Kp1pI rZq of ideals of S. Theorem 3.1.9 tells us that for any q P Z, the degree of
fq is the smallest number k such that K
p
kpI rZq is not contained in the ideal of q.
Denoting by
Zk : tq P Z closed point | lengthppi1pqqq ¥ ku  Pn1
the subvariety of Z of closed points whose fibre is of length at least k, we get as
a first consequence an algebraic description of Zk.
Proposition 0.2.3. For all k P N0, set-theoretically Zk  VPn1
 
Kpk1pI rZq

.
This result already describes the ramification behaviour of pi in a coarse way; it
has first been formulated by Marc Green in [G]. Chapter 3 contains this coarse
description of the ramification of pi. We also use Theorem 3.1.9 in Chapter
4 to get a finer description of the behaviour of the fibres: If the fibre over
q P Zk : ZkzZk 1 has length k, there must be a polynomial f P I rZ with
degxpfq  k that does not vanish on the line xp, qyPn . The restriction of f to
this line yields fq. Using this argument, we can prove (see Theorem 4.1.3) the
next result.
Theorem 0.2.4. Let k P N. Then, the elements f P I rZ with degxpfq  k
determine an open covering pUf q of Zk , where Uf  Zk is the locus of closed
points q P Zk such that LCxpfq does not vanish in q. For any closed point
q P Uf , the restriction of f to xq, pyPn is fq (up to multiplication with a unit).
Now, if x0, . . . , xn are coordinates on PnK such that the ideal of p is generated by
x1, . . . , xn in R, we can set x  x0 and S  Krx1, . . . , xns and use Gro¨bner bases
to easily read of partial elimination ideals as well as finitely many polynomials
yielding an equivalent covering of Zk . More precisely, in Proposition 3.3.2 and
Corollary 4.1.4, we prove the following statement:
Proposition 0.2.5. Assume that p is generated by the coordinates x1, . . . , xn,
and let G be a Gro¨bner basis of I rZ with respect to the lexicographic ordering
on R  Krx0, . . . , xns. Then, set-theoretically Zk is defined by the leading
coefficients LCx0pgq of the (finitely many) elements g P G with degx0pgq   k.
Moreover, the (finitely many) elements g P G with degx0pgq  k determine an
open covering pUgq as above such that a closed point q P Ug belongs to Zλ if and
only if the linear factors of the restriction of g to the line xq, pyPn are distributed
according to λ.
As we now know how to find the polynomials fq which determine the fibres
pi1pqq, we can continue with the second part of the answer to the question 0.2.2:
the classical problem to determine equations in the coefficients of a binary form
f P Krx, ys of degree k P N that vanish if and only if the linear factors l1, . . . , le
of f appear with multiplicities λ1, . . . , λe for a given partition λ  pλ1, . . . , λeq
of k, that is if and only if f  κlλ11    lλee for some κ P K. In other words, we
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ask for the vanishing ideal of the coincident root locus with respect to λ
Xλ :
"
pa0 :    : akq P PkK
 °kr0 arxkryr  lλ11    lλeefor some linear factors l1, . . . , le P Krx, ys1
*
.
We study coincident root loci in Chapter 2. In particular, we show that the
ideal of Xλ in Krz0, . . . , z0s is graded with respect to the grading induced by
the weight ωpziq  i for i P t0, . . . , ku (see Proposition 2.5.6). This yields
generators of a forum useful for our study of ramification loci (see Corollary
2.5.7).
Corollary 0.2.6. We can compute generators F1, . . . , Fs of the ideal of Xλ in
Krz0, . . . , zks which are homogeneous with respect to the standard grading as
well as homogeneous with respect to the grading induced by the weight ωpziq  i
for i P t0, . . . , ku.
Together with Proposition 0.2.5, we use this in Corollary 4.3.5 to finally state
equations defining the subvariety
Zλ :
#
q P Zk closed point | Drq1, . . . ,rqe P rZ : pi1pqq  e¸
i1
λirqi+YZk 1  Zk.
Proposition 0.2.7. Let λ  pλ1, . . . , λeq be a partition of k P N0. Assume in
addition p  xx1, . . . , xny, and let G be a Gro¨bner Basis of I rZ with respect to
the lexicographic ordering. Let F1, . . . , Fs be as in Corollary 0.2.6. For g P G,
we write g  g0xt0 g1xt10     gt with t : degx0pgq. Then, set-theoretically,
Zλ is defined by the polynomials Fipg0, . . . , gkq for i P t1, . . . , su and g P G with
degx0pgq  k together with the polynomials g0 with g P G such that degx0pgq   k.
Note that in the definition of Zλ, the closed points rq1, . . . ,rqe in the fibre over a
closed point q need not be distinct, and that Zλ also can contain closed points
whose fibres are of length greater than k. Both kind of closed points must be
admitted in Zλ to get a closed set; the proper λ-ramification locus Z

λ then is a
locally closed subset of Zλ, and the complement of Z

λ in Zλ is the union of Zk 1
with all Zµ, were µ is a coarsening of λ with µ  λ. From a geometric point
of view, we can consider this union

µ Z

µ as the degeneracy locus of ZλzZk 1.
For example, Zp2q in Zp1,1q  Z2 consists of the closed points of Z2 whose fibres
consist of 1 double point, while the fibre over a closed point of Zp1,1q consists
of two single points. We would expect the latter kind of fibre to be the generic
case in Zp1,1q. While we hence can not expect to be able to determine Zλ itself
using equations, its complement in the closed set Zλ is itself a closed set that
can be determined in the same way as Zλ, which allows an indirect description
of Zλ. There is a similar difficulty in dealing with coincident root loci: For any
coarsening µ of λ, it holds Xµ  Xλ since the linear factors l1, . . . , le in the
definition of Xλ need not be distinct. For example, the discriminant for binary
forms of degree 3 also vanishes in the coefficients of the third power l3 of a linear
form l. Indeed, the coincident root loci Xµ for certain, but not necessarily all
coarsenings µ of λ make up the singular locus of Xλ. We will study this topic
in-depth in Section 2.6.
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Since we are able to explicitly compute F1, . . . , Fs, and since all our construc-
tions commute with coordinate transformation, Proposition 0.2.7 yields an algo-
rithm for computing the ideal of Zλ for any p. This answers the two equivalent
Questions 0.2.1 and 0.2.2.
0.3 Method and structure: Making explicit the
locus of interest
Working toward Proposition 0.2.7 is our main task, but we also will follow some
side paths. We divide this thesis as follows: Before we turn our attention to
coincident root loci and the ramification of simple linear projections, we explain
several basic notions and recall some facts and definitions in Chapter 1, whose
flavour is one of Combinatorics and Commutative Algebra. The biggest part of
this Chapter is devoted to the Hilbert multiplicity, notably system of multiplic-
ity parameters (Section 1.4), which in my experience are well-known, but not
described in this form in the standard literature.
In Chapter 2, we study the coincident root loci Xλ following Chipalkatti’s work
[Ch1]. Besides determining the generators F1, . . . , Fs of the ideal of Xλ (Algo-
rithm 2.5.3), our main goal is to fix a gap in the proof of Chipalkatti’s crucial
result [Ch1, Theorem 3.1], which states that Xλ  Yλ is resolved by an Eagon-
Northcott complex where Yλ is the normalization of Xλ. The proof of this
Theorem consists in showing that Γλ : XλYλ equals the scheme Tϕ which is
resolved by the Eagon-Northcott complex associated to a specific morphism ϕ,
and the missing part in [Ch1] is the proof that Γλ and Tϕ are equal as schemes,
not only as sets of closed points. We do this in Theorem 2.4.10 via explicitly
giving minimal sets of local equations defining Tϕ (and hence Γλ) and showing
that the Jacobi matrix of Tϕ contains the multiple of the identity matrix (of
maximal rank) with a unit and hence that Tϕ is smooth by the Jacobi-Criterion
(Proposition 2.4.9). Since we know that Tϕ equals Γλ set-theoretically and Γλ
is smooth, this suffices to fix the gap. (Actually, it was this gap in a fascinating
article which first led me to compute the generators of Γλ.) From the equations
for Γλ, the ideal defining Xλ can be derived (Section 2.5). Also, we study in
detail the relation between the singular locus of Xλ and the coarsenings of λ;
again, this subject is already treated in [Ch1, Section 5] (compare Theorem
2.6.2). Here, we give a description of the singular locus of Xλ that I consider to
be somewhat more intuitive (Proposition 2.6.5), and we illustrate it at several
examples.
The definition and properties of partial elimination ideals (PEIs) make up the
first part of Chapter 3, followed by the essential Theorem 3.1.9 which immedi-
ately leads to equations defining Zk (Proposition 3.2.3). PEIs and their signifi-
cance for Zk first appeared in [G]. My study of them started because I was not
entirely satisfied with the account given in [G] and because I did not understand
the proof of [G, Proposition 6.2]. So, one of the goals of Chapter 3 is to give
a more general description of PEIs, and we give an independent proof of [G,
Proposition 6.2] in Proposition 3.2.3. We also use Proposition 3.2.3 to compute
the ideals of the secant cones and secant loci of rZ with respect to p (Proposition
3.2.5) as well as to study the fibres of multiple linear projections with certain
nice properties (Section 3.4). The last Section is devoted to several examples.
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This Chapter contains a coarse description of the ramification of simple outer
projections by giving the equations for Zk. It has already been published in
[Km]; we repeat this development here for the sake of completeness with slight
modifications to better fit into our study of the fine structure of ramification
loci.
We put the results of the previous Chapters together in Chapter 4, proving
the above Theorem 0.2.4 (Theorem 4.1.3). We explain this result in detail by
means of the example of the projection of a surface of degree 16 in P4C in Section
4.2. Finally, we use Theorem 4.1.3, Proposition 3.2.3, and Corollary 2.5.7 to
determine equations defining the ramification of simple linear projections in a
way suited for explicit computations in Corollary 4.3.5, which is equivalent to
Proposition 0.2.7.
Note that time and again, we use the same basic method in our study of ram-
ification loci and coincident root loci: We describe how to explicitly determine
equations describing them. Not only is the aim of our work to compute such
equations for the ramification loci Zλ, but we find them via the equations defin-
ing the closed sets Zk as well as those defining the coincident root loci Xλ.
The latter in turn are determined by equations for Γλ, which we also use to fix
the gap in [Ch1, Theorem 3.1]. Hence, the deduction of equations defining the
present loci under consideration might be considered to be the leitmotif of this
thesis.
0.4 Notations and conventions
We fix several notations and conventions which we will use throughout. If
they appear for the first time since several pages, we will refer to the relevant
paragraph in this Section. The most basic and therefore never recited convention
can be found in §0.
§0. We always work over an algebraically closed field K of characteristic 0;
if we talk about algebras, vector spaces, tensor products etc. without further
specifications, we always mean K-algebras, K-vector spaces, tensor products
over K etc., respectively. Also, a K-algebra is never 0.
Combinatorics
§1. If d P N0 is an integer, we write rds : t1, . . . , du for the set of integers
running from 1 to d. Also, we denote by rds0 the ordinal number d  1, that is
rds0  t0, . . . , du.
§2. For elements h1, . . . , hm of a set H, we denote the tuple ph1, . . . , hmq by
h if the size and order of this tuple is clear from the context. In the same
way, a double underlining implies a tuple of tuples, e.g. h  ph1, . . . , hmq 
pph1,1, . . . , h1,n1q, . . . , phm,1, . . . , hm,nmqq. We use the same notation for coordi-
nates a  pa0 : . . . : amq of closed points of a projective m-space.
§3. We say that an assertion holds ‘for all t ¡¡ 0’ if there is some t0 P Z such
that the assertion holds for all t ¡ t0, and we use the phrase ‘t    0’ analogously.
Commutative Algebra
§4. By ‘ring’, we always mean a commutative ring with unit. Any polynomial
ring over a ring is furnished with the standard grading.
§5. Ideals of any ring are denoted by Gothic letters, for example a, p, and I.
Conversely, Gothic letters always indicate an object that can be considered as
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an ideal of a ring.
§6. Let A be a ring, let M be an A-module, and let N be a submodule of M .
For a subset T M , we define
pN :A T q : ta P A | @m P T : am P Nu.
If T  ttu only contains one element, we write p0 :A tq  p0 :A ttuq. For a subset
U  A, we define
pN :M Uq : tm PM | @a P U : um P Nu.
This notation mostly occurs for N  0, and the ideal p0 :A Mq  A is the anni-
hilator of M . We denote the set of associated prime ideals of M by AssApMq,
that is
AssApMq : tp P SpecpAq | Dm PM : p  p0 :A mqu.
The notation minAssApMq means the set of minimal elements of AssApMq with
respect to the inclusion. (For this notations, compare [Ma, pp. 6, 38].)
§7. A positively graded ring A ÀmPN0 Am is homogeneous if A1A  A  :À
mPNAm. We denote the set of graded prime ideals of A by
SpecpAq. Also,
we write ProjpAq  SpecpAqztA u. The saturation of an ideal a  Ais denoted
by asat, that is
asat 
¤
tPN0
pa :A At q.
§8. If N is a subset of a module M over a ring A, we denote by xNyM the A-
submodule of M generated by the elements of N , and if m1, . . . ,ms are elements
of a module M over a ring A, we denote by xm1, . . . ,msyM the submodule
generated by those elements. If M is clear from the context, we may omit the
index ‘M ’.
§9. Let A be a ring, M an A-module, and N an A-submodule of M . We
denote by  : M  M{N the canonical epimorphism if there is no confusion
to be expected. For example, if a is an ideal of the ring A and f P A, then
f  f   a P A  A{a.
§10. For a module M over a ring A and m P N0, we denote the m-th symmetric
power of M over A by SymdpV q, that is
SympMq MbAm{N  pM bAM bA    bAMloooooooooooooomoooooooooooooon
m
q{N,
where N is the A-submodule of MbAm generated by all elements of the form
c1 b    b cm  cσp1q b    b cσpmq for c1, . . . , cm P M and a permutation σ of
rms.
Algebraic Geometry
§11. Let V be a K-vector space. We denote by PpV q its projectivization, that
is the projective space of one-dimensional subspaces of V .
§12. By n we always denote a (fixed) integer. Let R : Krx0, . . . , xns be the
polynomial ring in n  1 indeterminates x0, . . . , xn over K. As any polynomial
ring, we always consider R to be furnished with the standard grading, and
any use of ‘graded’ or ‘homogeneous’ is to be understood with respect to the
standard grading.
§13. For any m P N0, the projective m-space over K is denoted by Pm  PmK .
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For example, Pn  ProjpRq. By mProjpq we denote the maximal elements
of Projpq with respect to the inclusion; we identify mProjpRq with the set of
closed points of Pn.
§14. The notation ‘ 9P ’ means ‘is a closed point of’, that is p 9P Pn means
that p P mProjpRq is a closed point of Pn. Since we identify closed points
with homogeneous maximal prime ideals, closed points of Pm, m P N0, are
denoted by Gothic letters. If we use homogeneous coordinates, we write them
with the small Latin letters corresponding to the Gothic letter of the closed
point. So, ‘p  pp0 :    : pnq 9P Pn  ProjpRq’ means that the pn   1q-tuple
p  pp0, . . . , pnq P Kn 1zt0u is a coordinate representation of p with respect to
the coordinates x0, . . . , xn on Pn.
§15. Let m P N0 and Z be a (closed) projective subscheme of the projective
m-space Pm with homogeneous coordinate ring S. Then, ISpZq  S denotes
the homogeneous ideal of Z, that is the unique saturated ideal I  S with
Z  ProjpS{Iq. We often omit the index ‘S’ and just write ‘IpZq’ if there is no
confusion to be expected.
§16. Here, a projective variety in Pm is a reduced projective subscheme of Pm;
observe that a variety need not be irreducible. If I  S is a graded ideal,
we denote by VPmpIq the projective variety defined by I, that is VPmpIq 
ProjpS{?Iq. Again, we often omit the index ‘Pm’.
§17. Let m P N0, and let Ω1,Ω2 be linear subspaces of Pm with homogeneous
ideals IpΩ1q and IpΩ2q, respectively. Note that IpΩ1q and IpΩ2q are generated
by linear forms in the homogeneous coordinate ring of Pm. Then, by xΩ1,Ω2yPm
we denote the subspace of Pm spanned by Ω1 and Ω2. It is defined by the ideal
generated by IpΩ1q1 X IpΩ2q1, the common linear forms of IpΩ1q and IpΩ2q.
The dimension of xΩ1,Ω2yPm is dimpΩ1q   dimpΩ2q   1 if Ω1 X Ω2  H. For
example, if p  q 9P Pn, then xp, qyPn is the projective line in Pn spanned by the
closed points p and q, and its ideal is generated by p1 X q1.
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Chapter 1
Footings
This Chapter is devoted to make clear several notions that will be used later
on; in particular, we explain our terminology concerning partitions, weights,
and Hilbert polynomials, and we prove some basic facts about them as well as
about saturation in Krx, ys.
1.1 Partitions
In this Section, we fix an integer d P N0. For the notation rs, see 0.4 §1.
Definition 1.1.1. A partition λ of d is a tuple pλ1, . . . , λeq P Ne for some
e P N0 such that λ1 ¤ λ2 ¤    ¤ λe and λ1        λe  d. We also write λ 
p1e1 2e2 . . . dedq, where er  #ti P res | λi  ru is the number of entries in λ that
equal r. Denote |λ| : e the number of entries in a partition λ  pλ1, . . . , λeq of
d.
In the above notation λ  p1e1 2e2 . . . dedq, we often omit entries of the form r0,
and it holds
e 
d¸
r1
er ¤ d and
d¸
r1
rer  d.
Observe that there is no partition with e ¡ d and that e  d if and only if
λ  p1dq  p1, 1, . . . , 1q. Sometimes, it can be useful to set er  0 for r ¡ d and
write λ  p1e1 . . . ded pd  1q0 . . .m0q for some m ¥ d. We will use this notation
from now on without further comment.
Remark and Definition 1.1.2. Let λ  p1e1 . . . dedq be a partition of d. We
call λ an even partition of d if λ1      λ|λ| ; in this case eλ1  |λ| and
λ1  eλ1  d.
Now, let δ  p1c1 . . . scsq be a second partition, but this time of of s P N. Then,
we define a partition λ` δ of d  s by
λ` δ : p1e1 c1 . . . pd  sqer s cr sq.
Thus, λ`δ P N|λ| |δ|0 is the partition of d s with entries λ1, . . . , λ|λ|, δ1, . . . , δ|δ|
in ascending order.
We call δ a subpartition of λ if s ¤ d and cr ¤ er for all r P rss. In other words,
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δ  pδ1, . . . , δ|δ|q is a subpartition of λ  pλ1, . . . , λ|λ|q if δ is composed of a
subset of the entries λ1, . . . , λ|λ|.
A partition µ  p1ε . . . dεdq of d is called a coarsening of λ if and only if λ is
a refinement of µ, or equivalently, if there are subpartitions δp1q, . . . , δp|µ|q of λ
such that δp1q `    ` δp|µ|q  λ and δpiq is a partition of µi for all i P r|µ|s;
in other words, we obtain µ by ‘adding together some entries’ of λ. We call
δ  pδp1q, . . . , δp|µ|qq a splitting of µ into λ. Observe that the order of the
partitions δp1q, . . . , δp|µ|q is given by the order of µ1, . . . , µ|µ|, which we assume to
be fixed. Any coarsening µ of λ has exactly one of the following three properties:
(0) µ is of even unique splitting into λ, that is there is exactly one splitting δ
of µ into λ, and for any j P r|µ|s, the partition δpjq of µj is even;
(1) µ is of uneven unique splitting into λ, that is there is exactly one splitting
δ of µ into λ, but there is an index j P r|µ|s such that the partition δpjq of
µj is not even;
(2) the splitting of µ into λ is not unique, that is there are different splittings
δ and γ of µ into λ.
Finally, we denote by Qλ the set of all coarsenings of λ and by Q
piq
λ its subset
of coarsenings fulfilling above condition piq for i P t0, 1, 2u. Observe that these
subsets are pairwise disjoint, that their union is Qλ, and that λ P Qp0qλ .
A coarsening µ of λ is strict if µ  λ. The subset of all strict coarsenings µ of
λ is denoted by Qλ  Qλ.
Example 1.1.3. An example for an even unique splitting of µ in λ is the case
λ  p1, 1, 3q and µ  p2, 3q; the only possible splitting of µ into λ are the even
partitions δp1q  p1, 1q of µ1  2 and δp2q  p3q of µ2  3. The coarsening
p1, 3q of p1, 1, 2q is of uneven unique splitting; the only possible splitting are the
partitions δp1q  p1q of 1 and δp2q  p1, 2q of 3, of which the second is not even.
Finally, the coarsening µ  p2, 2q of p1, 1, 2q is not of unique splitting since we
either can choose the partitions δp1q  p1, 1q of µ1  2 and δp2q  p2q of µ1  2
or the partitions γp1q  p2q of µ1 and γp2q  p1, 1q of µ2 as splittings of µ; those
two splittings are not equal as we assume the order of the entries of µ to be
fixed.
Lemma 1.1.4. A partition λ of d is even if and only if Qλ  Qp0qλ .
Proof. First, assume that λ is even, that is λ  pleq for some l, e P N with le  d.
Then, any coarsening µ P Qλ fulfils µj  lej for all j P r|µ|s for some partition
pe1, . . . , e|µ|q of e. Hence, δ  pple1q, . . . , ple|µ|qq is the only splitting of µ into λ,
and δpjq is even for all j P r|µ|s.
On the other hand, assume that λ is not even. Then, we find indices i, j P
r|λ|s with λi  λj . Denote µ the coarsening of λ obtained by adding λi
and λj and keeping the other entries of λ unchanged, that is µ  pλi  
λj , λ1, . . . , pλi, . . . ,xλj , . . . , λ|λ|q (up to order) where p means that the entry 
is omitted. Then, ppλi, λjq, pλ1q, . . . ,ypλiq, . . . ,ypλiq, . . . , pλ|λ|qq is a splitting of µ
into λ containing the uneven partition pλi, λjq. Hence, in this case, Qp1qλ YQp2qλ 
H.
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1.2 Weighted graded polynomials
We now define weighted gradings auxiliary, and we prove two results about
weighted graded polynomials that we will use later:
Remark and Definition 1.2.1. Let d P N0, let x be an indeterminate, and
let S be a ring. Any polynomial f P Srxs of degree degpfq ¤ d can be written
f  f0xd   f1xd1        fd 
d¸
i0
fix
di
with f0, . . . , fd P S. Now, consider the polynomial ring A : Krz0, . . . , zds. If S
is a K-algebra, there is a natural inclusion ι : A ãÑ B : Srz0, . . . , zds, and for
all F P A and f  °di0 fixdi P Srxs of degree degpfq ¤ d, we define
F pfq : ιpF qpf0, . . . , fdq P S.
Usually, we consider A and B to be furnished with the standard grading, i.e.,
all indeterminates zr are of degree 1, and if we speak about ‘homogeneous’
without further specification, we always mean homogeneous with respect to the
standard grading (compare 0.4 §4). But we also can furnish B with the weighted
grading with weights ω  p0, 1, . . . , dq for pz0, . . . , zdq, i.e., the grading defined
by B ÀmPN0 Bω,m with
Bω,m :
¸
ν0, . . . , νd P N0 :
0ν0        dνd  m
Szν00    zνdd
for m P N0, so that zr P Bω,r for r P t0, . . . , du. In this situation, we use
the expressions ‘weighted graded’ and ‘weighted homogeneous’ for graded and
homogeneous with respect to the grading induced by the weight ω, respectively.
For a weighted homogeneous element a P Bω,m, the weight of a is its degree
ωpaq  m. Observe that Bω,0  Srz0s.
Similarly, A ÀmPN0 Aω,m with zi P Aω,i for i P t0, . . . du defines the weighted
grading on A, and we use the same terminology. Note that A  B is a weighted
graded subring, and hence for a weighted graded ideal b  B, the restriction
bXA is also weighted graded.
Lemma 1.2.2. Let d P N0, and let S be a ring. Let F P B : Srz0, . . . , zds be
homogeneous of degree m and weighted homogeneous of weight s. Let f0, . . . , fd P
S, let l P N0, and let α P S. Then
F pαlf0, αl 1f1, . . . , αl dfdq  αtm sF pf0, f1, . . . , fdq.
Proof. By linearity, it is enough to show the claim in the case that F is a
monomial. So, let M  κ±di0 zτii P B be a monomial κ P Szt0u and τ0, . . . , τd P
N0. If M is homogeneous of degree m and weighted homogeneous of degree s,
it holds
d¸
i0
τi  m and
d¸
i0
iτi  s.
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Thus,
Mpαtf0, αt 1f1, . . . , αt dfdq  κ
±d
i0pαt ifiqτi
 κ±di0 ατipt iqfτii
 κα
°d
i0 τipt iq
±d
i0 f
τi
i
 καt
°d
i0 τi 
°d
i0 iτi
±d
i0 f
τi
i
 αtm sMpf0, . . . , fdq.
For any ring S, an indeterminate x, and an element f P Srxs, we denote by
degxpfq the degree of f considered as a polynomial in x over S.
Lemma 1.2.3. Let t P N0, and let S  Kry1, . . . , yts be the polynomial ring
in t indeterminates over K. Let x be a further indeterminate. Let d P N0,
and let f P Srxs  Krx, y1, . . . , yts be homogeneous with respect to the standard
grading on Krx, y1, . . . , yts such that degxpfq  d. Let F P A  Krz0, . . . , zds
be homogeneous and weighted homogeneous. Then, F pfq P S is homogeneous.
Proof. Write f  °di0 fixdi for f0, . . . , fd P S, and set l : degpf0q. Then,
for any i P rds, it holds degpfiq  l  i. Let m : degpF q and s : ωpF q, that is
F P Am XAω,s. Let M  zτ00    zτdd be a monomial occurring in F . Then,
d¸
i0
τi  m, and
d¸
i0
iτj  s.
Hence,
degpMpfqq  degpfτ00    fτdd q 
d¸
i0
degpfτii q 
d¸
i0
τipl   iq  lm  s,
hence Mpfq P Aml s for all monomials M occurring in F , and thus, F pfq P
Alm s is homogeneous.
1.3 Saturation and principal ideals
In this Section, we want prove a result (Lemma 1.3.4) about the relation between
saturation and principal ideals in Krx, ys which will be used in Chapter 3. We
use the notations of 0.4, §§6-7.
Lemma 1.3.1. Let B ÀmPN0 Bm be a Noetherian factorial positively graded
domain such that B  
À
mPNBm is not principal. Then, every principal ideal
of B is saturated.
Proof. Let a P B be a principal ideal with generator a P B. As B0  B is
a domain and B0  B{B , the ideal B  is prime. As B is Noetherian and
factorial, any prime ideal p P SpecpBq of height 1 is principal. It follows that
heightpB q ¡ 1, thus B  
?
a since heightp?aq  heightpaq  1. So, there
is an irreducible element b P B  with bt R a  aB for all t P N; in particular,
a - bt. Now, let c P asat, so that there exists t P N0 with cBt   a. In particular,
it holds cbt P a and hence a | cbt. As b is irreducible, this implies a | c and hence
c P a.
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Corollary 1.3.2. In a polynomial ring Kry1, . . . , yss with s ¡ 1, any graded
principal ideal is saturated.
Lemma 1.3.3. Let B be a factorial Noetherian ring, and let a  B be an ideal
such that heightppq  1 for all p P AssBpB{aq. Then, a is a principal ideal.
Proof. It holds AssBpB{aq  tp1, . . . , plu for an integer l P N since B is Noethe-
rian. As B is factorial and heightppiq  1, the prime ideal pi is principal for all
i P rls (for rs, see 0.4 §1). Hence, there are prime elements p1, . . . , pl P B with
p  piB for all i P rls. Now, for any i P rls, the local ring Bpi is a local ring of
dimension 1 whose maximal ideal is principal; therefore, Bpi is a discrete valua-
tion ring with uniformizing parameter p11 (see [Ma, Theorem 11.2]), and we find
an integer ti P N0 with api  p
ti
i
1 Bpi . We aim to show that a  ppt11    pdll qB.
First, let a P a. Then, for any i P rls, it holds in Bpi that l1 
bp
ti
i
c for some
elements b P B, c P Bzp, hence ca  bptii P ptii . As c R pi, it follows a P ptii B.
We get a P li1 ptii B  ppt11    ptll qB, where the last equality holds as B is
factorial.
Now, let a P ppt11    ptll qB be arbitrary. Then, for all i P rls, in Bpi it holds
a
1
P p
t1
1    ptll
1
Bpi 
ptii
1
Bpi  aBpi .
So, there is an element ci P Bzpi with cia P a. With b : xc1, . . . , clyB it
holds ab  a. As b  pi for all i P rls, there exists an element b P bz
l
i1 pi
by the prime avoidance principle ([E, Lemma 3.3]). It follows ba P a with
b P BzAssBpB{aq  NZDBpB{aq, hence a P a.
Lemma 1.3.4. Any saturated graded ideal a  B : Krx, ys of height 1 is a
principal ideal.
Proof. Let a  B be a saturated ideal of height 1. Then, for p P AssBpB{aq,
it holds heightppq ¥ 1 by definition of heightpaq. By the previous Lemma, it is
enough to show heightppq ¤ 1. Assume the contrary! Then, since AssBpB{aq 
SpecpKrx, ysq, it follows p  B . So, there is an element b  b  a P B{a with
B   p0 :B bq, hence bB   a. Since a is saturated, it follows b P a and thus
the contradiction B  pa :B bq  p0 :B bq  B .
1.4 Hilbert multiplicity
In this Section, we repeat some facts about Hilbert polynomials and the Hilbert
multiplicities. These are obviously well known topics, treated in most text books
in Commutative Algebra and Algebraic Geometry (e.g., see [B, VIII §10]). Nev-
ertheless, I will explain the notion of multiplicity parameters and the associa-
tivity formula in the graded context and without use of the Hilbert-Samuel
polynomial. Multiplicity parameters are the analogue in homogeneous rings
to superficial elements in (semi-)local rings (see [B, VIII §10.5]). Most of this
exposition is presented in the lecture ‘Ausgewa¨hlte Kapitel der Kommutativen
Algebra’ by Markus Brodmann ([Br]), which unfortunately is unpublished.
Our standard assumptions in this Section will be that A  ÀmPN0 Am is a
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homogeneous ring, that A0 is an Artinian local ring, and that A is finitely
generated over A0. For the notation ‘t ¡¡ 0’, see 0.4 §3.
Definition 1.4.1. Let M ÀtPZMt be a finitely generated graded A-module.
Note that Mt is finitely generated over A0, and hence is of finite length for all
t P Z. The Hilbert function of M is given by
hM : ZÑ Z, t ÞÑ lengthA0pMtq.
Theorem 1.4.2 (Hilbert). Let M  ÀtPZMm be a finitely generated graded
A-module. There is a polynomial pM P QrXs of degree dimpMq  1 such that
pM ptq  hM ptq for all t ¡¡ 0.
Proof. See [BsHe, Theorem 4.1.3].
Definition 1.4.3. Let M ÀtPZMt be a finitely generated graded A-module
of dimension d. The uniquely determined polynomial pM in the above Theorem
is called the Hilbert polynomial of M . It can be written in the form
pM pXq 
d1¸
i0
p1qieipMq

X   i
i


for some integers e0pMq, . . . , ed1pMq P Z (compare [BsHe, Lemma 4.1.4]). The
Hilbert multiplicity of M is the coefficient e0pMq in the above formula if d ¡ 0.
If d  0, the Hilbert multiplicity is defined as e0pMq : lengthpMq. Note that
for d ¡ 0, it holds
e0pMq  LCppM qpd 1q! ¡ 0
where LCppM q denotes the leading coefficient of the polynomial pM .
Lemma 1.4.4. Let 0 Ñ N Ñ M Ñ P Ñ 0 be a sequence of finitely generated
graded A-modules which is exact in high degrees, that is the induced sequence of
A0-modules 0 Ñ Nt Ñ Mt Ñ Pt Ñ 0 is exact for all t ¡¡ 0. Then, one of the
following statements holds:
i) dimpNq  dimpMq  dimpP q and e0pMq  e0pNq   e0pP q;
ii) dimpNq  dimpMq ¡ dimpP q and e0pMq  e0pNq;
iii) dimpNq   dimpMq  dimpP q and e0pMq  e0pP q.
Proof. For all t ¡¡ 0, the sequence of A0-modules 0 Ñ Nt Ñ Mt Ñ Pt Ñ 0 is
exact, hence lengthA0pMtq  lengthA0pNtq   lengthA0pPtq. It follows hM ptq 
hN ptq   hP ptq for all t ¡¡ 0, thus pM  pN   pP . As dimpMq  degppM q   1,
dimpNq  degppN q   1, and dimpP q  degppP q   1, comparing coefficients
together with the relation between the Hilbert multiplicity and the leading co-
efficient of the Hilbert polynomial yields the claim.
Proposition 1.4.5 (Associativity formula). Let M  ÀtPZMt be a finitely
generated graded A-module of dimension d with M  0. Define S : tp P
SupppMq | dimpA{pq  du. Then,
e0pMq 
¸
pPS
e0pR{pq  lengthAppMpq.
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Proof. As S is a subset of minp0 :A Mq, the set of minimal prime ideals over
p0 :A Mq, we first get #S   8. Let p P S. As p P AssApMq, there are an
integer t P Z and an element m P Mt such that p  p0 :A mq, hence pptq is
the kernel of the graded morphism Aptq mÑM given by multiplication with m.
So, we get an exact sequence of graded A-modules
S : 0 Ñ pA{pqptq ÑM ÑM{AmÑ 0.
Localizing this sequence, we get the exact sequence of Ap-modules
0 Ñ pA{pqp ÑMp Ñ pM{Amqp Ñ 0.
Since pA{pqp  Ap{pp is simple, we get
@p P S : lengthAp ppM{Amqpq  lengthAp pMpq  1.
In particular, for all prime ideals p P S, it holds p P SupppM{Amq if and only
if lengthAppMpq ¡ 1 since lengthAppMpq  1 is equivalent to Mp  0.
We prove our claim by induction on #S. First, consider the case #S  1, i.e.,
S  tpu, which we handle by induction on lengthAppMpq. If lengthAppMpq  1,
then p R SupppM{Amq for m P Mt homogeneous with p  p0 :A mq, and thus
SupppM{Amq  SupppMqzS. But by definition of S, this means dimpM{Amq  
dimpMq, and hence Lemma 1.4.4 applied to the above sequence S yields
e0pMq  e0 ppR{pqptqq  e0pR{pq
 e0pR{pq  lengthAppMpq 
°
qPS e0pR{qq  lengthAqpMqq.
Next, assume lengthAppMpq ¡ 1 while still S  tpu. Then p P SupppM{Amq
and lengthApppM{Amqpq  lengthAppMpq  1. Because p P SupppM{Amq 
SupppMq, we get dimpM{Amq  dimpMq by definition of S. Hence, p is the
only element of SupppM{Amq with dimpA{pq  dimpM{Amq, and by induction
we get
e0 pM{Amq  e0 pA{pq  lengthAp ppM{Amqpq  e0 pA{pq 

lengthAp pMpq  1
	
.
Applying Lemma 1.4.4 to the sequence S, we get
e0pMq  e0pA{pq   e0pM{Amq  e0pA{pq   e0 pA{pq 

lengthAp pMpq  1
	
 e0 pA{pq  lengthAp pMpq 
°
qPS e0pR{qq  lengthAqpMqq.
This concludes the case #S  ∞. Next, we turn our attention to the case
#S ¡ ∞, and we fix p  p0 :A mq P S with m P Mt. Let q P Sztpu. Since
p, q P minp0 :A Mq, it holds p  q, hence pA{pqq  0. Localizing S at q, we get
an isomorphism Mq  pM{Amqq; in particular q P SupppM{Amq  SupppMq
and therefore dimpM{Amq  dimpA{qq  dimpMq. If we denote
Sm : tq P SupppM{Amq | dimpM{Amq  dimpA{qqu,
this means that Sztpu  Smztpu. We therefore get¸
qPSztpu
e0pA{qq  lengthAq pMqq 
¸
qPSmztpu
e0pA{qq  lengthAq ppM{Amqqq .
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Again, we continue by induction on lengthAppMpq. Assume lengthAppMpq  1.
Then p R SupppM{Amq, and therefore Sm  Sztpu. By induction on #S, the
right hand side of the above equation thus is equal to e0pM{Amq. Again using
Mq  pM{Amqq for q P Smztpu and applying Lemma 1.4.4 to S, we get
e0pMq  e0 ppR{pqptqq   e0 pM{Amq
 e0pR{pq  
°
qPSm e0 pA{qq  lengthAq ppM{Amqqq
 e0pR{pq  
°
qPSztpu e0 pA{qq  lengthAq pMqq
 °qPS e0 pA{qq  lengthAq pMqq .
Finally, assume lengthAppMpq ¡ 1. We already showed lengthApppM{Amqpq 
lengthAppMpq  1, p P Sm, and Sztpu  Smztpu. Applying Lemma 1.4.4 once
more to the sequence S, we get by induction on lengthAppMpq
e0pMq  e0 pA{pqptqq   e0 pM{Amq
 e0 pA{pq  
°
qPSm e0 pA{qq  lengthAq ppM{Amqqq
 e0 pA{pq   e0 pA{pq

lengthAp pMpq  1
	
 °qPSmztpu e0 pA{qq  lengthAq ppM{Amqqq
 e0 pA{pq lengthAp pMpq  
°
qPSztpu e0 pA{qq  lengthAq pMqq
 °qPS e0 pA{qq  lengthAq pMqq .
Complementing the above associativity formula, we also have the following use-
ful Lemma for the study of projective schemes:
Lemma 1.4.6. Let M ÀtPZMt be a finitely generated graded A-module, and
let p P ProjpAq. Then
lengthAppMpq  lengthAppqpMppqq.
Proof. Let t P Z. Since A   p, there is an element a P A1zp. Then,
Mptqppq ÑMpt  1qppq, ms ÞÑ ams is an isomorphism of Appq-modules, i.e., for all
t P Z it holds Mptqppq Mppq and thus lengthAppqpMppqq  lengthAppqpMptqppqq.
Moreover, if we ignore the gradings after localizing, Mp Mptqp as Ap-modules,
i.e., lengthAppMpq  lengthAppMptqpq for all t P Z.
Denote k : lengthAppMpq; we first assume that k   8 and proceed by induc-
tion on k. Assume k  0, that is Mp  0. Let u  ms P Mppq with m P Mr
and s P Arzp for some r P N0. As Mp  0, there is an element a P Azp with
am  0. Clearly, there is some i P N0 such that the i-th graded component ai
of a satisfies ai P Azp. As m is homogeneous, it follows aim  0, whence
u  m
s
 aim
ais
 0
ais
 0.
Therefore, Mppq  0, and the case k  0 is done.
Now assume k P N. As lengthAppMpq  k   8, we have pAp P minAssAppMpq.
Indeed, assume that pAp R minAssAppMpq! As Mp  0, the annihilator p0 :Ap
Mpq is contained in pAp. As minAssAppMpq consists of the minimal prime
ideals containing p0 :Ap Mpq, there is a prime ideal q P minAssAppMpq with
q  pAp. With m P Mp such that q  p0 :Ap mq, it follows that there is an
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element a P pApzq with am  0. Since a is not an unit in Ap, we get a chain
of submodules xmy  xamy  xa2my      xak 1my of Mp of length k   1, a
contradiction.
Whence pAp P minAssAppMpq and thus p P AssApMq. As p is graded, there
exist t P Z and an injective morphism of graded A-modules ι : A{p  Mptq.
Let N : cokerpιq, which is also a graded A-module. We get an exact sequence
of graded A-modules
0 Ñ A{p ιÑMptq Ñ N Ñ 0.
Localizing at p and observing that Mptqp  Mp, we get an exact sequence of
A-modules
0 Ñ pA{pqp ÑMp Ñ Np Ñ 0.
As lengthApppA{pqpq  lengthAppAp{pApq  1, it follows
lengthAppMpq  1  lengthAppNpq.
Further, the module pA{pqppq  Appq{pppq is the residue field of Appq, hence it has
length 1 over Appq. Taking the 0-th graded component of the above sequence,
we get the short exact sequence
0 Ñ pA{pqppq ÑMppq Ñ Nppq Ñ 0;
since the length is additive, we get lengthAppqpNppqq  lengthAppqpMppqq  1.
Now, we conclude by induction.
Assume now that k  8. Then pAp P SuppAp zminAssAppMpq. So, there is a
prime q P minAssApMq with q  p. In particular, we again get a monomorphism
of graded A-modules A{q  Mpsq for some s P Z. Consequently, we get
an induced monomorphism of Appq-modules pA{qqppq  pMpsqqppq. As 0 
pp{qqppq  pA{qqppq, it follows that the local domain pA{qqppq is of dimension
greater than 0. Thus
lengthAppqppA{qqppqq ¥ lengthpA{qqppqppA{qqppqq  8.
Now, assume s P N0. Since p  A , there is an element w P Aszp, and
multiplication with w induces an isomorphism Mppq  Mpsqppq. On the other
hand, if s   0, we can choose w P Aszp and get by multiplication with w an
isomorphism pMpsqqppq  pMpsqpsqqppq Mppq. Altogether, we get
lengthAppqpMppqq  lengthAppqpMpsqppqq ¥ lengthAppqppA{qqppqq  8,
which proves our claim.
Remark and Definition 1.4.7. Let M  ÀtPZMt be a finitely generated
graded A-module of dimension d. By [BsHe, Remark 4.1.6], the summatorial
Hilbert function
HM : ZÑ N0, tÑ
¸
s¤t
hM psq
is also polynomial, that is there is a polynomial PM P QrXs of degree d such that
PM ptq  HM ptq for all t ¡¡ 0. The polynomial PM is called the summatorial
Hilbert polynomial of M , and it holds
LTpPM q  e0pMq
d!
Xd
where LTpPM q is the leading term of the polynomial PM .
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Proposition 1.4.8. Let M ÀtPZMt be a finitely generated graded A-module
with d : dimpMq ¡ 0. Let t P N and let a P At. Then:
(a) dimpM{aMq P td, d 1u;
(b) dimpM{aMq  d  1 if and only if a R p for all p P AssApMq with
 dimpR{pq  d;
(c) if dimpM{aMq  d  1, then e0pM{aMq ¥ te0pMq, and equality holds if
and only if a R p for all p P AssApMq with dimpA{pq ¥ d 1.
Proof. (a) Since the module M is graded, the annihilator p0 :A Mq is graded,
too, and there is a maximal ideal m P MaxpAq with p0 :A Mq A   m such that
the maximal ideal m{p0 :A Mq  A{p0 :A Mq satisfies heightpm{p0 :A Mqq 
d. By the annihilator lemma (see [E, Proposition 10.8]),
ap0 :A pM{aMqq a
aA  p0 :A Mq  m, and so
dimpM{aMq  dim pA{p0 :A M{aMqq ¥ height pm{p0 :A pM{aMqqq
 height pm{paA  p0 :A Mqq ¥ height pm{p0 :A Mqq  1
 d 1.
(b) Let S : tp P AsspMq | dimpA{pq  du, and assume first that a P p for some
p P S. Then, [E, Proposition 10.8] yields p0 :A pM{aMqq 
a
aA  p0 :A Mq 
p, hence p P SuppApM{aMq and dimpM{aMq ¥ dimpA{pq  d, therefore
dimpM{aMq  d. On the other hand, assume now a R p for all p P S, and
let q P SuppApM{aMq, so that a P q and p0 :A Mq  q. In particular, there
is a minimal prime p P minp0 :A Mq  AssApMq with p  q. If p P S, we
have a R p, hence p  q and dimpA{qq   dimpA{pq  d. If p R S, we have
dimpA{qq ¤ dimpA{pq   d. In either case, it follows dimpM{aMq   d. To-
gether with (a), this yields (b).
(c) For all s P Z, there is an exact sequence of A0-modules
0 Ñ p0 :M aqst ÑMst aÑMs Ñ pM{aMqt Ñ 0.
This sequence yields
lengthA0 ppM{aMqtq 

lengthA0 pMsq  lengthA0 pMstq  lengthA0 pp0 :M aqstq


for all s P Z. Adding this lengths, we get for the summatorial Hilbert polynomial
PM{aM pXq  PM pXq  PM pX  tq   Pp0:MaqpX  tq.
Since LTpPM pXqq  e0pMqd! Xd, we have
LT pPM pXq  PM pX  tqq  te0pMqpd 1q!X
d1.
As degpPM{aM pXqq  dimpM{aMq  d 1, this implies degpPp0:MaqpX  tqq ¤
d 1, and as e0p0 :M aq ¥ 0, we get e0pM{aMq ¥ te0pMq. Moreover, equality
holds if and only if dimp0 :M aq   d  1. Therefore, we only need show that
dimp0 :M aq ¥ d1 if and only if there exists p P AssApMq with dimpA{pq  d1
and a P p.
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Indeed, assume that there is such a p P AssApMq with dimpA{pq  d  1 and
a P p. As p P AssApMq, there is some homogeneous element m P M with
p  p0 :A mq. As a P p, we have p0 :M pq  p0 :M aq. If follows
p0 :A p0 :M aqq  p0 :A p0 :M pqq  p0 :A mq  p,
so that dimp0 :M aq ¥ dimpA{pq  d 1. On the other hand, if dimp0 :M aq ¥
d  1, then there is a minimal prime p P minp0 :A p0 :M aqq with dimpA{pq ¥
d 1. But then, it also holds p P AssAp0 :M aq  AssApMq and a P p0 :A p0 :M
aqq  p.
Definition 1.4.9. Let M ÀtPZMt be a finitely generated graded A-module
with d : dimpMq ¡ 0. let t P Z and a P At. We call a a homogeneous parameter
with respect to M if and only if dimpM{aMq  d 1.
If a is a homogeneous parameter and also e0pM{aMq  te0pM{aMq, we call a a
multiplicity parameter with respect to M . According to the above Proposition,
a is a multiplicity parameter with respect to M if and only if a R p for all
p P AsspMq with dimpR{pq ¥ d 1.
Corollary 1.4.10. Let M ÀtPZMt be a finitely generated graded A-module.
Let a P NZDApMq be a homogeneous non zero divisor of M . Then a is a
multiplicity parameter with respect to M .
Proof. Since a P NZDApMq, it holds a R p for all p P AssApMq, and we are done
by Proposition 1.4.8(c).
Proposition 1.4.11. Let M  ÀtPZMt be a finitely generated graded A-
module with d : dimpMq ¡ 0. Let r P rds, and let a1, . . . , ar P A  be ho-
mogeneous. Then dimpM{°ri1 aiMq ¥ d  r. Also, the following conditions
are equivalent:
(i) ai is a homogeneous parameter with respect to M{
°i1
j1 ajM for all i P rrs;
(ii) dimpM{°ij1 ajMq  d i for all i P rrs;
(iii) dimpM{°rj1 ajMq ¤ d r.
Proof. For any i P rrs, there is an isomorphism of graded A-modules
M{
i1¸
j1
ajM
M
ai

M{
i1¸
j1
ajM

M{
i¸
j1
ajM. (1.1)
Using Proposition 1.4.8(a), we get the first claim by induction on r.
(i)ñ(ii): Condition (i) implies
dim

M{
i1¸
j1
ajM
M
ai

M{
i1¸
j1
ajM

 dim

M{
i¸
j1
ajM

.
Using the above isomorphism, we get (ii) by induction on i.
(ii)ñ(iii): This is obvious.
(iii)ñ(i): By Proposition 1.4.8(a) and the isomorphism 1.1, (iii) immediately
implies (i).
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Definition 1.4.12. Let M ÀtPZMt be a finitely generated graded A-module
with d : dimpMq ¡ 0. Let r P rds (for rs, see 0.4 §1), and let a1, . . . , ar P A 
be homogeneous. If the equivalent conditions (i), (ii), and (iii) of the above
Proposition hold, we call a1, . . . , ar a system of homogeneous parameter with
respect to M .
Proposition 1.4.13. Let M  ÀtPZMt be a finitely generated graded A-
module with d : dimpMq ¡ 0. Let r P rds, and let t1, . . . , tr P Z. Let
a1, . . . , ar P A  be a system of homogeneous parameters with respect to M such
that ai P Ati for all i P rrs. Then
e0

M{
r¸
j1
ajM

¥ t1    tre0 pMq .
Moreover, the following conditions are equivalent:
(i) ai is a multiplicity parameter with respect to M{
°i1
j1 ajM for all i P rrs;
(ii) e0pM{
°i
j1 ajMq  t1    tie0 pMq for all i P rrs;
(iii) e0pM{
°r
j1 ajMq ¤ t1    tre0 pMq.
Proof. We get the first claim by induction on r using Proposition 1.4.8(c) and
the isomorphism 1.1 of the previous proof.
(i)ñ(ii): Assume that (i) holds. Then
e0

M{
i1¸
j1
ajM
M
ai

M{
i1¸
j1
ajM

 tie0

M{
i¸
j1
ajM

for all i P rrs. Using the isomorphism 1.1, we get (ii) by induction on i.
(ii)ñ(iii): This is obvious.
(iii)ñ(i): By Proposition 1.4.8(c) and the isomorphism 1.1, (iii) immediately
implies (i).
Definition 1.4.14. Let M ÀtPZMt be a finitely generated graded A-module
with d : dimpMq ¡ 0. Let r P rds, and let t1, . . . , tr P Z. Let a1, . . . , ar P A 
be a system of homogeneous parameters with respect to M such that ai P Ati
for all i P rrs. If the equivalent conditions (i), (ii), and (iii) of Proposition 1.4.13
hold, we call a1, . . . , ar a system of multiplicity parameters with respect to M .
Corollary 1.4.15. Let M ÀtPZMt be a finitely generated graded A-module
with d : dimpMq ¡ 0. Let r P rds, and let a1, . . . , ar P A be a homogeneous
M -sequence. Then a1, . . . , ar is a system of multiplicity parameters with respect
to M .
Proof. This follow immediately by induction on r and Corollary 1.4.10.
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Chapter 2
Equations for coincident
root loci
In this Chapter, we always denote an integer by d P N0 and a partition of d
with e entries by λ  pλ1, . . . , λeq P Ne. If the integer r occurs er times in λ
for r P t1, . . . , du, we again write λ  p1e1 2e2 . . . dedq. Let V denote the two-
dimensional K-vector space Krx, ys1 of linear polynomials in indeterminates x
and y over K. Throughout, we will make use of the conventions in Remark and
Definition 2.0.2 and consider homogeneous polynomials in two variables to be
equal if they are equal up to multiplication with units.
Let fpxq  °dj0 fjxdj P Krxs be a polynomial of degree d. Then, as K is
algebraically closed, fpxq has d roots ξ1, . . . , ξd P K, so that fpxq  f0px 
ξ1q    px ξdq. Now, several of the ξj might coincide; for example, they might
be distributed according to λ, i.e., fpxq  f0px  ξ1qλ1    px  ξeqλe . In this
Chapter, we want to determine algebraic conditions for this behaviour, that is
equations for the coefficients f0, . . . , fd of fpxq whose vanishing is equivalent to
the roots of fpxq being distributed according to λ. The easiest case is well known:
The discriminant of a polynomial vanishes if and only if the polynomial has at
least one multiple root, i.e., if and only if its roots are distributed according
to the partition p1d2 21q of d. Observe that the discriminant also vanishes if
the linear factors of fpxq are distributed according to a coarsening of p1d2 21q,
e.g., if fpxq  px  ε1q3px  ε2q    px  εd2q. It is more natural to study this
question for binary forms instead of polynomials in one variable, that is we ask
for algebraic conditions such that the linear factors of a binary form of degree
d are distributed according to λ. Note that there is a K-isomorphism between
Krx, ysd and the vector space Krxs¤d of polynomials in one indeterminate of
degree less or equal than d given by y ÞÑ 1 which respects the distribution of
linear factors and roots, respectively.
The main object studied in this Chapter is the coincident root locus (abbreviated
CRL) Xλ of binary forms f of degree d over K which can be written in the form
f  lλ11    lλee with linear binary forms l1, . . . , le P PpSym1pV qq. In our discussion,
we closely follow the lead of Chipalkatti’s work [Ch1], which mostly uses tools
from modern algebraic geometry and representation theory. But the question
for algebraic conditions for the linear factors of binary forms to be distributed
according to λ is older than those branches of mathematics and harks back at
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least to 19th century invariant theory; Chipalkatti cites Arthur Cayley’s paper
[C] as the first known treatment of this subject in this generality. Of course, the
special case of the discriminant has been studied even earlier. Jerzy Weyman
gives an in-depth study of the ideal of Xλ for λ  p1dp p1q with p P rds in
[W1],[W2], and [W3]; in particular, in [W1] he shows that for p ¡ d2 , the ideal of
Xp1dp p1q is generated in degree less than 5. For a beautiful invariant theoretic
version of such algebraic conditions, see [Ch2]. A more geometric approach
can be found in [Ka] (where the term ‘discriminant variety’ is used instead of
‘coincident root locus’).
As we will see, it is easier to study the closed subscheme Γλ  Xλ  Yλ of
PpSymdpV qq  Yλ than Xλ, where Yλ is the normalization of Xλ. Chipalkatti
gives a resolution of Γλ in form of an Eagon-Northcott complex (see [EaNo])
and uses it to great effect. Here, we explicitly determine minimal sets of local
equations defining Γλ and use them to fix a gap in the proof of [Ch1, Theorem
3.1] as well as to get the homogeneous ideal of Xλ in Krz0, . . . , zds. This also
yields an algorithm for computing equations defining Xλ. Moreover, we study
the singular locus of Xλ. But before the introduction of the CRL, we have to
define binary forms:
Definition 2.0.1. Let S be a ring and let d P N0. Let x and y be two inde-
terminates, and denote Srx, ys1  xS ` yS the free S-module of rank two with
basis px, yq. A binary form f  fpx, yq of degree d in x and y over S is a closed
point f 9P PpSymdpSrx, ys1qq (for the notations compare 0.4 §§10, 12, 13).
A linear (binary) form in x and y over S is a binary form of degree 1 in x and
y over S.
Note that we use Gothic letters to denote binary forms since we consider them
as closed points of a projective space and therefore as ideals (see 0.4 §14). But
at the same time, we also consider them as polynomials in two indeterminates
as explained in
Remark and Definition 2.0.2. Keep the above notations, and let S  K.
Our definition of binary forms coincides with the one of classical invariant
theory in the following way: The group of units K acts multiplicatively on
SymdpKrx, ys1, and we identify
PpSymdpKrx, ys1qq  pKrx, ysdzt0uq {K.
The monomials xd, xd1y, . . . , xyd1, yd form a basis of SymdpKrx, ys1q. More-
over, f  pf0 :    : fdq is a coordinate representation of f P PpSymdpKrx, ys1q
with respect to xd, xd1y, . . . , xyd1, yd if and only if
f  pf0xd   f1xd1y        fdydqmodK 
 d¸
j0
fjx
djyj
	
modK.
We call f  pf0, . . . , fdq the coefficients of f. Coefficients f P Kd 1zt0u deter-
mine a unique closed point f 9P PpSymdpKrx, ys1qq. On the other hand, the poly-
nomial
°d
j0 fjx
djyj P Krx, ysd is only determined by f 9P PpSymdpKrx, ys1qq
up to multiplication with elements of K. But as the the invariant theorists
of the 19th century, we are only interested in properties of binary forms that
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do not change under multiplication with elements of K, notably in the num-
ber of roots and their multiplicities as explained above. We will omit the no-
tation ‘modK’, use the notation ‘’ for ’equal modulo K’, and write for
f  pf0 :    : fdq 9P PpSymdpKrx, ys1qq and any κ P K
f 
d¸
j0
fjx
djyj 
d¸
j0
κfjx
djyj 9P PpSymdpKrx, ys1qq.
Now, let d1 P N0. For two binary forms f 
°d
j0 fjx
djyj 9P PpSymdpKrx, ys1qq
and g  °d1j0 gjxd1jyj 9P PpSymd1pKrx, ys1qq, we define f  g to be the binary
form of degree d  d1 given by the product of polynomials, that is
f  g 

d¸
j0
fjx
djyj



d1¸
j0
gjx
d1jyj

9P PpSymd d1pKrx, ys1qq.
Since K is algebraically closed, for any binary form f of degree d over K there
are d linear binary forms l1, . . . , ld over K with f 
±d
j1 lj . Moreover, up to
order this linear binary forms are uniquely determined. We call l1, . . . , ld the
linear factors of f.
Henceforth, we will make frequent use in this Chapter of the notations rms 
t1, . . . ,mu and rms0  t0, . . . ,mu for m P N0 (compare 0.4 §1).
2.1 Comparing coefficients
First, we want to make explicit the quite technical, but often used tool of com-
paring coefficients of two polynomials in our situation. In particular, we want
to give a formula for the coefficients of a binary form of degree d whose lin-
ear factors are distributed according to λ. To this end, consider the projec-
tive spaces PpSyme1pV qq, . . . ,PpSymedpV qq. Observe that for er  0 the space
PpSymer pV qq  P0 consists only of the closed point 1, which we will neglect
throughout. For r P rds, we again write a binary form gr 9P PpSymer pV qq in
polynomial form
gr  pgr,0 :    : gr,er q 
er¸
t0
gr,tx
ertyt P pKrx, yserzt0uq{K.
Definition 2.1.1. Let j P t0, . . . , du. We define a set
Nj  Nλ,j :
"
ν  pν1  pν1,0, . . . , ν1,e1q, . . . , νdq P Ne1 10      Ned 10 |
p@r P rds : °ert0 νr,t  rq ^°dr1 p°ert0 tνr,tq  j
*
.
For any ν P Nj , we define the integer
β
 
ν

:
d¹
r1
r!
νr,0!νr,1!    νr,er !
,
and for a tuple of tuples h P Ke1 1      Ked 1 (compare 0.4 §2 for the
notation) we write
hν :
d¹
r1
er¹
t0
h
νr,t
r,t .
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Lemma 2.1.2. Let g1  pg1,0 :    : g1,e1q 9P PpSyme1pV qq, . . . , gd  pgd,0 :    :
gd,edq 9P PpSymedpV qq be binary forms of degree e1, . . . , ed, respectively. Then
d¹
r1
grr 
d¸
j0
 ¸
νPNj
βpνqgν
xdjyj .
Proof. Denote
Λ : t0, . . . , e1u  t0, . . . , e2u2      t0, . . . , edud.
Then, expanding the product
d¹
r1
grr 
d¹
r1
 
gr,0x
er   gr,1xer1y        gr,eryer
r
,
we get a sum of terms of the form g1,τ1,1g2,τ2,1g2,τ2,2g3,τ3,1    gd,τd,dxdjpτqyjpτq
for τ P Λ and some jpτq P rds0. For any r P rds, t P rrs0, the coefficient gr,t
appears in the monomial gr,tx
ertyt of gr,0xer   gr,1xer1y        gr,eryer ,
hence
jpτq  τ1,1   τ2,1   τ2,2   τ3,1        τd,d ¤
d¸
r1
rer  d
for all τ P Λ. Thus, writing
g
τ
: g1,τ1,1g2,τ2,1g2,τ2,2g3,τ3,1    gd,τd,d 
d¹
r1
r¹
j1
gr,τr,j
for τ P Λ, we get±d
r1 g
r
r 
±d
r1
 
gr,0x
er   gr,1xer1y        gr,eryer
r
 °τPΛ g1,τ1,1g2,τ2,1g2,τ2,2g3,τ3,1    gd,τd,dxdjpτqyjpτq
 °τPΛ gτxdjpτqyjpτq.
We now fix j P rds0, and we want to find all τ P Λ with jpτq  j; we denote the
set of these τ by Λj , thus Λj  tτ P Λ | jpτq  ju. This is equivalent to finding
all possible ways to distribute j ‘balls’ to the 1  2  3       d  dpd 1q2 ‘urns’
τ1,1, τ2,1, τ2,2, τ3,1, . . . , τd,d such that τr,k ¤ er for all pr, kq P rds  rrs. Now, for
τ P Λj and any r P rds, t P rers0, we count the number of τr,k that equal t:
νr,tpτq : #tk P rrs | τr,k  tu.
Then, it holds
@r P rds :
er¸
t0
νr,tpτq  r

and
d¸
r1

er¸
t0
tνr,tpτq

 j.
Therefore,
νpτq :  pν1,0pτq, . . . , ν1,e1pτqq, . . . , pνd,0pτq, . . . , νd,edpτqq P Nj
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with
g
τ

d¹
r1
g
νr,0pτq
r,0    g
νr,er pτq
r,er  gνpτq.
Of course, switching τr,k and τr,l in τ P Λj for r P rds and k, l P rrs does neither
change the product gt nor the power νpτq.
We now claim that for any ν P Nj , there are exactly βpνq multi-indices τ P Λj
with νpτq  ν. Indeed, for each ν  pν1, . . . , νdq P Nj and r P rds, there are
βrpνrq :
 
r
νr,0
 
rνr,0
νr,1
     rνr,0νr,1νr,er1νr,er 
 r!νr,0!prνr,0q!
prνr,0q!
νr,1!prνr,0νr,1q!
   prνr,0νr,er2q!νr,er1!prνr,0νr,er1q!
prνr,0νr,er1q!
νr,er !prνr,0νr,er q!
 r!νr,0!νr,1!νr,er !
ways to distribute first νr,0 zeroes onto the r spots τr,1, . . . , τr,r, then νr,1 ones
to the remaining r  νr,0 spots, etc. Therefore, there are
d¹
r1
βrpνrq  βpνq
ways to distribute j onto τ1,1, τ2,1, . . . , τd,d according to ν.
Therefore, we get ¸
τPΛj
g
τ

¸
νPNj
gν .
This yields our claim.
2.2 The coincident root locus
The object of our interest is the coincident root locus (CRL) with multiplicities
λ, which as a set is
Xλ  tf 9P PpSymdpV qq | f 
e¹
i1
lλrr for linear binary forms l1, . . . , le P V u.
Note that the linear forms l1, . . . , le need not be distinct. The set Xλ is a
projective variety in PpSymdpV qq. For example, for the partition λ  p2q of
d  2, the CRL Xp2q  P2 is given by the discriminant locus, that is it consists
of closed points pf0 : f1 : f2q with f21  4f0f2  0.
Definition 2.2.1. Let f 9P PpSymdpKrx, ys1qq be a binary form of degree d. We
say that the linear factors of f are distributed according to λ if there are linear
factors l1, . . . , le of f with f 
±d
i1 l
λi
i .
The above description of Xλ is not sufficient for our purposes. Hence, we now
give a definition of Xλ in the language of schemes following [Ch1, 2.4]. To this
end, consider the map
υr : PpSymer pV qq Ñ PpSymrer pV qq; gr ÞÑ grr 

er¸
t0
gr,tx
ertyt
r
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and the multiplication map
χ :
d¹
r1
PpSymrer pV qq Ñ PpSymdpV qq; ph1, . . . , hdq ÞÑ
d¹
r1
hr.
Definition 2.2.2. Keep the above notations. We define a scheme
Yλ :
d¹
r1
PpSymer pV qq
and a morphism of schemes
ψλ : χ 
d¹
r1
υr : Yλ Ñ PpSymdpV qq;
on closed points, ψλ is given by
pg1, . . . , gdq ÞÑ ψλ ppg1, . . . , gdqq 
d¹
r1
grr.
Now, the coincident root locus (CRL) Xλ with multiplicities λ is the (scheme-
theoretic) image of ψλ.
For the notion of scheme-theoretic image see [Ha, II, Ex. 3.11 (d)]. The CRL
Xλ is a closed subscheme of PpSymdpV qq, and since Yλ is reduced, so is Xλ.
Remark 2.2.3. Note that Yλ is the normalization of Xλ. Also, the dimension
of Xλ is
dimpXλq  dimpYλq 
d¸
r1
er  e,
the number of entries in λ (compare [Ch1, Section 2.4]).
Unfortunately, the structure of Xλ is not simple, so we concentrate on the more
accessible scheme Γλ:
Definition 2.2.4. Define
Tλ : PpSymdpV qq 
d¹
r1
PpSymer pV qq  PpSymdpV qq  Yλ.
Then, there is a projective morphism ψλ  idYλ : Yλ Ñ Tλ, and we define a
closed subscheme of Tλ by
Γλ : impψλ  idYλq.
Remark 2.2.5. Being the (scheme-theoretic) image of the irreducible scheme
Yλ under the projective morphism ψλ  idYλ , the scheme Γλ is irreducible, too.
Moreover, ψλ  idYλ : Yλ Ñ Γλ is an isomorphism, so that Γλ is smooth. Let
piλ : Tλ Ñ PpSymdpV qq
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be the projection to the first factor of Tλ. We then obtain the following com-
mutative diagram:
Yλ
ψλidYλ // //
ψλ
&& &&MM
MMM
MMM
MMM
MM Γλ
// inclusion //
piλæ

Tλ
piλ

Xλ //
inclusion // PpSymdpV qq
A closed point of Γλ is of the form pf, g1, . . . , gdq with f 9P PpSymdpV qq and
gr 9P PpSymer pV qq for r P rds such that f  g1  g22    gdd. For example, a closed
point ppf0 : f1 : f2q, pg0 : g1qq P Γp2q  P2  P1 satisfies f0  κg20 , f1  2κg0g1,
and f2  κg21 for some κ P K.
2.3 About Tλ: notational considerations
In this and the next Section, we often omit λ from our notations, i.e. we write
Y  Yλ, X  Xλ,Γ  Γλ, Aprq  Apλ,rq, etc.
Let Z0, . . . , Zd,W1,0, . . . ,W1,e1 ,W2,0, . . . ,Wd,ed be indeterminates, and write
Ap0q  Apλ,0q : KrZs  KrZ0, . . . , Zds,
@r P rds : Aprq  Apλ,rq : KrW rs  KrWr,0, . . . ,Wr,er s
for the coordinate rings of PpSymdpV qq,PpSyme1pV qq, . . . ,PpSymedpV qq. Then,
the coordinate ring of T is the Segre product
Apλq : Ap0q bAp1q b   bApdq,
and a closed point t 9P Tλ can be written
t  pf, g1, . . . , gdq
 pf, gq
 ppf0 :    : fdq, pg1,0 :    : g1,e1q, . . . , pgd,0 :    : gd,edqq .
Moreover, according to Remark 2.2.5, we have the equivalence
f  f0xd   f1xd1y        fdyd
 pg1,0xe1   f1,1xe11y        g1,e1ye1q
pg2,0xe2   g2,1xe21y        g2,e2ye2q2
   pgd,0xed        gd,edydqd
 ±dr1 grr
ðñ
t 9P Γλ.
To get an affine covering of T  PpSymdpV qqPpSyme1pV qq  PpSymedpV qq,
we can take the product of affine coverings of the factor spaces of Tλ. More
precisely, let r P rds. Then, pUr,iqeri0 is an affine covering of PpSymer pV qq, where
Ur,i is the i-th standard affine chart of PpSymer pV qq  ProjpApλ,rqq. Writing
Apλ,r,iq  Apr,iq : Krwr,is
 K

wr,i,0 : Wr,0Wr,i , . . . , wr,i,er :
Wr,er
Wr,i

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for i P rers0, we have
Ur,i  Spec

Apr,iq
	
 AerK .
On PpSymdpV qq, we consider the affine covering pUiqdi0 where
Ui  Spec

Ap0,iq
	
 AdK
with
Ap0,iq  Apλ,0,iq : Krz  zis  K

z0  zi,0 : Z0
Zi
, . . . , zd  zi,d : Zd
Zi

for i P rds0. Now, let
I  Iλ : rds0  re1s0      reds0  Nd 10 .
Then, 
U i : Ui0  U1,i1      Ud,id
	
ipi0,...,idqPIλ
is an open affine covering of T with
U i  Spec

Apλ,iq
	
 Ad ek
where
Apiq  Apλ,iq : Ap0,i0q b
dâ
r1
Apr,irq  Krz  zi0 , w  pw1,i1 , . . . , wd,idqs
for all i P I.
For any i P I, we define the canonical morphism of K-algebras
ρi  ρλ,i : Ap0q b
dâ
r1
Aprq  KrZ,W 1, . . . ,W ds Ñ Apiq
given by
Zi0 ÞÑ 1, Zj ÞÑ zi0,j for j  i0
@r P rds : Wr,ir ÞÑ 1, Wr,t ÞÑ wr,ir,t for t  ir.
Observe that
@i P I : piλpU iq  Ui0 .
For i P I, let
Γi  Γλ,i : Γλ X Ui.
For a closed point t  pf, gq P Γi, the image piλptq P Ui0  PpSymdpV qq is the
binary form
f0x
d        fi01xdi0 1yi01   xdi0yi0   fi0 1xdi01yi0 1        fdyd;
in particular, closed points of Γi with i0  0 correspond to polynomials in x
and y which are monic with respect to x.
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2.4 Equations for Γλ
We now want to compute local equations for Γλ, that is equations of Γi for any
i P I. Recall that for a closed point t  pf, gq  pf, gq 9P Γλ, by Lemma 2.1.2 it
holds°d
j0 fjx
djyj  f  ±dr1 grr  °dj0 °νPNj βpνqgν	xdjyj
(for the notations, see Definition 2.1.1).
Definition 2.4.1. For all j P t0, . . . , du, we set
Θj  Θλ,j :
°
νPNj βpνq1bW
ν1
1 b    bW νdd
 °νPNj βpνq1bW ν1,01,0   W ν1,e11,e1 b    bW νd,0d,0   W νd,edd,ed
P Ap0q bÂdr1Aprq.
For i P I and j P t0, . . . , du, we define
θj  θλ,i,j : ρλ,ipΘjq P Apiq  Krz, ws.
As above, ρi : A
p0q bÂdr1Aprq Ñ Apiq denotes the canonical morphism. Ob-
serve that θ0, . . . , θd P Krws.
Now, for any matrix pΩq  pυk,lqk,l with entries υk,l P Ap0q b
Âd
r1A
prq, and
for any i P I, we denote by  ρipΩq   ρipυk,lqk,l the matrix with entries
ρipυk,lq P Apiq.
Definition 2.4.2. Define
pΦq  pΦλq :

Θλ,0    Θλ,i0    Θλ,d
Z0 b 1    Zi0 b 1    Zd b 1


,
a p2 pd  1qq-matrix over Ap0q bÂdr1Aprq, and for any i P Iλ, define 
ϕi
   ϕλ,i :  ρλ,ipΦq   θ0    θi01 θi0 θi0 1    θdz0    zi01 1 zi0 1    zd


,
a p2  pd   1qq-matrix over Apiq. This matrix  ϕi defines a morphism of free
OUi -modules
ϕi  ϕλ,i :

OUi
	`d 1
Ñ

OUi
	`2
.
For any closed point t 9P T , we choose i P I with t P U i, write t  pf, gq with
fi0  g1,i1      gd,id  1, and set 
ϕiptq

:

θ0pgq    θi01pgq θi0pgq θi0 1pgq    θdpgq
f0    fi01 1 fi0 1    fd


,
a p2 pd  1qq-matrix over K. Then, for any i, i1 P I with t  pf, gq P U i X U i1 ,
the matrices
 
ϕiptq

and
 
ϕi1ptq

are equal up to multiplication with a unit:
θλ,i,0pgq    θλ,i,dpgq
zi0,0pfq    zi0,dpfq

 zi0,i10pfq

θλ,i1,0pgq    θλ,i1,dpgq
zi10,0pfq    zi10,dpfq

,
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meaning
ϕiæUiXUi1 ϕi1æUiXUi1 .
Hence, the ϕi glue, and we obtain a morphism of OTλ -bundles
ϕ  ϕλ : Obd 1Tλ Ñ Ob2Tλ .
Let
I  Iλ : Fitt0pcokerpϕλqq
denote the 0-th Fitting ideal sheaf of cokerpϕq (see [E, 20,2] for the definition of
Fitting ideals). Then, by Tϕ we denote the closed subscheme of Tλ determined
by Iλ.
Remark 2.4.3. The reader might wonder why we study the matrices pϕiq
instead of pΦq. The reason is twofold: First of all, pΦq is not a matrix over
the coordinate ring Apλq of T , that is the entries of pΦq are not elements of
the Segre product Ap0q b    b Apdq. But the minors of pΦq are linear forms in
Apλq. Moreover, for computing equations defining CRL, it is easier to work in
the polynomial rings Apλ,iq than in the Segre product Apλq.
Example 2.4.4. (A) First, let us have a look at the easiest interesting example:
the partition λ  p2q  p10 21q of 2. As usual, we ignore e1  0, and we just
write W0  W2,0, B1  W2,1. Obviously, Θ0  1 bW 20 and Θ2  1 bW 21 . For
Θ1, we observe that there are exactly two possibilities to distribute 2 powers
on the indices p0, 1q such that the sum of the products of the indices and their
respective power equals 1: Either we choose 0 for the first power and 1 for the
second, resulting in the summand 1bW0W1, or we choose 1 for the first power
and 0 for the second, resulting in 1bW1W0. Of course, those two summands are
equal, hence, Θ1  1b 2W0W1. This coincides with β pp0q, p0, 1qq  1  21!1!  2.
Therefore,
rϕp2qs 

1bW 20 1b 2W0W1 1bW 21
Z0 Z1 Z2

.
If we look at the affine chart Up0,0,0q, i.e., if we set W0  Z0  1, and eliminate
w1  W1W0 , then we get the expected equation z21  4z2 for a monic binary form
of degree 2 with exactly 1 root with multiplicity 2.
(B) For a somewhat more involved example, let us consider the partition λ 
p2, 2, 3q  p22 31q of 7; we ignore any occurrence of e1  e4  e5  e7  0 as well
as their indices r P t1, 4, 5, 6, 7u. Again, clearly Θ0  1bW 22,0 bW 33,0 and Θ7 
1bW 22,2bW 33,1. For Θ1, we can either shift one of the two powers of W2,0 to W2,1,
or we can shift one of the three powers of W3,0 to W3,1. In the first case, we can
choose one of two powers, hence βpp1, 1, 0q, p3, 0qq  2, and in the second case,
we can choose one of three powers, hence βpp2, 0, 0q, p2, 1qq  3. Adding those
possible summands, we get Θ1  1b p2W2,0W2,1 bW 33,0   3W 22,0 bW 23,0W3,1q.
For Θ2, we get
N2  tpp1, 0, 1q, p3, 0qq , pp0, 2, 0q, p3, 0qq , pp1, 1, 0q, p2, 1qq , pp2, 0, 0q, p1, 2qqu .
For the distribution of powers pp1, 1, 0q, p2, 1qq, we first have to choose one of two
possible powers for W2,1 and then one of three possible powers for W3,1. Hence,
the summand 1bW2,0W2,1bW 23,0W3,1 occurs
 
2
1
  31  6 times. Alternatively,
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we just could compute βppp1, 1, 0q, p2, 1qqq  2!1!1!0!  3!2!1!  6. Computing the
coefficients βpq for the other elements of N2, we find
Θ2  1 b

2W2,0W2,2 bW 33,0   W 22,1 bW 33,0
  6W2,0W2,1 bW 23,0W3,1   3W 22,0 bW3,0W 23,1
	
.
Further carrying out this computations, we eventually find the matrix pϕp2,2,3qq
(see Figure (2.1) on the next page).
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On the affine chart U i, i P I, by definition, the ideal
Ipiq  Ipλ,iq : H0pU i, Iλq  Apλ,iq
of Tϕ X U i is generated by the p2  2q-minors of the matrix
 
ϕi

. We can do
better than this and generate Ipiq by d elements, as we well prove soon. Before
doing so, we formulate two Lemmas resulting in Proposition 2.4.7, which at first
might seem mildly interesting, but which expresses the arguably most important
property of our constructions. In order to formulate them, we introduce another
notation: For l P t1, 2u, i P I an t 9P U i, by
 
ϕiptq

l, we denote the l-th row of 
ϕiptq

as a pd  1q-tuple of elements of K.
Lemma 2.4.5. For any i P Iλ and any t  pf, gq 9P U i, it holds 
ϕiptq

1,  0 
 
ϕiptq

2, .
Proof. As f denotes a closed point in PpSymdpV qq, the second inequality is
clear. To show the first one, assume the contrary, i.e., assume θjpgq  0 for all
j P rds0. In particular,
0  θ0pgq 
d¹
r1
grr,0
implies
M0 : tr P rds0 | gr,0  0u  H.
The summands of θ1 are obtained (up to their multiplicity βpq) by shifting
exactly one factor wrr,0 of θ0 to w
r1
r,0 wr,1; the summands of θ2 are in turn
(again, up to the multiplicities βpq) obtained by taking one of the summands
of θ1 and shifting one factor wr,t to wr,t 1 and so on. Hence, after
t1 :
¸
rPM0
r
such steps, we find
θt1pgq 
 ¹
rPM0
grr,1
 ¹
rPrds0zM0
grr,0
  C,
where
C 
¸
νPNt1 ztνˆu
er¹
r1
g
νr,0
r,0    gνr,err,er
with
νˆ : pp0, 1, 0, . . . , 0q, p0, 2, 0, . . . , 0q, . . . , p0, d, 0, . . . , 0qq.
In other words, C is a sum of products obtained by t1 shifts gr,t ÞÑ gr,t 1 of
which at least one occurs for r R M0. It follows that every summand of C
contains a factor gr,0 for some r PM0, thus,
C  0.
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Now, as by assumption 0  θt1pbq and by construction
±
rPrds0zM0 gr,0  0, it
follows
M1 : tr PM0 | gr,1  0u  H.
We repeat this construction with t2 : t1 
°
rPM1 r, and with the same argument
as above, we get 0  θt2pgq  p
±
rPM1 g
r
r,2q  c  0 with c  0, hence
M2 : tr PM1 | gr,2  0u  H.
Continuing inductively, we get a chain of sets M0 M1     Mk     with
Mk  H. But, after at most
k0 ¤ maxter | r PM0u
such steps, we find an element r PMk0 with gr,0      gr,er  0, a contradic-
tion to pgr,0 :    : gr,er q 9P PpSymer pV qq a closed point. Hence, there is at least
one j P rds0 with θjpgq  0.
Lemma 2.4.6. Let i P Iλ. Then, for any closed point t P U i, it holds
t P Tϕ ô

θi0ptq P K and
 
ϕiptq

1,  θi0ptq 
 
ϕiptq

2,
	
.
Proof. By [E, 20.2], the Fitting ideal Ipiq  Fitt0pcokerpϕiqq defines the closed
subset of U i of closed points t such that rank
  
ϕiptq
q   2. Now, by the above
Lemma, rank
  
ϕiptq
q ¤ 1 is equivalent to the existence of a unit κt P K
such that  
ϕiptq

1,  κt 
 
ϕiptq

2, .
As Zi0ptq  1, it also must hold κt  θi0ptq.
Proposition 2.4.7. For any i P Iλ, the element θi0 is a unit in Apiq{Ipiq.
Proof. Apiq{Ipiq is the coordinate ring of the affine variety Γi, and θi0 and θ1i0
are rational functions on Γi vanishing nowhere by Lemma 2.4.6. Hence, θi0 is a
regular function on Γi, and this proves our claim.
Lemma 2.4.8. Let i P Iλ. The ideal Ipλ,iq  Apλ,iq  Krz, ws is generated by
the Apλ,iq-sequence of length d
θi0z0  θ0, . . . , θi0zi01  θi01, θi0zi0 1  θi0 1, . . . , θi0zd  θd.
Proof. The elements θi0zjθj , j P rds0zti0u are p22q-minors of
 
ϕi

, and they
generate Ipiq since for any j, l P rds0, it holds
θjzl  θlzj  zjpθi0zl  θlq  zlpθi0zj  θjq.
Moreover, as elements of the polynomial ring Apiq   Krws rzs over the integral
domain Krws with θi0 a unit in Apiq{Ipiq, they form an Apiq-sequence.
Hence, Tϕ is a local complete intersection, and we can explicitly compute min-
imal sets of local equations. We can prove more than this:
Proposition 2.4.9. Tϕ is smooth.
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Proof. Let t P Tϕ be a closed point. We want to show that the Jacobi matrix
of Tϕ at t has maximal rank; this suffices to show the smoothness of Tϕ. Let
i P I with t P U i. The defining ideal of Tϕ X U i is generated by the d elements
θi0z0 θ0, . . . , θi0zi01 θi01, θi0zi0 1 θi0 1, . . . , θi0zdwd, and let J be the
Jacobi matrix of Tϕ on U i. We set
Jˆ 

Bpθi0z0θ0q
Bz0 . . .
Bpθi0z0θ0q
Bzd
Bpθi0z0θ0q
Bu1,0 . . .
Bpθi0z0θ0q
Bud,ed
...
...
Bpθi0zdθdq
Bz0 . . .
Bpθi0zdθdq
Bzd
Bpθi0zdθdq
Bu1,0 . . .
Bpθi0zdθdq
Bud,ed
.
We get J from Jˆ by deleting the rowB pθi0zi0  θi0q
Bz0 , . . . ,
B pθi0zi0  θi0q
Bwd,ed


and the columns B pθi0z0  θ0q
Bzi0
, . . . ,
B pθi0zd  θdq
Bzi0
q


and B pθi0z0  θ0q
Bwr,ir
, . . . ,
B pθi0zd  θdq
Bwr,ir
q


, r P rds.
Thus, J is a pd  pd   eqq-matrix. For any j P rds0, it holds θj P Krws, and
therefore,
B pθi0zj  θjq
Bzj  θi0 and
B pθi0zj  θjq
Bzk  0 for k  j.
The first d columns of Jptq hence form a diagonal submatrix
θi0ptq 0 0 . . . 0 0
0 θi0ptq 0 . . . 0 0
...
...
...
0 0 0 . . . 0 θi0ptq
ﬁﬃﬃﬃﬂ
As θi0ptq  0, this means that rankpJptqq  d. So, Jptq has maximal rank.
We finally can give equations for Γi and prove [Ch1, Theorem 3.1]. Note that
the proof that Γ and Tϕ are equal is only executed in [Ch1] on the sets of closed
points, that is the proof of their scheme-theoretical equality is missing.
Theorem 2.4.10. As schemes,
Γλ  Tϕ.
In particular, the Eagon-Northcott complex of ϕ resolves OΓ. Moreover, for
i P Iλ, the ideal of the affine part Γi of Γλ is generated by the d polynomials
θλ,i,i0zi,0  θλ,i,0, . . . , θλ,i,i0zi,i01  θλ,i,i01,
θλ,i,i0zi,i0 1  θλ,i,i0 1, . . . , θλ,i,i0zi,d  θλ,i,d P Apλ,iq.
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Proof. By definition of the elements Θ0, . . . ,Θd P
Âd
r0A
prq and the scheme
Γ, Lemma 2.1.2, and Lemma 2.4.6, the schemes Γ and Tϕ are set-theoretically
equal, and as Γ as well as Tϕ is smooth, they are scheme-theoretically equal.
Hence, [Ch1, Theorem 3.1] indeed holds, and the Eagon-Northcott complex of
ϕ resolves OΓ. The last claim is clear by Lemma 2.4.8.
2.5 Computing Xλ
We now want to explain how to compute the ideal of a CRL using the equations
of Γλ we already found. Again, we will omit λ from our notations if no confusion
is to be expected. Denote
I : Iλ  IAp0qpXλq  Ap0q  KrZ0, . . . , Zds
the homogeneous ideal of Xλ (compare 0.4 §15). We identify the indeterminates
Z1, . . . , Zd with z1  Z1Z0 , . . . , zd 
Zd
Z0
, respectively, as well as Z0 with a new
indeterminate z0; hence, we also write A
p0q  Krz0, . . . , zds. As before, we
denote the standard affine charts of PpSymdpV qq by U0, . . . , Ud, and for any
affine subscheme V  Uj  PpSymdpV qq, where j P rds0, we denote by V
its projective closure in PpSymdpV qq with respect to Uj . First, we need the
following observation:
Lemma 2.5.1.
Xλ X U0  Xλ.
Proof. Observe that Xλ X U0  H since this intersection is the locus of binary
forms which are monic with respect to x. In addition, the image Xλ of the irre-
ducible scheme Yλ under the projective morphism fλ is irreducible and therefore
connected. So, Xλ X U0 is dense in Xλ.
Lemma 2.5.1 tells us that it suffices to compute the ideal
Ip0q  Ipλ,0q : IAp0,0qpXλ X U0q
 Iλ XAp0,0q
 Iλ XK rz1, . . . , zds
and homogenize it in z0 to get Iλ, that is
Iλ  Ip0q
homz0
where homz0 means homogenization in z0. Computing Ip0q is straightforward
using the following result (for piλ, compare Remark 2.2.5):
Lemma 2.5.2.
Xλ X U0  piλpΓλ,0q  piλ pΓλ X pU0  U1,0      Ud,idqq .
Proof. With
I0 : t1, . . . , e1u     t1, . . . , edu,
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it holds
Xλ X U0  pipΓX pi1pU0qq  pi
ΓX ¤
pi1,...,idqPI0
U0  U1,i1      Ud,id
,
hence it suffices to show
ΓX
 ¤
pi1,...,idqPI0

U0 
d¹
r1
Ur,ir
 ΓXU0  d¹
r1
Ur,0

looooooooomooooooooon
U0
.
The inclusion ‘’ is clear. For ‘’, consider a closed point t  pf, gq P Γ X
U p0,i1,...,idq for any pi1, . . . , idq P I0. Then, by Lemma 2.4.6 it holds
0  θ0pgq 
d¹
r1
grr,0.
Hence, for all r P rds, we get gr,0  0 and pgr,0 :    : gr,er q P Ur,0. But this just
means t P U0, and we have proven our claim.
Putting the above together proves the validity of the following algorithm for
computing Iλ:
Algorithm 2.5.3. Input: A partition λ  p1e1 . . . dedq.
1. For j P rds, determine the set Nj as defined in Definition 2.1.1. The com-
putation of this set is straightforward, but we are not going to explicitly
do it here.
2. For j P rds, compute
θj 
¸
νPNj
βpνqwν ,
where w1,0      wr,0  1.
3. Define Ip0q to be the ideal of Krz1, . . . , zd, w1,1, . . . , w1,e1 , w2,1, . . . , wd,eds
generated by z1  θ1, . . . , zd  θd.
4. Compute Ip0q : Ip0q XKrz1, . . . , zds, that is reduce Ip0q by w. This can
be done using a Gro¨bner basis with respect to an elimination ordering,
but has high computational complexity in general.
5. Compute Iλ  Ip0q
homz0
, that is homogenize the generators in a Gro¨bner
basis of Ip0q at z0.
Output: The homogeneous ideal Iλ  Iλ  Krz0, . . . , zds of the CRL Xλ via a
set of homogeneous generators.
This algorithm indeed computes equations for Xλ by Theorem 3.1.9 and Lem-
mas 2.5.1 and 2.5.2.
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Example 2.5.4. We again consider λ  p2, 2, 3q as in Example 2.4.4. Hav-
ing found
 
ϕp2,2,3q

, we immediately get generators of the ideal of Γ0 in the
polynomial ring Ap0q  Krz1, . . . , z7, w2,1, w2,2, w3,1s as follows:
z1  2w2,1  3w3,1,
z2  2w2,2  w22,1  6w2,1w3,1  3w23,1,
z3  2w2,1w2,2  6w2,2w3,1  3w22,1w3,1  6w2,1w23,1  w33,1,
z4  w22,2  6w2,1w2,2w3,1  6w2,2w23,1  3w22,1w23,1  2w2,1w33,1,
z5  3w22,2w3,1  6w2,1w2,2w23,1  2w2,0w2,2w33,1  w22,1w33,1,
z6  3w22,2w23,1  2w2,1w2,2w33,1,
z7  w22,2w33,1.
To get generators for the ideal of Xp2,2,3q, we have to eliminate w2,1, w2,2, and
w3,1 from these polynomials.
Example 2.5.5. We want to compute the equations for the coincident root loci
of partitions of 4. The CRL Xp1,1,2q is determined by the discriminant, that is
Ip1,1,2q  x∆4y  Krz0, z1, z2, z3, z4s
with
∆4  256z30z34  192z20z1z3z24  128z20z22z24   144z20z2z23z4
27z20z43   144z0z21z2z24  6z0z21z23z4  8z0z1z22z3z4
 18z0z1z2z33   16z0z42z4  4z0z32z23  27z41z24
 18z31z2z3z4  4z31z33  4z21z32z4   z21z22z23 .
To find the ideal of Xp1,3q,we have to look at the elements
z0,1  θp1,3q,0,1  z1  p3w3,1   w1,1q,
z0,2  θp1,3q,0,2  z2  p3w23,1   3w1,1w3,1q,
z0,3  θp1,3q,0,3  z3  pw33,1   3w1,1w23,1q,
z0,4  θp1,3q,0,4  z4  pw1,1w33,1q P Krz1, . . . , z4, w1,1, w3,1s,
eliminate the indeterminates w1,1 and w3,1 from the ideal generated by them,
and then homogenize at z0. Doing this with help of the library [elim.lib] for
[Singular], we get
Ip1,3q  x12z0z4  3z1z3   z22 , 27z0z23   27z21z4  27z1z2z3   8z32 .y
Repeating the same computations for the partitions p2, 2q and p4q, we also get
Ip2,2q 
@
8z20z3  4z0z1z2   z31 , 16z20z4   2z0z1z3  4z0z22   z21z2,
8z0z1z4  4z0z2z3   z21z3, z0z23  z21z4,
8z0z3z4  4z1z2z4   z1z23 , 16z0z24   2z1z3z4  4z22z4   z2z23 ,
8z1z
2
4  4z2z3z4   z33
D
and
Ip4q 
@
8z0z2  3z21 , 6z0z3  z1z2, 36z0z4  z22 ,
9z1z3  4z22 , 6z1z4  z2z3, 8z2z4  3z33
D
.
At the end of this Section, we prove that the ideal Iλ is weighted homogeneous
(see Remark and Definition 1.2.1).
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Proposition 2.5.6. Let λ be a partition of d P N0. Then, the ideal Iλ  Ap0q 
Krz0, . . . , zds is weighted graded.
Proof. We furnish the ring
Ap0q  Ap0q bKrws  Krz0, . . . , zd, w1,1, . . . , w1,e1 , w2,1, . . . , wd,eds
with a weighted grading Ap0q ÀmPN0 Ap0qω,m by giving the additional indeter-
minates weights ωpwr,tq  t for all pr, tq P rds  rers. Then, Ap0q is a weighted
graded subring of Ap0q. Consider the ideal of ΓλXU0 in Ap0q; by Theorem 2.4.10
and Lemma 2.4.8, it is generated by the elements z1  θ1, . . . , zd  θd P Ap0q.
Fix i P rds, and consider the element θi. It is obtained by adding monomials of
the form
wν  wν1,11,1   w
ν1,e1
1,eq
w
ν2,1
2,1   w
νd,ed
d,ed
for ν P Nλ,i, where by definition
d¸
r1

er¸
t1
tνr,t

 i.
Hence,
ωpwνq 
d¸
r1

er¸
t1
θpwr,tqνr,t


d¸
r1

er¸
t1
tνr,t

 i
and therefore θi P Ap0qω,j . As also zi P Bω,i, this means that IpΓλ X U0q is
generated by weighted homogeneous elements and hence is a weighted graded
ideal. It follows that IpXλXU0q  IpΓλXU0qXAp0q is a weighted graded ideal.
As ωpz0q  0, multiplying with z0 does not change the weight of a monomial in
Ap0q, hence, homogenizing a weighted homogeneous element at z0 yields again
a weighted homogeneous element. Therefore, the homogenization Iλ of IpXλ,0q
is weighted graded.
Corollary 2.5.7. There are generators F1, . . . , Fs of IZ  Krz0, . . . , zds which
are homogeneous with respect to the standard grading as well as weighted graded.
Moreover, we can compute such generators.
Proof. Let H1, . . . ,Ht be generators of Iλ which are homogeneous with respect
to the standard grading; we can compute this generators, for example using
Algorithm 2.5.3. Now, we take all the weighted homogeneous components of
the elements H1, . . . ,Ht and denote them by F1, . . . , Fs. Since IZ is weighted
graded, F1, . . . , Fs are contained in IZ , and obviously we can write H1, . . . ,Ht
as linear combinations of them, that is F1, . . . , Fs indeed generate Iλ. These
generators are homogeneous with respect to the standard grading since they are
sums of monomials occurring in the homogeneous elements H1, . . . ,Ht.
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2.6 Some comments about the singular locus of
Xλ
In [Ch1], we find a description of the singular locus of the CRL Xλ. First, we
give the definition of the set Sλ.
Definition 2.6.1. Let λ  p1e1 2e2 . . . dedq be a partition of d P N. Then, a
partition µ  p1ε1 2ε2 . . . dεdq of d belongs to the set Sλ if and only if µ fulfils
one of the following mutually exclusive conditions:
(a) There are distinct integers r1, r2 P rds with
εr1  er1  1, εr2  er2  1, εr1 r2  er1 r2   1,
εr  er for r P rdsztr1, r2, r1   r2u.
(b) There are integers r1, r2 P rds, t P N with t ¡ 1 and r1  tr2 such that
er1 ¡ 0 and εr1  er1   1, εr2  er2  t
εr  er for r P rdsztr1, r2, u.
(c) There exist pairwise distinct integers r1, r2, r3 P rds and integers t1, t2 P N
with r3  t1r1  t2r2 such that
εr1  er1  t1, εr2  er2  t2, εr3  er3   2,
εr  er for r P rdsztr1, r2, r3u.
By S
pq
λ we denote the subset of Sλ of partitions that fulfil the above condition
pq for  P ta, b, cu. Then, Sλ is the union of the pairwise disjoint sets Spaqλ , Spbqλ ,
and S
pcq
λ .
Observe that any partition µ P Sλ is a coarsening of λ, hence, Xµ  Xλ.
Theorem 2.6.2. Let λ be a partition of d P N. Then, the singular locus of
Xλ is

µPSλ Xµ. Moreover, for any singular closed point f of Xλ, if ψ
1
λ pfq is
singleton, then f P 
µPSpaqλ
Xµ.
Proof. See [Ch1, Theorem 5.4 and Proposition 5.5].
Let us give the singular locus of Xλ some more thoughts. First, we look at some
examples:
Example 2.6.3. A) For λ  p1, 1, 2q, we have Spaqλ  tp1, 3qu, Spbqλ  tp2, 2qu,
and S
pcq
λ  H, hence Sp1,1,2q  tp1, 3q, p2, 2qu. Observe that the only coarsening
of p1, 1, 2q not contained in Sp1,1,2q is p4q, but that Xp4q  Xp1,3q X Xp2,2q.
Therefore, the singular locus of Xp1,1,2q consists of all closed points f 9P Xp1,1,2q
such that there are more than exactly two linear factors of f that happen to be
equal to another linear factor.
B) For λ  p1, 1, 3q, it holds Spaqλ  tp1, 4qu, Spbqλ  H  Spcqλ . In particular,
p2, 3q R Sp1,1,3q, hence a closed point f 9P Xp2,3q  Xp2,3qzXp5q is non-singular in
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Xp1,1,3q. For such a closed point f 9P Xp2,3q, it holds f  l1  l2  l3  l4  l5 with linear
factors l1  l2  l3  l4  l5; if we consider f as a point of Xp1,1,3q with f  g1 g33,
then obviously g1  l1  l2 and g3  l3. This means that the distribution of the
linear factors l1, . . . , l5 to the factors g1, g2 is unique. On the other hand, if
f 9P Xp1,4q  Xp1,1,3q, then f  l1  l2    l5 with linear factors l1, l2      l5, and
we can choose three of the linear factors l2, . . . , l5 to form g3, while the last one
belongs to g1 – that is, each of the cases g1  l1  l2, g1  l1  l3, g1  l1  l4, or
g1  l1  l5 can occur, and the distribution of the linear factors to the factors
g1, g3 is not unique.
The last example gives raise to the next Proposition, which claims that the
singular locus of Xλ for any λ consists of closed points f such that the distribu-
tion of the linear factors l1, . . . , ld to factors g1, g
2
2, . . . , g
d
d of f is not unique. In
formulating and proving this result, we make use of the terminology introduced
in Section 1.1.
Remark and Notation 2.6.4. Let f 9P Xλ with gr P Krx, yser for all r P rds
such that f ±dr1 grr, and let l1, . . . , ld 9P PpSym1pKrx, ysq be the linear factors
of f. Taking only non-equal linear factors, we also find an integer s ¤ d and
linear factors k1, . . . , ks 9P PpSym1pKrx, ys1qq with ki  kj for i  j such that
f  ±sj1 kµjj for a partition µ  pµ1, . . . , µsq of d. In this situation, µ is a
coarsening of λ, and there is no strict coarsening υ of µ such that f P Xυ. By
Xµ we denote the subvariety of Xµ of points that are not contained in Xυ for
any strict coarsening υ P Qµ. The subset Xµ  Xλ is locally closed since Xυ is
closed for any υ P Qλ and thus Xµ is open in its closure Xµ.
Now, let δ  pδp1q, . . . , δpsqq be a splitting of µ into λ (see Remark and Definition
1.1.2). This splitting corresponds to the factorization
f 
s¹
j1
k
µj
j 
s¹
j1
|δpjq|¹
i1
k
δ
pjq
i
j . (2.1)
So, we can determine a factorization f ±dr1 grr by
gr 
s¹
j1
¹
i P r|δpjq|s
δ
pjq
i
 r
kj (2.2)
for r P rds, that is by collecting all linear factors kj appearing in (2.1) with
power r, counted with multiplicity. This factorization determines a closed point
pg1, . . . , gdq P ψ1λ pfq  Yλ. On the other hand, given pg1, . . . , grq, we can
determine a splitting δ of µ into λ as follows: For any binary forms o, n over
K denote ordopnq the highest power c with nc | o. For j P r|µ|s, i P rµjs, let
c
pjq
i : ordgipkiq be the highest power c with kcj | gi. Then, δpjq  p1c
pjq
1 . . . µ
cpjqµj
j q
is a factorization of µj  ordfpkjq, and pδp1q, . . . , δp|µ|qq is a splitting of µ into λ.
The three sets Q
p0q
λ , Q
p1q
λ , and Q
p2q
λ (see 1.1.2) now correspond to the situation
that
(1) the factors g1, . . . , gd and the distribution of the linear factors l1, . . . , ld to
them are unique,
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(2) the factors gr are unique, but there is a linear factor lj dividing more than
one such factor gr, and
(3) the factors gr are not unique,
respectively. This leads to the following Proposition, in which #ψ1λ pfq denotes
the number of (closed) points in the fibre of ψλ over a closed point f P Xλ:
Proposition 2.6.5. Let f 9P Xλ. Let µ P Qλ with f P Xµ. Then,
a) f is non-singular in Xλ if and only if µ P Qp0qλ , that is µ is of even unique
splitting into λ;
b) f is singular in Xλ with #ψ
1
λ pfq  1 if and only if µ P Qp1qλ , that is µ is
of uneven unique splitting into λ;
c) f is singular in Xλ with #ψ
1
λ pfq ¡ 1 if and only if µ P Qp2qλ , that is µ is
not of unique splitting into λ.
Moreover, #ψ1λ pfq equals the number of different splittings of µ into λ.
Proof. Let δ be a splitting of µ into λ, and let the factors g1, . . . , gr be obtained
as in (2.2). First, assume that the splitting of µ into λ is not unique, so that we
can find a splitting γ  δ of µ into λ. This is equivalent to
f 
|µ|¹
j1
k
µj
j 
|µ|¹
j1
|γpjq|¹
i1
k
γ
pjq
i
j
for linear factors k1, . . . , k|µ| of f. Writing
hr :
|µ|¹
j1
¹
i P r|γpjq|s
γ
pjq
i
 r
kj ,
we get a second factorization f  ±dr1 hrr. As there is an index j P r|µ|s with
m : µj and δpjq  p1c1 . . .mcmq  γpjq  p1c11 . . .mc1mq, there is an integer
i P rms with ci ¡ c1i, and hence kcij | gi but kcij - hi. Thus, ph1, . . . , hdq is a
second point in ψ1λ pqq not equal to pg1, . . . , grq. On the other hand, if there
are two different points pg1, . . . , grq, ph1, . . . , grq 9P ψ1λ pqq, we can construct two
splittings δ, γ of µ into λ as in Remark and Notation 2.6.4; since there is an
index r P rds with gr  hr, there is an index j P r|µ|s with ordgr pkjq  ordhr pkjq.
Hence, δpjq  γpjq, and µ P Qp2qλ . This proves (c) and, by the same argument
for more than two different partitions, the additional claim.
The case that f is singular in Xλ but #ψ
1
λ pfq  1 is equivalent to the existence
of a linear factor l dividing gr and gr1 with r, r
1 P rds and r  r1 by [Ch1,
Corollary 5.8 and Proposition 5.1]; hence, ordgr plq  0  ordGr1 plq. This in
turn is equivalent to the situation that δpjq  p1ordg1 plq . . . dordgd plqq is not even.
This proves (b).
As µ P Qλ  Qp0qλ YQp1qλ YQp2qλ and this union is disjoint, (a) follows from (b)
and (c).
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Corollary 2.6.6. Let λ be a partition of d P N. Then, Xλ is smooth if and
only if λ is even.
Proof. This is clear by Proposition 2.6.5 and Lemma 1.1.4
Corollary 2.6.7. For any partition λ of d P N, the CRL Xλ is either smooth,
or the dimension of its singular locus SingpXλq is dimpXλq  1.
Proof. The locus Xλ is not smooth if and only if we find a coarsening µ 
p1ε1 . . . dεdq of λ  p1e1 . . . dedq by adding two different entries λi, λj and keeping
the other entries of λ as in the proof of the previous Corollary. But this means
ελi  eλi  1, ελj  eλj  1, and ελi λj  eλi λj   1, hence by Remark 2.2.3
dimpXµq 
d¸
r1
εr 
d¸
r1
er  1  dimpXλq  1.
By construction, µ R Qp0qλ , and thus Xµ  SingpXλq.
Geometrically speaking, singularities of Xλ of type (b) in Proposition 2.6.5 are
similar to cusps, while those of type (c) are similar to nodes and multiple points.
Note that those two kinds of singularities can occur simultaneously, as we will
see in the next example.
Example 2.6.8. (A) Let us consider the partitions of 5 and the respective
CRL. All partitions of 5 are coarsenings of the trivial partition p15q with Xp15q 
PpSym5pV qq, and it holds
Qp15q  tp1, 1, 1, 2q, p1, 1, 3q, p1, 2, 2q, p1, 4q, p2, 3q, p5qu.
First. we look at the singular locus of Xp13 21q. We find p13 21q to be the only
element of Q
p0q
p13 21q, while
Q
p1q
p13 21q  tp1, 1, 3q, p1, 4q, p5qu and Q
p2q
p13 21q  tp1, 2, 2q, p2, 3qu.
Closed points of Xp2,3q  Xp1,1,1,2q are of the form l21l32 for some linear binary
forms l1  l2, and there are two points in the fibre ψ1λ pl21l32q  PpSym3pV qq 
PpSym1pV qq, namely pl21l2, l2q and pl32, l1q. The first one corresponds to the
splitting pp1, 1q, p1, 2qq of p2, 3q into p1, 1, 1, 2q, containing an uneven partition.
As l2 divides g1  l21l2 as well as g2  l2, the induced morphism on tangent
spaces
dψλ,pl21l2,l2q : TPpSym3pV qqPpSym1pV qq,pl21l2,l2q Ñ TPpSym5pV qq,l21l32
is not injective (see [Ch1, Corollary 5.8]). On the other hand, pl32, l1q P ψ1λ pl21l22q
corresponds to the splitting pp2q, p1, 1, 1qq, containing only even partitions, that
is
dψλ,pl32,l1q : TPpSym3pV qqPpSym1pV qq,pl21l1,l2q Ñ TPpSym5pV qq,l21l32
is injective. For the coarsening p1, 2, 2q of p1, 1, 1, 2q, both possible splittings
pp1q, p1, 1q, p2qq and pp1q, p2q, p1, 1qq consist of even partitions, meaning that both
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induced morphisms on tangent spaces for a closed point f P Xp1,2,2q  Xp1,1,1,2q
are injective. Finally, the fibre ψ1p13 21qpfq of a closed point f P Xp1,1,3qYXp1,4qY
Xp5q  Xp1,1,3qzXp2,3q contains only one point, but the induced morphism on
tangent spaces is not injective.
Looking at p1, 1, 3q, we see that the coarsening p2, 3q is of even unique splitting,
hence a point in Xp2,3q is non-singular in Xp1,1,3q. Continuing in this way, we
can draw the following diagram:
p1, 1, 1, 1, 1q



p1, 1, 1, 2q
2
M
MMM
MMM
MMM
qq
qqq
qqq
qq

2



p1, 1, 3q

uu
uu
uu
uu
u
YYY
YYY
YYY
YYY
YYY
YY

;
;;
;;
;;
;;
;;
;;
;;
;;
;
p1, 2, 2q

I
II
II
II
II
e e e
e e e
e e e
e e e
e e e
e e










p1, 4q

UU
UUUU
UUUU
UUUU
UUUU
UUUU
p2, 3q

iii
iiii
iiii
iiii
iiii
iii
p5q
In this diagram, any line between two partitions λ above and µ below means
that Xµ  Xλ; we omitted most of the lines connected to the trivial partition
p15q. A dashed line means that closed points of Xµ are non-singular in Xλ,
while a line with a  means that Xµ is contained in the singular locus of Xλ.
The label of such a line indicates the type of singularity: A number denotes the
number of points in the fibres of ψλ over points of X

µ (‘1’ is always omitted),
while an asterisk  means that there is (at least) one induced morphism on
tangent spaces which is not injective. Also, the dimension of Xλ equals the
number of its rows counted from below, or equivalently, the length of a longest
path to the coarsest splitting p5q. E.g., dimpXp1,1,1,2qq  4 as p1, 1, 1, 2q can be
found in the fourth row from the bottom.
(B) For d  4, we immediately get that Xp14q, Xp22q and Xp41q are smooth. The
diagram of the CRL as above looks as follows:
p1, 1, 1, 1q



p1, 1, 2q

tt
tt
tt
tt
t
2
J
JJ
JJ
JJ
JJ


p1, 3q

J
JJJ
JJJ
JJJ
p2, 2q
t
t
t
t
t
p4q
Using the Algorithm 2.5.3, we can compute equations for this CRLs: Xp1,1,2q is
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defined by the discriminant for quartics, Xp1,3q is defined by 12z0z43z1z3  z32
and 27z0z
2
3   27z21z4  27z1z2z3   8z32 , and Xp2,2q is defined by 7 cubics (see
Example 2.5.5). This means that for every partition λ of 4, the CRL Xλ is
a locally complete intersection: Xp1,1,1,1q, Xp2,2q, and Xp4q because they are
smooth, and Xp1,1,2q and Xp1,3q because their homogeneous ideal is generated
by a number of equations equal to their codimension.
(C) For d  6, the diagram looks as follows if we omit any  indicating singu-
larities purely of type (b) in Proposition 2.6.5:
p1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1q



p1, 1, 1, 1, 2q
oo
ooo
ooo
ooo 2
O
OOO
OOO
OOO
O
3

2

2
E
EE
EE
EE
EE
EE
EE
EE
EE
EE
EE
EE
EE
EE
EE
EE
EE
2
yy
yy
yy
yy
yy
yy
yy
yy
yy
yy
yy
yy
yy
yy
yy
yy
y

p1, 1, 1, 3q
rr
rrr
rrr
rr
OO
OO
OO









?
??
??
??
??
??
??
??
??
??
2

4
44
44
44
44
44
44
44
44
44
44
44
44
p1, 1, 2, 2q
e e e
e e e
e e e
e e e
e e e
e e e
e
oo
ooo
ooo
ooo 3
L
LLL
LLL
LLL

2










:
::
::
::
::
::
::
::
::
p1, 1, 4q
 VVV
VV
VV
VV
VV
V
N
NNN
NNN
NNN
NNN
NNN
NNN
NNN
NNN
NNN
p1, 2, 3q

hhhh
hhhhh
hhhhh
hhhhh
hhhhh
 VVV
VVVVV
VVVVV
VVVVV
VVVVV
V p2, 2, 2q
h h
h h
h h
h h
h h
h h
p p
p p
p p
p p
p p
p p
p p
p1, 5q
VVV
VVVVV
VVVVV
VVVVV
VVVVV
VVV p2, 4q

p3, 3q
h h
h h
h h
h h
h h
h h
h
p6q
In this diagram, we note that the singular locus of Xλ looks more complicated
the bigger |λ|  dimpXλq is, which is hardly remarkable. But we note also,
that for fixed |λ|, that is on a fixed row of the diagram, the singular locus is
more complicated the more different entries there are in λ. For example, any
coarsening of p1, 2, 3q yields singularities, only two of three coarsenings of p1, 1, 4q
yield singularities, while no coarsening of p2, 2, 2q yields a singularity.
(D) To further illustrate the last remark, we draw the second to fourth row
counted from below of the diagram for d  7 (we omit the bottom row as p7q
just yields singularities purely of type (b) for any partition λ R tp17q, p7qu). Here,
for clarity’s sake, we swap rows and columns, and we omit any label indicating
the type of singularity.
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p1, 1, 5q
I
II
II
II
II
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
p1, 1, 1, 4q
rrrrrrrrrr

L
L
L
L
L

8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
p1, 6q
p1, 2, 4q
uuuuuuuuu
I
II
II
II
II

..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
.
p1, 1, 2, 3q

rrrrrrrrrr
L
LLL
LLL
LLL

11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11

p2, 5q
p1, 3, 3q












I
II
II
II
II
p1, 2, 2, 2q












L
LLL
LLL
LLL




















p3, 4q
p2, 2, 3q
u
u
u
u
u

As above, the more different entries a partition λ exhibits, the more complete
lines lead away from it and the more parts the singular locus of Xλ possesses.
This observation is rooted in the fact that the more different entries a parti-
tion has, the more different and uneven subpartitions we can compose of them,
leading to more splittings of coarsenings in Q
p1q
λ Y Qp2qλ . Thus, the number of
different entries in λ is a measure for the complexity of the singular locus in Xλ;
Corollary 2.6.6 is just the simplest instance of this principle.
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Chapter 3
On partial elimination
ideals and equations of Zk
In this Chapter, we return to the situation described in the Introduction: For a
closed point p 9P Pn and a projective variety rZ  Pn with p R rZ, we consider the
simple outer linear projection pi : rZ Ñ Z  Pn1 with centre p. For all k P N0,
we want to determine the ideal of the closed set Zk  Pn1 that consists of all
closed points q 9P Z such that the fibres pi1pqq are of length greater or equal
than k. We show that this ideals are the partial elimination ideals of Ip rZq with
respect to p, and we give an algorithm for computing them. We also explain
their connexion to secant cones and secant loci and shortly look at the use of
partial elimination ideals in the study of multiple linear projections. Finally, we
give some examples. The most important result of this Section for our aim of
determining equations for Zλ is Theorem 3.1.9, which explains how to get the
degree of the polynomials defining the fibres pi1pqq.
Partial elimination ideals have been introduced by Marc Green in [G] in order to
study generic initial ideals. In the same context, they have been used by Conca
and Sidman in [CoSi]; these authors also showed the connexion of partial elim-
ination ideals and Gro¨bner bases, which is the corner stone for our algorithmic
considerations. In [HK], Han and Kwak also used partial elimination ideals in
the study of inner projections. The results in this Chapter have been published
in [Km].
Through the whole Chapter, we work with a fixed integer n P N and R 
Krx0, . . . , xns (see 0.4 §§12 - 13).
3.1 Partial Elimination Ideals
Notation 3.1.1. Let p P mProjpRq (see 0.4 §13), and let Krp1s  R be the
graded K-subalgebra of R generated by the linear forms of p. Frequently, we just
write S : Krp1s and consider S as the homogeneous ring of the projective space
Pn1  Pn1K ppq : ProjpKrp1sq. Now, let x P R1zp1. We identify S  R{xR
and get an inclusion Pn1  ProjpR{xRq ãÑ Pn. Hence, we always consider
Pn1 as a linear subspace of Pn with the embedding determined by x.
Also, the K-vector space R1 is generated by x and p1, and therefore R 
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Krx, p1s  Srxs. Let f P R. We may consider f as a polynomial in x over S
and write degxpfq for the degree of f P Srxs in x. Furthermore, let LCxpfq and
LTxpfq denote the leading coefficient and the leading term of f , respectively,
as a polynomial in x over S. Note that, using these notations, we are not
considering the standard grading on R but the one induced by R  Srxs.
Definition 3.1.2. Let a  R be a graded ideal, let p P mProjpRq, and let
k P N0. We define the k-th partial elimination ideal (abbreviated PEI) of a with
respect to p by
Kpkpaq : tf P Krp1s | @x P R1zp1 Dg P R : degxpgq   k ^ xkf   g P au.
Kpkpaq is a graded ideal of S whose d-th graded component is given by
Kpkpaqd  tf P Sd | @x P R1zp1 Dg P Rd k : degxpgq   k ^ xkf   g P ad ku
 tf P Sd | @x P R1zp1 Dg P ppd 1qd k : xkf   g P ad k X ppdqd ku.
Finally, we define Kp1paq  0. In this way we get an ascending chain of graded
ideals of S
0  Kp1paq  aX S  Kp0paq  Kp1paq      Kpkpaq  Kpk 1    
For the remainder of this Section, we fix a graded ideal a  R and a closed
point p P mProjpRq.
Remark and Notation 3.1.3. For all k P Z, let
rKpkpaq :à
dPZ
 
ad X ppdkqd

,
where pd  R for d ¤ 0. rKpkpaq is a graded S-module, and it holds rKpk1paq rKpkpaq for all k P Z. Moreover, for any k P Z, we claim
@x P R1zp1 : rKpkpaq  tf P a | degxpfq ¤ ku.
This means that for each x P R1zp1, we can write any element f P rKpkpaq
uniquely as f  xkf0   g with f0 P S and g P R such that degxpgq   k. Indeed,
let x P R1zp1, let d P N0, and let f P ad homogeneous. Then, degxpfq ¤ k if and
only if f  xkfdk   xk1fdk 1        fd with fj P Sj for j P td k, . . . , du,
that is fj P pj for all j P td k, . . . , du. This is equivalent to f P pdk.
Lemma 3.1.4. For all k P N0 and all x P R1zp1, there is an isomorphism of
graded S-modules
ζxk paq :
rKpkpaq{rKpk1paq	 pkq Ñ Kpkpaq, f  xkf0   g   rKpk1paq ÞÑ f0.
Proof. Let x P R1zp1, and let k P N0. There is a morphism of graded S-modules
rζxk paq : rKpkpkq Ñ S, f  xkf0   g ÞÑ f0.
By definition, we find Kpkpaq  imprζxk paqq; we want to show that the reverse
inclusion holds, too. So, let y P R1zp1 be arbitrary, let d P N0, and let f0 P
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imprζxk paqqd  Sd be homogeneous of degree d. Then f0 P ppdqd  Rd, and
there is an element g P ppd 1qd k such that xkf0   g P ad k X ppdqd k. As
R1 is generated by x and p1 over K, we find elements κ P Kzt0u and v P p1
such that x  κy   v, that is xkf0  κkykf0   uf0 for some u P p. Therefore,
uf0
κk
  g
κk
P pd 1 and ykf0   uf0κk   gκk P a, proving indeed f0 P Kpkpaq. On the
other hand, it is easy to see that kerprζxk paqq  rKpk1paqpkq. This immediately
gives the desired isomorphism.
Corollary 3.1.5. For all x P R1zp1 and all k P N0 it holds
Kpkpaq 
À
dPZtf P Sd | Dg P Rd k : degxpgq   k ^ xkf   g P ad ku
 ÀdPZtf P Sd | Dg P ppd 1qd k : xkf   g P ad k X ppdqd ku.
Proof. Let x P R1zp1, k P N0, and write Kxkpaq :
À
dPZtf P Sd | Dg P
ppd 1qd k : xkf   g P ad k X pdd ku. As in the above proof, there is an iso-
morphism of graded S-modules
rKpkpaq{rKpk1paqpkq Ñ Kxkpaq, xkf0   g   rKpk1paq ÞÑ f0.
This gives Kpkpaq  Kxkpaq. As by definition Kpkpaq  Kxkpaq, we get our claim.
Note that the formula of Corollary 3.1.5 is indeed the same as the one given in
Section 0.2 as Sd  pd.
Lemma 3.1.6. Let γ : R
Ñ R be a graded ring automorphism, and let k P N0.
Then
γpKpkpaqq  Kγppqk pγpaqq.
Proof. Let x P R1zp1. Then γpxq P R1zγppq1 and xx, p1yK  R1  γpR1q 
xγpxq, γppqyK , where xx, p1yK denotes the K-vector space generated by x and
p1. Now let d P Z, and let f P Sd. Then by Corollary 3.1.5 we see
f P Kpkpaqd  Krp1sd ô Dg P ppd 1qd k : xkf   g P ad k X ppdqd k
ô Dg1 P pγppqd 1qd k :
γpxqkγpfq   g1 P γpaqd k X pγppqdqd k
ô γpfq P Kγppqk pγpaqqd  Krγppq1sd.
Remark 3.1.7. Corollary 3.1.5 means that to compute PEIs it is enough to
look at one element x P R1zp1, while Lemma 3.1.6 tells us that computing PEIs
commutes with coordinate transformations. Definition 3.1.2 therefore indeed
gives a generalization of the partial elimination ideals defined in [G, 6.1] which
is independent of a choice of coordinates of R.
Remark and Notation 3.1.8. For the remainder of this Section, let
x P R1zp1 be a linear form, so that R1 is generated by x and p1 over K.
For a graded ideal q  S  Krp1s let
S : S{ppaX Sq   qq
(for the notation , see 0.4 §9). Assume dimpSq  1. According to the homoge-
neous Noether normalization (see [BsHe, Theorem 1.5.17]) , there is an element
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y P S1 such that Krys ãÑ S is a finite integral extension (here and later we iden-
tify indeterminates and their residue classes if there is no danger of confusion).
Furthermore, we can write
R : R{ppaX SqR  qRq  Srxs.
The ring extension Krx, ys ãÑ R is finite and integral, too. Let
p : p{ppaX SqR  qRq,
and let
a : a  qR{ppaX SqR  qRq.
If a  p, it holds ?a  p  R , and therefore, there exists an integer t P N0 and
an element g P pt such that xt   g P a. Hence, degxpgq   t implies 1S P Kpt paq.
So, if paX Sq   q  S, there exists an integer
kq : maxtk P N0 Y t1u | Kpkpaq  paX Sq   qu.
Theorem 3.1.9. Assume a  p. Let q  S be a graded ideal such that dimpSq 
1, and such that asat  R is a principal ideal. Then, any generator h of asat
can be written as
h  h0xkq 1   g P Rkq 1
with h0 P Kzt0u and g P pkq 1.
Proof. Let y P S1 such that Krys  S is finite and integral. Let h P R be a
homogeneous generator of asat, and let l : degphq. As R  Krx, p1s, we can
write
h  h0xl   g,
where h0 P K and g P p. As asat  p, it follows h0  0.
So, we need only show that l  kq   1. Let g P pl be a representative of g.
Then h : h0xl   g is a representative of h. Since h P asat, for d ¡¡ 0 it holds
hyd P ad l X ppdqd l and therefore hyd P pad l X ppdqd lq   ppaX SqR  qRqd l.
Thus, there are elements v P ad l X ppdqd l and w P ppa X SqR   qRqd l such
that hyd  v   w. In particular, LTxpv   wq  h0xlyd. As v P ppdqd l, it holds
degxpvq ¤ l and therefore degxpwq ¤ l. We write w  xlw0   rw, where w0 P Sd
and rw P Rd l with degxp rwq   l. As xt R paX SqR  qR for all t P N0, it follows
w0 P paXSq  q, and as yt R paXSq  q for all t P N0, we finally get w0  h0yd.
This means that LTxpvq  xlph0ydw0q and hence h0ydw0 P Kpl paq. If l ¤ kq,
this would imply yd P paX Sq   q, a contradiction. It follows l ¡ kq.
On the other hand, let k P N0 with k   l, let d P N0, and let f P Kpkpaqd. We
want to show that f P paXSq   q. There is an element g P ppd 1qd k such that
xkf   g P ad k X ppdqd k, that is
xkf   g   ppaX SqR  qRqd k P asatd k X ppdqd k  0,
where the last equality holds because of degphq ¡ k and h R p. Thus, xkf ppaX
SqR qRqd k  g ppaXSqR qRqd k. If we assume f R ppaXSqR qRqd k,
we therefore immediately get the contradiction
k  degxpxkf   ppaX SqR  qRqd kq
 degxpg   ppaX SqR  qRqd kq ¤ degxpgq   k.
This proves Kpkpaq  paX Sq   q for all k   l and therefore l ¤ kq   1.
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This Theorem, as inconspicuous as it first may look, is the key to answer the
questions posed in Section 0.2. It will provide us with the means to find the
polynomials fq as well as equations describing the behaviour of the degree of
said polynomials.
Proposition 3.1.10. Assume a  p. Let q  S be a graded ideal such that
dimpSq  1 and such that asat  R is a principal ideal. Then,
e0pR{pa  qRqq  pkq   1q  e0pS{ppaX Sq   qqq.
Proof. Let y P S1 such that Krys  S is finite and integral. Then, x P NZDpRq,
hence x is a multiplicity parameter of degree 1 for R by Corollary 1.4.10. There-
fore,
e0pSq  e0pR{xRq  e0pRq.
Now, let h P R be a homogeneous generator of asat. According to Lemma
3.1.9, we have h  h0xkq 1   g P Rkq 1 with h0 P Kzt0u and g P p, and since
x P NZDpRq, it follows h P NZDpRq, so h is a multiplicity parameter of degree
kq   1 for R. As a result, we finally get
e0pR{pa  qRqq  e0pR{aq  e0pR{asatq
 e0pR{hRq  pkq   1q  e0pRq  pkq   1q  e0pSq.
The second equation holds as ad  asatd for all d ¡¡ 0 and their Hilbert polyno-
mials therefore are equal.
As a corollary to Proposition 3.1.10, we get the main result about PEIs (see
[CoSi, Theorem 3.5], [G, Proposition 6.2]):
Corollary 3.1.11. Assume a  p, and let q P mProjpSq. Then
Kpkpaq  qô e0pR{pa  qRqq ¡ k.
Proof. We use the same notations as above. If Kp0paq  a X S  q, thenapaX Sq   q  S  and e0pSq  0. Now, assume a X S  q. Then S 
S{q  Krys for y P S1zq1, hence dimpSq  1  e0pSq.
As dimpSq  1, it holds S  
?
aX S, therefore R  
?
a and R  
?
a. Since
R   xx, yyR is the only graded ideal of R of height 2, we get heightpaq   2. As
a  p, it also holds ?a  0, and therefore heightpaq  1, so paqsat is a principal
ideal by Lemma 1.3.4, and we get our claim by Proposition 3.1.10.
3.2 Equations for Zk and secant cones
Throughout this Section as well as in the next Chapter, we will always use the
following conventions and notations:
Remark and Notation 3.2.1. Let p 9P Pn be a closed point (compare 0.4 §14),
and let S : Krp1s be the homogeneous K-subalgebra of R which is generated
by the vector space p1 of linear forms of p. The (simple linear) projection with
centre p from Pn is the morphism
rpi : Pnztqu Ñ Pn1
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determined by the canonical inclusion S ãÑ R. If y0, . . . , yn P R1 are coor-
dinates of Pn with y0 R p1 and p  xy1, . . . , ynyR, then y1, . . . , yn are coordi-
nates on Pn1. We can write any closed point rq 9P Pnztpu with coordinatesrq  prq0 :    : rqnq, and it holds rpiprqq  prq1 :    : rqnq.
Also, let x P R1zp1. We again consider Pn1 as a subspace of Pn by the identi-
fication S  R{xR, and we also identify R  Srxs.
Let rZ  Pn be a closed subscheme with homogeneous ideal I rZ : ISp rZq (com-
pare 0.4 §15) such that p R rZ. The image Z : rpip rZq has homogeneous ideal
IZ : I rZXS, and the canonical inclusion S{IZ ãÑ R{I rZ determines a morphism
of schemes
pi : rpiæ rZ : rZ Ñ Z.
We call pi the (simple linear) projection with centre p of rZ, or just the projection
of rZ. Note that Z is a projective variety if rZ is (compare 0.4 §16).
For a closed point q P Z, the fibre of pi over q is the 0-dimensional scheme
pi1pqq : xp, qyPn X rZ
(for the notation x, yPn , see 0.4 §17). The ideal of xp, qyPn is qR  R, hence
xp, qyPn  Proj pKrx, ysq for y P S1zq1. Also, IRppi1pqqq  I rZ   qR  R, and
we often consider
pi1pqq  Proj  R{pI rZ   qRq  Proj  Krx, ys{pI rZ   qR{qRq
as a subscheme of xp, qyPn . The length of the fibre over q is
length
 
pi1pqq : e0  R{pI rZ   qRq .
For a closed point rq 9P pi1pqq, the multiplicity of rq in pi1pqq is
lrq : length
 Opi1pqq,rq  length  pR{I rZ   qRqprqq .
By Proposition 1.4.5 and Lemma 1.4.6, it holds
length
 
pi1pqq  ¸
rq 9P pi1pqq
lrq,
and we often write
pi1pqq 
¸
rq 9P pi1pqq
lrqrq.
This last notation is due to the fact that we could consider pi1pqq as an effective
divisor on the projective line P1; as we are not interested in the embedding of
pi1pqq but in the distribution of plrqqrqPpi1pqq, we will ignore this additional
geometric approach.
Definition 3.2.2. For k P N, we define the k-heterodyne locus of Z as the set
Zk : tq 9P Z | length
 
pi1pqq ¥ ku  Pn1,
and the proper k-heterodyne locus of Z as the set
Zk : ZkzZk 1  tq 9P Z | length
 
pi1pqq  ku  Pn1.
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Also, we set Z0 : Pn1. In the next Proposition, we will see that the heterodyne
loci are closed sets in Pn1, and if I rZ is reduced, we consider Zk to be a
subvariety of Z for all k P N0. (The name ‘heterodyne locus’ has been chosen
since it is the locus of closed points over which several points are combined to
form a new one (at least in the generic case without multiple points in the fibre).
‘Ramification locus’ would be a more conventional name, but we use it already
for something different in this work.)
Proposition 3.2.3. For all k P N0, set-theoretically
Zk  VPn1
 
Kpk1pI rZq

.
Proof. This follows immediately by Corollary 3.1.11.
This result has first been formulated by M. Green in [G, Proposition 6.2]. An-
other proof can be found in [CoSi].
PEIs can not only be used to determine heterodyne loci, but also to compute
secant cones and secant loci, as we now want to show:
Definition 3.2.4. Let k P N0. A k-secant line to rZ is a line L  Pn such that
lengthp rZ X Lq ¥ k. We define the k-secant cone Seckpp rZq of Z with vertex p as
the closed subset of Pn
Seckpp rZq : tpu Y¤tL | L is a k-secant line to rZ with p P Lu
furnished with its structure of reduced closed subscheme of Pn. Next, we define
the k-secant locus of rZ with respect to p as the closed subscheme of Pn
Σkpp rZq : rZ X Seckpp rZq.
Some authors also use the the term ‘entry locus’ instead of ‘secant locus’. Ob-
serve that Seckpp rZq  Joinpp,Σkpp rZqq is the (embedded) join of p and Σkpp rZq;
this is the reason why we demand SeckppZq to be reduced (see [FOV]). Example
3.5.2 shows the importance of defining the secant cone to be reduced.
Proposition 3.2.5. Let k P N0. Then
Seckpp rZq  ProjR{bKpk1pI rZqR

and
Σkpp rZq  ProjR{I rZ  bKpk1pI rZqR

 .
Proof. Let q P Pn1  mProjpSq; the homogeneous ideal of the projective line
xq, pyPn  Pn is qR P ProjpRq. According to Corollary 3.1.11, it therefore holds
VPn1
 
Kpk1pI rZq
  tq P pip rZq | e0  R{pI rZ   qRq ¥ ku
 tq P pip rZq | lengthp rZ X xp, qyPnq ¥ ku  pi Σkpp rZq	 .
But as the closure of pi1ppipΣkpp rZqqq  Pn is just Seckpp rZq, we get the first
equation. The second equations follows by definition.
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3.3 Computational Aspects
We keep the notations of 3.2.1, and we introduce a new one:
Notation 3.3.1. Let G  R be a set of polynomials in Krx0, . . . , xns, and let
k P N0. Then, we denote
InkpGq : tLCx0pgq P S | g P G^ degx0pgq ¤ ku
and
InkpGq : tLCx0pgq P S | g P G^ degx0pgq  ku  InkpGqz Ink1pGq.
Proposition 3.3.2. Let a  R be a graded ideal. Assume p : xx1, . . . , xnyR P
mProjpRq (for notations, compare 0.4 §§8 and 13). Denote Lex the lexico-
graphical ordering on R, and let G be a Gro¨bner basis of a with respect to
the lexicographical term ordering Lex. For all k P N0, the set InkpGq is a
Gro¨bner basis of Kpkpaq with respect to the lexicographical term ordering Lexæ on
S  Krp1s  Krx1, . . . , xns.
Proof. As before, we write LCx0pq and degx0pq for leading coefficient and de-
gree as polynomial in R  Srx0s. For any term ordering σ, we denote by LCσ
and degσ the leading coefficient and degree with respect to σ, respectively. In
the same way, we use the notations LT and In for leading terms and initial
ideals, respectively, with  either a term ordering or x0.
Note that Lexæ on S  Krx1, . . . , xns is induced by Lex on R. Let G 
tg1, . . . , gtu with degx0pg1q ¤ degx0pg2q ¤    ¤ degx0pgtq. We define for k P N0
an integer
sk :
"
0 if degx0pg1q ¡ k,
maxti P rns | degx0pgiq ¤ ku otherwise.
Now, fix k P N0, and let i P t1, . . . , sku. Then,
gix
kdegx0 pgiq
0 P a and degx0

gix
kdegx0 pgiq
0
	
 k,
therefore LCx0pgiq P Kkpaq by Corollary 3.1.5. It follows
LTLexæpLCx0pgiqq P InLexæpKkpaqq,
and it suffices to show
InLexæpKkpaqq  xLTLexæpLCx0pg1qq, . . . ,LTLexæpLCLexæpgskqqyS .
Indeed, let f P Kkpaq. There exists g P R such that degx0   k and rf :
xk0f   g P rKkpaq  a. Since InLexpaq is generated by the leading terms of G and
degx0pgiq ¡ k  degx0p rfq for all i P tsk   1, . . . , tu, we get
xk0 LTLexæpfq  LTLexp rfq P xLTLexpg1q, . . . ,LTLexpgskqyS ,
and thus
LTLexæpfq P xLCx0pLTLexpg1qq, . . . ,LCx0pLTLexpgskqqyS
 xLTLexæpLCx0pg1qq, . . . ,LTLexæpLCx0pgskqqyS .
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The above Proposition has first been shown in [CoSi, Proposition 3.4].
Remark 3.3.3. We keep the notations of Proposition 3.3.2, but we assume
further that a  p, that is R   ?a  p. So, there is an integer t P N0 such
that xt0 P a   p, hence xt0 is contained in the initial ideal InLexpa   pq. But as
p  px1, . . . , xnq, this means xt0 P InLexpaq. Therefore, there must be an element
g0 P G such that LTx0pg0q  xs0 for some s ¤ t and Kpspaq  Krp1s.
Algorithm 3.3.4. (A) Using Proposition 3.3.2, we obtain the following method
for computing equations defining heterodyne loci:
Let rZ  Pn be a closed subscheme with homogeneous ideal I rZ  R, and let
p 9P Pn such that p R Z.
1. Choose a linear coordinate transformation γ : R
Ñ R such that γppq 
px1, . . . , xnq.
2. Compute a Gro¨bner basis G of γpI rZq with respect to Lex.
3. Choose kp P N0 such that Kγppqk pγpI rZqq  Krp1s for all k ¥ kp. An integer
kp with this property exists by Remark 3.3.3.
4. Compute the partial elimination ideals K
γppq
0 pγpI rZqq, . . . ,Kγppqkp1pγpI rZqq.
This can easily be done using Proposition 3.3.2.
5. Set KpkpI rZq : γ1pKγppqk pγpI rZqqq for k P t0, . . . , kp  1u. Lemma 3.1.6
guarantees that we indeed get the partial elimination ideals of I rZ with
respect to p.
6. Compute
b
KpkpI rZqR for k P t0, . . . , kp  1u.
7. Compute
b
KpkpI rZqR  I rZ for k P t0, . . . , kp  1u.
According to 3.2.3, the ideals Kp0pI rZq, . . . ,Kpkp1pI rZq computed in step 5 define
set-theoretically the heterodyne loci Z1  Z, . . . , Zkp , while Zkp 1  H.
Moreover, by Proposition 3.2.5, for any k P t0, . . . , kp  1u, the pk   1q-secant
cone of rZ with respect to p is defined by the homogeneous ideal bKpkpI rZqR,
while the pk  1q-secant loci of rZ with respect p is defined by the homogeneous
ideal
b
KpkpI rZqR   I rZ . As KpkpI rZqR  R for all k ¥ kp, the higher secant loci
Σkpp rZq are empty. Note that the ideals computed in steps 6 and 7 indeed define
secant cones and secant loci scheme-theoretically.
(B) The above method contains some choices. We can replace these choices
with explicit terms and get the following algorithm:
Input: The homogeneous ideal I rZ  R of a closed subscheme rZ  Pn, and a
minimal system of generators y1, . . . , yn P R1 of the closed point p P ProjpRq.
Consider R to be furnished with the lexicographical term order.
1.1. Compute l : minti P t0, . . . , nu | xi R pu.
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1.2. Define the coordinate transformation γ : R
Ñ R to be the inverse of x0 ÞÑ
xl, x1 ÞÑ y1, . . . , xn ÞÑ yn. Then indeed γppq  px1, . . . , xnq. Calculate
γpI rZq.
2. Compute a Gro¨bner basis G of γpI rZq, for example using the Buchberger
algorithm.
3. Set kp : maxtdegx0pgq | g P Gu. Then K
γppq
k pγpI rZqq  Krp1s for all
k ¥ kp according to Remark 3.3.3.
4. For all k P t0, . . . , kp1u, set InkpGq : tLCx0pgq | g P G^degx0pgq ¤ ku.
5. Set KpkpI rZq : γ1pInkpGqqKrp1s for k P t0, . . . , kp  1u.
6. Compute
b
KpkpI rZqR for k P t0, . . . , kp  1u, for example using the algo-
rithm of Krick and Logar (see [KrL]).
7. Compute
b
KpkpI rZqR  I rZ for k P t0, . . . , kp  1u.
Output: Ideals Kp0pI rZq, . . . ,Kpkp1pI rZq (via a Gro¨bner basis) of Z1, . . . , Zkp (set-
theoretically); ideals
b
Kp0pI rZqR, . . . ,
b
Kpkp1pIZqR (via a finite set of gen-
erators) of Secp1p rZq, . . . ,Secpkpp rZq (scheme-theoretically); ideals bKp0pI rZqR  
I rZ , . . . ,
b
Kpkp1pIZqR I rZ (via a finite set of generators) of Σ
p
1p rZq, . . . ,Σpkpp rZq
(scheme-theoretically).
3.4 Multiple Projections
In this Section, we take a short look at the relation of PEIs with multiple
projections, that is we show two ways to use PEIs to compute the heterodyne
loci of multiple projections fulfilling certain assumptions.
Let Sˆ  R be a homogeneous graded K-subalgebra, that is there exist an
integer t P t0, . . . , nu and linearly independent elements y0, . . . , yt P R1 such
that R  Sˆry0, . . . , yts. For a graded ideal a  R, let aˆ : a X Sˆ. Note that
there is a natural inclusion map Sˆ{aˆ ãÑ R{a; we therefore consider Sˆ{aˆ as a
graded K-subalgebra of R{a.
Proposition 3.4.1. Let a  R be a graded ideal such that pR{aqm  pSˆ{aˆqm
for all m ¡¡ 0. Let pˆ P mProjpSˆq such that aˆ  pˆ, let S : Krpˆ1s  Sˆ, and
let q  S be a graded ideal such that dimpS{ppaˆ X Sq   qqq  1, and such that
aˆ qSˆ{ppaˆXSqSˆ qSˆqsat is a principal ideal. Denote lq : maxtl P N0Yt1u |
Kpˆl paˆq  aˆX S   qu. Then
e0pR{pa  qRqq  plq   1q  e0pS{ppaX Sq   qqq.
Proof. Let m ¡¡ 0. As pR{aqm  pSˆ{aˆqm and Rm  Sry0, . . . , ytsm, it must
hold
°t
i0 yiRm1  am. It follows pxy0, . . . , ytyRqm  am and in particular
pxy0, . . . , yty  qqm  am. Moreover, qR  qSˆ   py0, . . . , ytqq. It follows
pR{pa  qRqqm  pR{pa  qSˆqqm
 ppSˆ{aˆq{paˆ  qSˆ{aˆqqm  pSˆ{paˆ  qSˆqqm.
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Thus, by Proposition 3.1.10
e0pR{pa  qRqq  e0pSˆ{paˆ  qSˆqq
 plq   1q  e0pS{ppaˆX Sq   qqq
 plq   1q  e0pS{ppaX Sq   qqq.
Now, let t P N0, and let Ω  Pt  Pn be a linear subspace of dimension t with
homogeneous ideal IΩ : IRpΩq  R, and let
pi : piΩ : PnzΩ Ñ Pnt1
be the multiple linear projection with centre Ω; this projection is given by
S  SpΩq : KrpIΩq1s ãÑ R. Then, we can choose a decomposition
pi  pit  pit1      pi0,
where pii : Pniztppiqu Ñ Pni1 is a simple linear projection with centre ppiq
for i P t0, . . . , tu. If we denote the homogeneous rings of the projective spaces
Pn1, . . . ,Pnt by Sˆp0q, . . . , Sˆpt1q, this decomposition is given by
S ãÑ Sˆpt1q ãÑ    Sˆp0q ãÑ R.
Note that IΩ X Spt1q  pptq is a closed point in Pntpppt1qq.
Corollary 3.4.2. Let rZ  Pn be a closed subscheme with homogeneous ideal
I rZ , and assume that there is a decomposition pi  pit      pi0 such that ppit1 
    pi0qæ rZ : rZ Ñ pi1t ppip rZqq is an isomorphism. Let q P Pnt1 be a closed
point. Then, for all k P N0
length
 rZ X xq,ΩyPn	 ¡ k ô KIΩXSˆpt1qk pI rZ X Sˆpt1qq  q.
Proof. As by assumption ppit1  pi0qæ rZ is an isoprojection, we get pR{I rZqm 
pSˆpt1q{pI rZ X Sˆpt1qqqm for all m ¡¡ 0. Hence, our claim follows by Proposition
3.4.1.
Notation 3.4.3. For the remainder of this Section, let L P ProjpRq be a linearly
generated ideal of height n1, so that L : ProjpR{Lq  P1  Pn is a projective
line. Let S  SpLq : KrL1s  R; the twofold projection piL : PnzL  Pn2 is
given by S ãÑ R. Let p, p1 9P L, p  p1, and let Sˆ : Krp1s, Sˆ1 : Krp11s  R.
Consider the projections pi : Pnztpu Ñ Pn1 and pi1 : Pnztp1u Ñ Pn1 given
by Sˆ ãÑ R and Sˆ1 ãÑ R, respectively, as well as pˆi : Pn1ztpˆu Ñ Pn2 and
pˆi1 : Pn1ztpˆ1u Ñ Pn2 given by S ãÑ Sˆ and S ãÑ Sˆ1, respectively, where
pˆ : pi1ppq  pi1pLztp1uq and pˆ1 : pipp1q  pipLztpuq. Then,
piL  pˆi1  pi  pˆi  pi1 : PnzLÑ Pn2
are two decompositions of pi.
Definition 3.4.4. Let a  R be a graded ideal such that R  
?
a  L. We
call p, p1 P mProjpRq XVarpLq a clever decomposition of L with respect to a if
asat   paXKrp1sqR  paXKrp11sqRsat .
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Remark 3.4.5. Let rZ  Pn be a closed subscheme with homogeneous ideal
I rZ  R such that rZ X L  H. Geometrically, Definition 3.4.4 means that
p, p1 9P L are a clever decomposition of L with respect to rZ ifrZ  Joinppip rZq, pq X Joinppi1p rZq, p1q  Joinp rZ, pq X Joinp rZ, p1q.
Proposition 3.4.6. Let a  R be a graded ideal such that R  
?
a  L, and
let p, p1 P mProjpRq X VarpLq be a clever decomposition of L with respect to
a. Let q P mProjpSq, and let kq : maxtk P N0 Y t1u | KLXSˆk pa X Sˆq  qu,
k1q : maxtk P N0 Y t1u | KLXSˆ
1
k paX Sˆ1q  qu. Then,
e0pR{pa  qRqq  pkq   1q  pk1q   1q.
Proof. We write R : R{qR. Let x, x1 P R1 such that p  L   xR and p1 
L  x1R, and let y P S1  R1 such that qR  yR  L, that is Sˆ{qSˆ  Krys and
R  Krx, x1, ys. By Lemma 3.1.9, there is a homogeneous element
h  h0xkq 1   h1xkqy        hkq 1ykq 1 P Krx, yskq 1  Rkq 1,
where h0, . . . , hkq 1 P K such that h0  0 and
paX Sˆq   qSˆ{qSˆ  hS.
Analogously, aX Sˆ   qSˆ{qSˆ is generated by
h
1  h10x1k
1
q 1   h11x1k
1
qy        h1k1q 1yk
1
q 1 P Krx1, ysk1q 1  Rk1q 1,
where h10, . . . , h
1
k,0 1 P K such that h10  0. As h0, h10  0, it follows that
h, h
1  R  Krx, x1, ys is an R-regular sequence. So, by Corollary 1.4.15, h, h1
is a system of multiplicity parameters of degrees kq   1, k1q   1 for R. Further,
for all m ¡¡ 0
pa  qR{qRqm  asatm   pqRqm{pqRqm


paX SˆqR  paX Sˆ1qR
	
m
  pqRqm{pqRqm


paX Sˆ   qSˆ{qSˆqR
	
m
 

paX Sˆ1   qSˆ1{qSˆ1qR
	
m


ph, h1qR
	
m
.
Therefore, we get
e0pR{pa  qRqq  e0pR{ph, h1qRq  pkq   1q  pk1q   1q.
Corollary 3.4.7. Let rZ  Pn be a closed subscheme such that rZ X L  H,
and let p, p1 9P L be a clever decomposition of L with respect to rZ. Then, for all
closed points q 9P Pn2
length
 rZ X xq,Ly	  lengthpip rZq X xq, pipp1qy	  lengthpi1p rZq X xq, pi1ppqy	 .
Proof. Clear by Proposition 3.4.6 and Proposition 3.1.10.
Remark 3.4.8. The next obvious question here would be what conditions on L
and a imply the existence of a clever decomposition. We are not going to answer
this open question here; for now, we are not interested in clever decompositions
themselves but in their usefulness for studying examples (see Example 3.5.5).
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3.5 Examples
We now consider some examples to illustrate the results in this Chapter. We
use the notations of the previous Sections as well as of 0.4, in particular §§8 and
14. All computations were done in [Singular].
Example 3.5.1. First, we take a look at the condition in Proposition 3.1.10
that a must be a principal ideal:
(A) Let R : Krx0, . . . , x4s, let p : xx1, . . . , x4yR, let
a : xx40   x21x22, x20x1  x33, x22  x23, x0x2   x24y  R,
and let q : xx3, x4y  S  Krx1, . . . , x4s. Then, pa X Sq   q  xx22, x3, x4yS
and x2 P Kp1paq, so kq  0 and e0pSq  e0pKrx1, . . . , x4s{px22, x3, x4qq  2.
Furthermore,
a  qR  xx40, x20x1, x0x2, x22, x3, x4yR,
and therefore
e0pR{pa  qRqq  3 ¡ pkq   1q  e0pS{ppaX Sq   qqq.
(B) Keep R, p, S and q of part (A), and let
a : xx40   x0x31, x30x1   x41   x43, x20x2   x34, x22y  R.
Then,
Kp1paq  paX Sq   xx43, x1x34yS  paX Sq   q  xx22, x3, x4yS ,
but x2 P Kp2paq, so kq  1 and e0pSq  2. On the other hand,
a  qR  xx40   x0x31, x30x1   x41, x20x2, x0x31x2, x41x2, x22, x3, x4yR
and hence
e0pR{pa  qRqq  3   pkq   1q  e0pS{ppaX Sq   qqq.
(C) Again, keep R, p and S as in part (A), but now let
a : xx50   x20x31, x40x1   x0x41   x53, x30x21   x51   x54, x30x2, x32yR,
and let q : px1x2, x3, x4q  S. Then,
Kp2paq  paX Sq   xx31x2, x54, x53yR  paX Sq   q  xx1x2, x32, x2, x4yS ,
but x2 P Kp3paq, so kq  2 and e0pSq  1. On the other hand,
asat  xx30   x31, x2y  R  Krx0, x1, x2s,
and therefore
e0pR{pa  qRqq  3  pkq   1q  e0pS{ppaX Sq   qqq.
(D) Now, let R  Krx0, . . . , xns, p P mProjpRq, let a  R be a graded ideal
such that a  p, and let q  S : Krp1s be a graded ideal such that dimpSq  1.
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Then, a0 : pa XKry0, y1sqsat is a principal ideal; the same argument as used
in the proof of Theorem 3.1.9 shows that a homogeneous generator h of a0 is of
degree ¥ kq   1. As a0R  asat, it follows
e0pR{pa  qRqq ¤ e0pR{a0Rq  e0pR{hRq ¥ pkq   1qe0pS{ppaX Sq   qqq.
Now, (A) and (B) above prove that both inequalities between e0pR{pa   qRqq
and pkq   1q  e0pS{ppaX Sq   qqq can occur if asat is not a principal ideal. But
the condition that asat is a principal ideal is not necessary for e0pR{pa  qRqq 
pkq   1q  e0pS{ppa X Sq   qqq, as (C) shows. Indeed, we conjecture that this
equality always holds if S  can be generated by two elements and the degree of
a generator of a0 is kq   1.
Example 3.5.2. In this example, we illustrate why we demanded the secant
cone to be reduced. Let rZ  P3 be the subscheme defined by the homogeneous
ideal
I rZ : xx40, x30x1, x20x21   x0x33, x0x1x22   x41, x1x33y  R : Krx0, x1, x2, x3s.
As
a
I rZ  xx0, x1y by [primdec.lib], the underlying set of rZ is just a line.
While rZ is not reduced, computing the saturation of I rZ with the procedure
‘sat’ from [elim.lib], we see that I rZ is saturated. Computing the PEIs of I rZ
with respect to the point p  p1 : 0 : 0 : 0q P P3, we get
Kp0pI rZq  xx1x33, x91y  S : Krx1, x2, x3s,
Kp1pI rZq  xx1x33, x51  x22x33, x1x22, x63y,
Kp2pI rZq  xx21, x1x22, x33y,
Kp3pI rZq  xx1, x33y,
Kp4pI rZq  S.
Using [elim.lib] again, we compute
Kp1pI rZqsat  Kp2pI rZqsat  Kp3pI rZq.
Hence, the first and second PEI of I rZ with respect to p are not saturated; their
saturation indices are 8 and 4, respectively. Furthermore, we see that Σ2pp rZq 
Σ3pp rZq  Σ4pp rZq are equal as sets and consist just of the point rq  p0 : 0 : 1 : 0q.
The line xrq, pyPn is a 4-secant to rZ.
On the other hand, the extension ideals Kp1pI rZqR, Kp2pI rZqR and Kp3pI rZqR are
saturated, meaning that the schemes ProjpR{Kp1pI rZqRq, ProjpR{Kp2pI rZqRq and
ProjpR{Kp3pI rZqRq are different; they are non-reduced and therefore not equal
to the k-secant cones of rZ for k P t2, 3, 4u. Another consultation of [Singular]
tells us that
pI rZ   Kp1pI rZqRqsat  pI rZ   Kp2pI rZqRqsat  pI rZ   Kp3pI rZqRqsat  xx40, x1, x33y,
while
I rZ  
b
Kp1pI rZqR
	sat


I rZ  
b
Kp2pI rZqR
	sat


I rZ  
b
Kp3pI rZqR
	sat
 xx40, x1, x3yR.
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Ap K
p
1pI rZq Sec2pp rZq Kp1pI rZqR I rZ{Kp1pI rZqR Σ2pp rZq
t7, 10u
B
x0, . . . , x6,
x8, x9
F
P1 xx7x10y Krx7, x10s
Two
points
t9u xx0, . . . , x8y P1 xx
2
9y
 Krx9, x10s
Double
point
t0, 10u xx2, . . . , x9y P2 xx0x10y Krx0, x1, x10s
Two
lines
t5u
B
x0, . . . , x3,
x7, . . . , x10
F
P2 xx4x6  x
2
5y
 Krx4, x5, x6s
Smooth
conic
t0, 3u
B
x4, x5, x6,
x8, x9, x10
F
P3 xx0x3  x1x2y Krx0, . . . , x3s
Quadric
surface
t4, 9u
C
x0, . . . , x3,
x5, . . . , x8,
x10, x4  x9
G
p xx29y  Krx9s H
Table 3.1: Examples of all possible secant loci of rZ  Sp1, 1, 2, 3q
Hence, we indeed have to demand that Seckpp rZq is reduced; if we omitted this
condition, we would get lengthp rZ X Sec4pp rZqq  12, where Sec4pp rZq  xp,rqy is
just a line. But xp,rqy certainly is no 12-secant line to rZ.
Example 3.5.3. Let rZ  Pn be a smooth rational normal scroll and of codi-
mension at least 2. Let p 9P Pnz rZ be a closed point. Then, according to [BrP,
Theorem 3.2], either
(a) Sec2pp rZq  P1 and Σ2pp rZq  P1 is either a double point or the union of two
simple points.
(b) Sec2pp rZq  P2 and Σ2pp rZq  P2 is either a smooth conic or the union of
two lines L,L1  rZ.
(c) Sec2pp rZq  P3 and Σ2pp rZq  P3 is a smooth quadric surface.
(d) Sec2pp rZq  H, i.e., p R Secp rZq.
Now, let us consider the scroll rZ  Sp1, 1, 2, 3q  P10. Using Algorithm 3.3.4,
it is easy to find 6 points of P10zSp1, 1, 2, 3q such that every one of the possible
six secant loci occurs (see Table 3.1; there Ap of a closed point p  pp0 :    :
p10q 9P P10z rZ is the set of indices i P t0, . . . , 10u such that pi  1 for i P Ap and
pi  0 otherwise).
Example 3.5.4 (Example 7.4(E) in [BrS2]). Let n  10. Consider the rational
normal scroll W : Sp1, 8q  P10K with homogeneous ideal IW  R, and let L 
P10K be the line given by L  xx0, x1, x2, x5, . . . , x10y  R. Let piL : P10K zLÑ P8K
be the double linear projection given by S : Krx0, x1, x2, x5, . . . , x10s ãÑ R,
and let W : piLpW q  P8K . The homogeneous ideal IW  S of W is given by
18 quadrics and one quartic Q  x31x2  x30x5.
Now, let us consider the secant loci of W with respect to the points of L.
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According to [C-J], the secant variety of W is given by the ideal M generated
by the p3 3q-minors of the matrix
M :
 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6 x7 x8x3 x4 x5 x6 x7 x8 x9
x4 x5 x6 x7 x8 x9 x10
,
so that M   L  xx0, x1, x2, x34, x5, . . . , x10y  R. Therefore, SecpW q X L con-
tains just one point p  p0 : 0 : 0 : 1 : 0 :    : 0q with homogeneous ideal
xx0, x1, x2, x4, . . . , x10y P mProjpRq. The partial elimination ideals of IW with
respect to p are
Kp0pIW q  IW XKrp1s,
Kp1pIW q  xx0, x1, x4, . . . , x10y,
Kp2pIW q  Krp1s,
so that
Sec2ppW q  VP10K pKp1pIW qRq  P1  P10K
(for the notation VPmpq, see 0.4 §16) and
Σ2ppW q  W X Sec2ppW q  trw : p0 : 0 : 1 : 0 :    : 0qu.
Moreover, lengthpW X Sec2ppW qq  2. So, Sec2ppW q is a line which intersects W
in one point rw with multiplicity 2. It holds
xrw,LyPn XW  trwu and lengthxrw,LyPn XW	  3,
meaning that rw lies with multiplicity 3 over its image piprwq PW (for the notation
x, yPn , see 0.4 §17).
Let us consider the PEIs corresponding to the decomposition piL  pˆi pi1, where
pi1 : P10ztp1 : p0 : 0 : 0 : 0 : 1 : 0 :    : 0qu Ñ P9K
is given by Sˆ1 : Krx0, x1, x2, x3, x5, . . . , x10s ãÑ R, and
pˆi : P9Kztpˆ : pi1ppq  p0 : 0 : 0 : 1 : 0 :    : 0qu Ñ P8K
is given by S ãÑ Sˆ1. Then, the PEIs of IW with respect to p1 are
Kp
1
0 pIW q  IW X Sˆ1,Kp
1
1 pIW q  pSˆ1q ,Kp
1
2 pIW q  Sˆ1,
where IW X Sˆ1 is generated by 18 quadrics in S and 9 quadrics and 1 cubic
in Sˆ1zS. The equality Kp11 pIW q  pSˆ1q  means that pi1 is an isomorphism in
accordance with p1 R SecpW q. For the PEIs of Kp10 pIW q with respect to pˆ we get
Kpˆ0pKp
1
0 pIW qq  IW ,
Kpˆ1pKp
1
0 pIW qq  xx0, x31, x5, . . . , x10y,
Kpˆ2pKp
1
0 pIW qq  xx0, x1, x5, . . . , x10y,
Kpˆ3pKp
1
0 pIW qq  S.
Looking at these PEIs, Corollary 3.4.2 tells us that piLprwq  p0 : 0 : 1 : 0 :    : 0q
is indeed the only point q of W such that the length of the fibre ppiLæW q1pqq is 3;
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for every other point q PW the length of the fibre is lengthpW Xxq,LyP10q  1.
Finally, for example (on use of the command ‘reduce’ for [Singular])
x2x5  x3x4 P IW zppIW XKrp1sqR  pIW XKrp11sqRqsat,
so p, p1 is not a clever decomposition of L.
The ideal E : ppIW q2S :S Qq  xx5, . . . , x10y  S defines a projective
plane E  P2  P8. The intersection W X E is the quartic defined in E
by Q  x31x2. Let L1 be the projective line in E defined by x1, in P8 by
L1  xx1, x5, . . . x10yS . In P10, L1R defines the projective three-space xL,L1y,
and IW  L1R  xx0x4, x2x4  x23, x3x4, x24, x1, x5, . . . , x10y  R, hence as a set
ppiLæW q1pL1q  xL,L1yP10  VP10px1, x3, x4, . . . , x10q is the ruling line rL1 onW which contains rw. Moreover, e0pR{pIW   L1Rqq  3, that is ‘rL1 lies with
length 3 over L1’.
Example 3.5.5. Let W  Sp1, 8q  P10 be as in Example 3.5.4, but now con-
sider the line L  P1  P10 given by the ideal L  xx0, x1, x2, x4, . . . , x8, x10y.
Let p, p1 9P L be the closed points given by the ideals p : xx0, x1, x2, x4, . . . , x10y,
p1 : xx0, . . . , x8, , x10y P mProjpRq X VarpLq, and let Sˆ : Krp1s, Sˆ1 : Krp11s.
We can use [BrPS] to easily compute the dimensions of the secant loci Σ2ppW q
and Σ2p1pW q: Consider the p3  3q-matrix M as in Example 3.5.4, and denote
by Mppq the matrix given by the coordinates p  p0 : 0 : 0 : 1 : 0 :    : 0q. Then
dimpΣ2ppW qq  2 rankpMppqq  0.
Similarly, we compute dimpΣ2p1pW qq  0. Thus, both secant loci Σ2ppW q and
Σ2p1pW q consist of finitely many closed points of W .
Next, a short computation using the library [elim.lib] for [Singular] shows
pIW X SˆqR  pIW X Sˆ1qR
	sat
 IsatW  IW ,
so p, p1 is a clever decomposition of L with respect to W . Another consultation
of Singular gives
KLXSˆ0 pIW X Sˆq  IW X S  KLXSˆ
1
0 pIW X Sˆ1q,
KLXSˆ1 pIW X Sˆq  px0, x1, x2, x4, . . . , x8q, KLXSˆ2 pIW X Sˆq  S,
KLXSˆ
1
1 pIW X Sˆ1q  px0, x1, x4, . . . , x8, x10q, KLXSˆ
1
2 pIW X Sˆ1q  S.
Thus, we can compute Table 3.2, giving us the ideals KLXSˆl pIW X Sˆq  
KLXSˆ
1
k pIW X Sˆ1q  S.
So, we see that for q  p0 : 0 : 1 : 0 :    : 0q, q1  p0 :    : 0 : 1q PW : piLpW q,
it holds
KLXSˆ0 pIW X Sˆq   KLXSˆ
1
1 pIW X Sˆ1q  q
and
KLXSˆ1 pIW X Sˆq   KLXSˆ
1
0 pIW X Sˆ1q  q1,
i.e., lengthpppiL æW q1pqqq  lengthpppiL æW q1pq1qq  2 by Proposition 3.4.6.
Indeed, we can compute that
Σ2ppW q  tppiLæW q1pqqu  2rw and Σ2p1pW q  tppiLæW q1pq1qu  2rw1
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HHHHHl
k
0 1 2
0 IW X S xx0, x1, x4, . . . , x8, x10y S
1 xx0, x1, x2, x4, . . . , x8y S S
2 S S S
Table 3.2: KLXSˆl pIW X Sˆq   KLXSˆ
1
k pIW X Sˆ1q  S
both consist of a double point, where rw : p0 : 0 : 1 : 0 :    : 0 and rw1 : p0 :
   : 0 : 1q.
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Chapter 4
Equations for Zλ
In this last Chapter, we finally explain how to obtain equations for the ram-
ification loci Zλ of a simple linear projection pi : rZ Ñ Z. For this purpose,
we first give an open covering of the proper heterodyne loci Zk which already
determines the behaviour of the polynomials fq for q P Zk with respect to their
linear factors (see Section 0.2); moreover, we show how to obtain a finite open
covering of this kind using Gro¨bner bases. We study in detail the example of
a surface of degree 16 in P4C, illustrating the structure and several noteworthy
facts on ramification loci. Finally, we use the results of Chapter 2 to explicitly
determine the ideals of the ramification loci of pi in a way suited for computa-
tions.
Through this Chapter, we use the notations introduced in 3.1.1, 3.1.3, and 3.2.1
as well as 0.4, and we always consider R  Krx0, . . . , xns to be furnished with
the lexicographical term ordering. Also, we finally give a formal definition of
the ramification locus of a simple linear projection:
Definition 4.0.1. Consider the outer simple linear projection pi : rZ Ñ Z with
centre p as before. Let k P N, and let λ  pλ1, . . . , λeq be a partition of k. The
λ-ramification locus of pi is the set
Zλ :
#
q 9P Zk | Drq1, . . . ,rqe 9P rZ : pi1pqq  e¸
i1
λirqi+ Y Zk 1.
Note that for each closed point q 9P Z, the fibre pi1pqq is a divisor on P1 
ProjpR{qRq, thus the notation°ei1 λirqi (compare Remark and Notation 3.2.1).
Also note that the closed points rq1, . . . ,rqe in the sum need not be pairwise
different; if some of them happen to be equal for q P Zλ, then also q P Zµ
for a strict coarsening µ of λ (for partitions and refinements, see Remark and
Definition 1.1.2). We will show that Zλ is closed; if rZ is reduced, we consider
Zλ to be a subvariety of the projective variety Z.
The proper λ-ramification locus of pi is the set
Zλ :
#
q P Zk | Drq1, . . . ,rqe 9P rZ : pi1pqq  e¸
i1
λirqi and rqi  rqj for i  j+ .
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Note that
Zλ  Zλz
Zk 1 Y ¤
µPQλ
Zµ
,
hence we will see that Zλ is relatively open in Z.
4.1 Covering Zk
For two non-zero polynomials f, g over K in the same indeterminates, we again
denote by ordf pgq the maximal integer t P N0 with gt | f .
Lemma 4.1.1. Let f P Krx, yszt0u be a homogeneous polynomial in two in-
determinates, and let p P mProjpKrx, ysq be generated by a linear form l P
Krx, ys1. Then
lengthKrx,ysp ppKrx, ys{fKrx, ysqpq  ordf plq.
Proof. Denote t : ordf plq. If t  0, then l - f and p R VarpfKrx, ysq, hence
pKrx, ys{fKrx, ysqp  0. Assume t ¡ 0. Then, Krx, ysp is a regular local ring
of dimension 1, that is it is a discrete valuation ring (see [Ma, Theorem 11.2]),
and every ideal of Krx, ysp is generated by a power of l1 . Hence, pfKrx, ysqp 
f
1Krx, ysp is generated by l
t
1 . and
f
1
Krx, ysp  l
t1
1
Krx, ysp      l
1
Krx, ysp  Krx, ysp
is the only maximal ascending chain of submodules of Krx, ysp starting with
f
1Krx, ysp. The length of this chain is t, and since pKrx, ys{fKrx, ysqp 
Krx, ysp{ f1Krx, ysp, this yields the claim.
Remark and Notation 4.1.2. Let x P R1zp1. For q 9P Pn1, let y P S1zq1.
We again use the identifications R{qR  Krx, ys and S  Krq1srys (compare
Remark and Notation 3.1.8). Let f P R be a homogeneous element of degree
t P N0, and denote d : degxpfq, so that we can write f 
°d
i0 fix
di with
fi P Std i for i P t0, . . . , du. Assume f R qR, whence 0  f  f qR P Krx, yst.
For all i P t0, . . . , du, we have ytd | f i : fi   qR, and
fq : 1
ytd
pf   qRq mod K P P

SymdpKrx, ys1q
	
is a binary form of degree d in x and y over K (see Definition 2.0.1).
There is a unique partition λqpfq of d such that
fq 9P Xλqpfq  Xλqpfqz
¤
µPQ
λqpfq
Xµ
(see Remark and Notation 2.6.4). We call λqpfq the root multiplicity of f over
q.
Also, note that λqpfq is independent of our choice of coordinates, and in par-
ticular of the indeterminates x and y. Indeed, let γ : R
Ñ R be a graded
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isomorphism, and let f  °di0 fixdiyi P PpSymdpKrx, ys1qq be a binary form
of degree d with linear factors l1, . . . , ld. Using the natural inclusion Krx, ys ãÑ
R, we set γpfq  °di0 γpfiqγpxqdiγpyqi, etc., and immediately get γpfq 
γpl1q    γpldq. So, the distributions of the linear factors of f and γpfq are equal.
Theorem 4.1.3. Let k P N, let λ be a partition of k, and let q P Zk . There is
a homogeneous element f P I rZ such that
f R qR and degxpfq  k.
Moreover, for any such f , it holds
q P Zλ ô λqpfq  λ.
Proof. According to Proposition 3.2.3, it holds Kpk1pI rZq  q and KpkpI rZq  q;
hence there is a homogeneous element f P I rZ with degxpfq  k and LCxpfq R q.
Therefore f R qR.
Now let us consider the projective line xp, qyPn with coordinate ring R :
R{qR  Krx, ys with x P R1zp1 and y P S1zq1 (for notations, see 0.4 §§17 and
9). According to Lemma 1.3.4 and Theorem 3.1.9, the intersection xp, qyPnXZ˜ 
pi1pqq  xp, qyPn has ideal I rZ   qR{qR  hR for some homogeneous element
h P Rk. According to Lemma 1.4.6 and Lemma 4.1.1, the number of closed
points in pi1pqq and their multiplicities equal the number of linear factors of h
and their multiplicities, respectively.
In the next Corollary and henceforth, we use the notations introduced in 3.3.1.
Corollary 4.1.4. Assume that p  xx1, . . . , xnyR is generated by the indeter-
minates x1, . . . , xn. Let G be a Gro¨bner Basis of I rZ with respect to the lexico-
graphic ordering. Then, for any k P N, the elements h of InkG define an open
covering pUhqhPInkpGq of Zk by
Uh  tq 9P Zk | h R qu
for h P InkpGq. Moreover, it holds
@h P InkpGq @q P Uh : q P Zλqphq.
Proof. Let k P N, and let q P Zk . As Zk  VPn1pKpk1pI rZqqzVPn1pKpkpI rZqq by
Proposition 3.2.3 (for the notation VPmpq, see 0.4 §16) and KpkpI rZq is generated
by InkpGq by Proposition 3.3.2, there exists h P InkpGq with h R q. Therefore,
pUhqhPInkpGq indeed is an open covering of Zk . The second claim now follows
by Theorem 4.1.3. Also observe that according to this Theorem λqphq  λqph1q
for any h, h1 P InkpGq and any q 9P Uh X Uh1 .
Example 4.1.5. Let us consider a simple example: Assume that n  2, p 
xx1, x2y  R  Krx0, x1, x2s, and rZ  P2 is the curve defined by some quadric
f  x20   bx0   c P R with b P S1, c P S2, where S  Krx1, x2s. Then Z 
pip rZq  P1, and as Kp1pfRq  Kp0pfRq  0 and Kp2pfRq  S, we see
Z2  Z  P1 and Z3  H.
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Now, if and only if q  pq1 : q2q P Zp2q with y P S1zq, then the binary form
fq  x20   bpq1, q2qx0y   cpq1, q2qy2
has exactly one solution. Thus,
q P Sp2q ô bpq1, q2q2  4cpq1, q2q  0 ô b2  4c P q.
Note that the condition bpq1, q2q2  4cpq1, q2q  0 is independent of the chosen
coordinates of q. This means that Zp2q  VP1pb2  4cq, so that the closed set
Zp2q  Z2  Z is determined by the discriminant of f .
The above example motivates the next Lemma, which states that, for p 
xx1, . . . , xnyR, there always is a Gro¨bner basis of I rZ of a shape making it
straightforward to read of the covering of Corollary 4.1.4 and study equations
of ramification loci.
Remark 4.1.6. Keep p  xx1, . . . , xnyR, and let a  R be a graded ideal with
a  p. Then, according to Remark and Notation 3.1.8, for k    0 it holds
1 P Kpkpaq; therefore we may define lpaq : mintk P N0 | Kpkpaq  Su.
Lemma 4.1.7. Let a  R be a graded ideal with a R p. Then, there is a
Gro¨bner basis G  tf0, . . . , fsu of a with respect to the lexicographic ordering
such that f0  xlpaq0   g with g P Rlpaq and degx0pgq   lpaq, and moreover, it
holds degx0pfiq   lpaq for any i P t1, . . . , su.
Proof. Denote l : lpaq. Let Gˆ  tfˆ1, . . . , fˆsu be a homogeneous Gro¨bner
basis of a; we may assume that degx0pf1q ¥ degx0pf2q ¥    ¥ degx0pfsq. As
Kplpaqpaq  S, there is an element g P Rl with degx0pgq   l such that f0 :
xl0   g P a. Joining f0 to Gˆ again yields a Gro¨bner basis Gˆ0 of a with respect
to Lex.
We denote c : maxti P t1, . . . , su | degx0pfˆiq ¥ lu; the elements fc 1 :
fˆc 1, . . . , fs : fˆs then already fulfil the condition degx0pfiq   l. So, let i P
t1, . . . , cu. There are elements tˆi, sˆi P R with tˆi  0,degx0psˆiq   l such that
fˆi  tˆixl0   sˆi.
For
fˆ
p1q
i : tˆif0  fˆi P a,
it holds
fˆi  tˆif0  fˆ p1qj P xf0, fˆ p1qi yR.
As moreover LTLexpfˆiq  LTLexptˆiqxl0 P xk0R  LTLexpf0qR, we can replace fˆi
in Gˆ0 with fˆ
p1q
i ; in doing so, Gˆ0 stays a Gro¨bner basis of a with respect to
Lex. Further, as degx0pgq   l, it holds degx0pfˆ
p1q
i q   degx0pfˆiq. Hence we can
repeat this construction to get a sequence fˆ
p1q
i , fˆ
p2q
i , . . . , fˆ
pmiq
i of elements of
Srx0s with strictly decreasing x0-degree, where mi is the first integer m with
degx0pfˆ
pmq
I q   l.
With f1 : fˆ pm1q1 , . . . , fc : fˆ pmcqc , we get a Gro¨bner basis G  tf0, . . . , fsu of
the desired form.
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Remark 4.1.8. Given a Gro¨bner basis G of I rZ as in Lemma 4.1.7 and assuming
p  xx1, . . . , xny, the coverings pUhqhPInkpGq for k P N can easily be determined.
Observe that the above proof contains an algorithm to compute the Gro¨bner
basis G from Gˆ, which latter can be computed from any set of homogeneous
generators of the ideal I rZ (see Algorithm A.3.1).
For a general p P mProjpRq with I rZ  p, we first can determine a coor-
dinate transformation γ : R
Ñ R with γppq  xx1, . . . , xny (see Algorithm
3.3.4), compute a Gro¨bner basis G of γpI rZq as in Lemma 4.1.7, and read of
InkpGq for k P N0. Transforming the coordinates back, Lemma 3.1.6 shows that
γ1pInkpGqq generates KpkpI rZq, hence that pUhqhPγ1pInkpGqq yields a covering as
in Corollary 4.1.4.
4.2 Example: Projecting a surface of degree 16
in P4
To illustrate the results of the last Section, we now consider in detail an example
computed with [Singular]: Let K  C and n  4. Let rZ be the surface in P4C
defined by
I rZ : xx40  x30x1  x0x33  x44, x20x22   x1x33y  R : Crx0, x1, x2, x3, x4s;
using [primdec.lib], we first compute a primary decomposition of I rZ and find
that I rZ is prime. Also, we compute heightpI rZq  2. Next, using [sing.lib],
we compute the singular locus of rZ, which is determined by the perfect ideal
IpSingp rZqq  xx40  x30x1  x44, x0x2, x2x4, x3y.
A primary decomposition of IpSingp rZqq is given by
xx40  x30x1  x44, x0x2, x2x4, x3y  xx0, x3, x4y X xx40  x30x1  x44, x2, x3y,
which means that the singular locus Singp rZq of rZ consists of the line rL 
ProjpR{xx0, x3, x4yq and the plane quartic rQ  ProjpR{xx40x30x1x44, x2, x3yq.
Consulting [sing.lib] once more, we also find that rQ  ProjpCrx0, x1, x4sq 
P2  P4 has exactly one singular closed point p0 : 1 : 0 : 0 : 0q.
Let rpi : P4ztpu Ñ P3 denote the simple linear projection with centre p :
xx1, x2, x3, x4y P mProjpRq; written in coordinates, this means p  p1 : 0 :
0 : 0; qq 9P P4, and the projection rpi corresponds to the inclusion of rings S :
Crx1, x2, x3, x4s ãÑ R. Denote
pi : rpiæ rZ : rZ Ñ Z : rpip rZq.
We want to study the ramification loci of pi in Z, which are part of the singular
locus of Z, and determine their ideals in S.
Using again [Singular], we compute a Gro¨bner basis G of I rZ with respect to
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the lexicographic order:
g1 : x40  x30x1  x0x33  x44,
g2 : x20x1x33  x0x21x33   x0x22x33   x22x44,
g3 : x20x22   x1x33,
g4 : x0x21x22x33  x0x42x33   x21x63  x42x44,
g5 : x0x21x63  x0x42x44  x31x63   x1x22x63,
g6 : x0x62x44  x0x42x63   x31x22x63   x21x93  x1x42x63  x42x33x44,
g7 : x51x22x93   x41x123  2x31x42x93  2x21x42x63x44   x1x62x93   x82x84.
This gives us the ideal
IZ  I rZ X S  xg7y
of Z as well as the partial elimination ideals
K0ppI rZq  I rZ ,
K1ppI rZq  xg7, x62x44  x42x63, x21x63  x42x44, x21x22x33  x42x33y
 xx21x22x33  x42x33, x21x63  x42x44y,
K2ppI rZq  K1ppI rZq   xx22, x1x33y
 xx22, x1x33y,
K3ppI rZq  K2ppI rZq,
K4ppI rZq  S.
Note that not all partial elimination ideals of I rZ are reduced even though rZ is
reduced. Next, we use [primdec.lib] to compute
IpZ1q 
b
K0ppI rZq  I rZ ,
IpZ2q 
b
K1ppI rZq  xx21x2x4  x32x4, x21x3  x22x3,
x1x
2
2x
4
4  x1x63, x32x44  x2x63y,
IpZ3q 
b
K2ppI rZq  xx2, x1x3y,
IpZ4q 
b
K3ppI rZq 
b
K2ppI rZq,
IpZ5q 
b
K4ppI rZq  S.
The first things we notice are Z5  H  Z4 and Z4  Z3; hence, we only have
to study Z2 and Z4 to get a complete picture of the ramification of pi.
First, we compute a primary decomposition of IpZ2q; by [primdec.lib], we get
the seven prime ideals
J1 : xx3, x4y,
J2 : xx1  x2, x2x24  x33y,
J3 : xx1  x2, x2x24   x33y,
J4 : xx1   x2, x2x24  x33y,
J5 : xx1   x2, x2x24   x33y,
J6 : xx1, x2y,
J7 : xx2, x3y.
(Note that [primdec.lib] only works over base field Q; but looking at above
prime ideals, we see that this is no problem in our situation.) This ideals define
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three lines
L1 : ProjpS{J1q  ProjpCrx1, x2sq,
L6 : ProjpS{J6q  ProjpCrx3, x4sq,
L7 : ProjpS{J7q  ProjpCrx1, x4sq  ProjpCrx1, x2, x3, x4sq,
and four cubics, each contained in a plane:
C2 : ProjpS{J2q  ProjpS{xx1  x2yq,
C3 : ProjpS{J3q  ProjpS{xx1  x2yq,
C4 : ProjpS{J4q  ProjpS{xx1   x2yq,
C5 : ProjpS{J5q  ProjpS{xx1   x2yq.
Also, observe that each of this cubics is a semi-cubical parabola; more precisely,
if, for example, we look at C2 in the plane E2 : ProjpR{xx1  x2yq on the
affine chart determined by x1  x2  1 of E2, we get the semi-cubical parabola
x24  x33  0 with cusp in p1 : 1 : 0 : 0q P E2  P3. Then, we can consider
C3  E2 as the semi-cubical parabola in E2 with cusp in p1 : 1 : 0 : 0q that we
get by ‘reflecting C2 at the x3-axis’. Similarly, the curve C4 is a semi-cubical
parabola in E4 : ProjpR{xx1   x2yq with cusp in p1 : 1 : 0 : 0q, and C5  E4
is its reflection at the x3-axis.
Now J6 X J7  IpZ3q, hence,
Z2  pL1 Y C2 Y C3 Y C4 Y C5qzpL6 Y L7q
consists of one line and four cubics, each contained in a plane, minus their
intersection with the two lines L6 and L7. For any closed point q 9P Z2 , the fibre
pi1pqq either consists of two single points or one double point. We now want
to determine those two sets Zp1,1q and Z

p2q.
First, consider the line L1. Any closed point q 9P L1 is of the form q  pq1 : q2 :
0 : 0q with pq1, q2q P C2ztp0, 0qu, and as p1 : 0 : 0 : 0q P L7  Z2 , we may assume
q2  1. But this means x22 R q while x3 P q, and the behaviour of the fibre
pi1pqq is determined by gq  x20 (see Theorem 4.1.3). As x20 has one double
root, i.e., x20 P Xp2q, we get q P Zp2q and hence L1ztp1 : 0 : 0 : 0qu  Zp2q. We
also can compute the preimage pi1pL1q: It is determined by
J1R  I rZ  xx3, x4, x40  x30x1  x44, x20x22y.
The radical of this ideal in turn has a primary decompositionb
J1R  I rZ  xx0, x3, x4y X xx0  x1, x2, x3, x4y,
meaning that pi1pL1q  rL Y tp1 : 1 : 0 : 0 : 0qu. As pipp1 : 1 : 0 : 0 : 0qq  p1 :
0 : 0 : 0q P L1 X L7, this means that pi1pL1 X Zp2qq  rL  Singp rZq.
A closed point q 9P C2 can be written as q  pq1 : q1 : 3
a
q1q24 : q4q with pq1, q4q P
C2ztp0, 0qu, and as p0 : 0 : 0 : 1q P L6  Z2 , we may assume q1  1. Again,
for another indeterminate y P S1zq1, this means that gq  g3   q  x20   q24y
determines the fibre pi1pqq. But x20   q24y P Xp2q if and only if q4  0, thus
C2 X Zp2q  tp1 : 1 : 0 : 0qu  C2 X L1
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and
C2ztp1 : 1 : 0 : 0q, p0 : 0 : 0 : 1qu  Zp1,1q.
Hence, the only closed point q of the semi-cubical parabola C2 with one double
point in the fibre pi1pqq is the cusp of C2, which also lies on the image of the linerL  Singp rZq. The same holds for the other three semi-cubical parabolas: Closed
points of C3 can be written as pq1 : q1 : 3
a
q1q24 : q4q with pq1, q4q P C2ztp0, 0qu,
and we get as above
C3 X Zp2q  tp1 : 1 : 0 : 0qu  C3 X L1
and
C3ztp1 : 1 : 0 : 0q, p0 : 0 : 0 : 1qu  Zp1,1q.
Closed points of C4 can be written as pq1 : q1 : 3
a
q1q24 : q4q with pq1, q4q P
C2ztp0, 0qu, and closed points of C5 are of the form pq1 : q1 : 3
a
q1q24 : q4q with
pq1, q4q P C2ztp0, 0qu. Again, the same argument as above yields
C4 X Zp2q  C5 X Zp2q  tp1 : 1 : 0 : 0qu  C4 X L1  C5 X L1
and
pC4 Y C5qztp1 : 1 : 0 : 0q, p0 : 0 : 0 : 1qu  Zp1,1q.
Altogether, we get the following picture of Z2 :
Zp2q  L1ztp1 : 0 : 0 : 0qu  Spec

C

x2
x1


is an affine line embedded in P3, and
Zp1,1q  pC2 Y C3 Y C4 Y C5qztp1 : 1 : 0 : 0q, p1 : 1 : 0 : 0q, p0 : 0 : 0 : 1qu
 pC2 Y C3 Y C4 Y C5qzpL1 Y L6 Y L7q
consists of the closed points lying on a cubic C2, C3, C4, or C5, but not on any
one of the lines L1, L6, and L7.
As we have seen, Z4 consists of the two lines L6  ProjpKrx3, x4sq and L7 
ProjpKrx1, x4sq. Since g1 is the only element of G of x0-degree 4, for any closed
point q  pq1 : 0 : q3 : q4q P Z4, the number of points and their multiplicities in
the fibre pi1pqq equals the number of linear factors and their multiplicities of
gq  g1   q  x40  q1x30y  q33x0y3  q44y4 P Crx0, ys (see again 4.1.3). Hence,
we need the equations for the coincident root loci of partitions of 4, which we
computed in Example 2.5.5.
First, we consider L6  ProjpCrx3, x4sq  P3. A closed point q 9P L6 can be
written q  p0 : 0 : q3 : q4q for some pq3, q4q P C2ztp0, 0u, thus, the fibre pi1pqq
is determined by x40  q33x0y3  q44y4. Looking at the ideal Ip4q, we see that a
closed point q 9P Zp4q X L6 must fulfil
6q33  0 and 36q44  0, hence, q3  q4  0,
a contradiction. Therefore L6 X Zp4q  H.
Similarly, q P Zp1,3q XL6 would imply the contradiction 12q44  0 and 27q63  0,
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and q P Zp2,2q XL6 would imply 8q33  0 and 8q44  0. Thus, Zp1,3q XL6  H 
Zp2,2q X L6. Of course, either one of these last two contradictions also would
yield L6 X Zp4q  H since Xp4q  Xp1,3q XXp2,2q.
On the other hand, a closed point q 9P Zp1,1,2q X L6 only has to fulfil 256q124 
27q123  0, meaning
q4  12
c
33
44
q123 
4
?
3
3
?
4
ξq3,
where ξ is a 12-th root of unity. Thus, the set
Zp1,1,2q X L6 
"
0 : 0 : 1 :
4
?
3
3
?
4
ξ


P P3
 ξ P C^ ξ12  1*
contains 12 closed points.
If we now look at the preimage pi1pL6q  xp, L6yP4 X rZ, we find its ideal to be
J6R  I rZ  xx1, x2, x40  x30x3  x44y,
that is, pi1pL6q is a quartic in the plane ProjpR{xx1, x2y. Its intersection with
Singp rZq is
xp, L6y X Singp rZq  ProjpR{xx1, x2, x3, x40  x44y

" p1 : 0 : 0 : 0 : 1q, p1 : 0 : 0 : 0 : 1q,
p1 : 0 : 0 : 0 : iq, p1 : 0 : 0 : 0 : iq
*
 xp, L6y X rQ
and thus consists of four closed points whose images under pi are simple. Hence,
for any q 9P Zp1,1,2q X L6, the double point in the fibre pi1pqq must lay on a
tangent to rZ through p.
Next, we turn our attention to the line L7  ProjpCrx1, x4sq  P3 whose closed
points q can be written q  pq1 : 0 : 0 : q4q with pq1, q4q P C2ztp0, 0u. The
fibre pi1pqq over a closed point q 9P L7 thus is determined by the binary form
x40  q1x30y q44y4 which belongs to the coincident root locus Xp4q if and only if
3q21  0 and 36q44  0, hence, if q1  q4  0 which is not possible. Therefore,
Zp4q X L7  H.
For q P Zp1,3q X L7, it must hold 12q44  0 and 27q21q44  0, meaning q4  0 and
q1 P Czt0u, and we get
Zt1,3u X L7  tp1 : 0 : 0 : 0qu .
Looking at the ideal Ip2,2q of Xp2,2q in Example 2.5.5, we see that a closed point
q  pq1 : 0 : 0 : q4q 9P Zt2,2u X L7 would have to fulfil q31  0 and 16q44  0, a
contradiction to pq1, q4q  p0, 0q. Hence, Zp2,2q X L7  H.
Finally, q  pq1 : 0 : 0 : q4q P Zp1,1,2q X L7 if and only if
∆4px40  q1x30y  q44y4q  256q124  27q41q84  q84p256q44  27q41q  0,
that is either if q4  0, resulting in the closed point p1 : 0 : 0 : 0q that we already
found to belong to Zp1,3q, or else q4  0  q1 and q4  4
b
256
27 q
4
1 , hence,
Zp1,1,2q X L7 
$&%

1 : 0 : 0 : 44?
33
	
,

1 : 0 : 0 :  44?
33
	
,
1 : 0 : 0 : 44?
33
i
	
,

1 : 0 : 0 :  44?
33
i
	 ,.- .
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Now, we look at pi1pL7q  xp, L7y X rZ; its ideal is
J7R  I rZ  xx2, x3, x40  x30x1  x44y,
that is
pi1pL7q  rQ  Singp rZq.
The only singular closed point p0 : 1 : 0 : 0 : 0q of rQ lies in the fibre over
p1 : 0 : 0 : 0q, the only point of Zp1,3q. Also, for any q 9P Zp1,1,2q X L7, the line
xp, qy is tangent to rZ.
Putting everything together, we get the following stratification on Z4zZp1,1,1,1q:
Z4  L6 Y L7;
Zp4q  H;
Zp1,3q  tp1 : 0 : 0 : 0qu;
Zp2,2q  H;
Zp1,1,2q 

!
0 : 0 : 1 :
4?3
3?4ξ
	
P P3
 ξ P C^ ξ12  1)
Y!
1 : 0 : 0 : 44?
33
ξ
	
P P3
 ξ P C^ ξ4  1)
.
Associated to this stratification, which only consists of closed sets, are the ideals
IpZ4q  xx2, x1x3y;
IpZp4qq  S;
IpZp1,3qq  xx2, x3, x4y;
IpZp2,2qq  S;
IpZp1,1,2qq  xx1, x2, x123  27256x124 y X xx2, x3, x41  25627 x44y
According to [Singular], a minimal set of generators for the last ideal is
IpZp1,1,2qq  xx2, x1x3, 27x51  256x1x44, 36x41x84   216x123  28  33x124 y.
4.3 The ideal of Zλ
After the example above culminating in equations for the respective ramification
loci, we now give a description of the homogeneous ideal of Zλ in general. We
keep the standard notations (see 3.1.3 and 3.2.1); in particular, let x P R1zp1.
Lemma 4.3.1. Let k P N0, and let q P mProjpSq with KpkpI rZq  q. Then, for
all f P I rZ with degxpfq ¤ k, it holds f P qR.
Proof. Let f P I rZ with degxpfq ¤ k. Then f : f qR P pI rZ q{qRqsat  R{qR
with degxpfq ¤ degxpfq ¤ k. According to Theorem 3.1.9, pI rZ   q{qRqsat is
generated by an element of x-degree bigger than k, hence f  0 and therefore
g P qR.
Notation 4.3.2. For k P N0, we definerKpkpI rZq : tg P I rZ | degy0pgq  ku.
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We also use the notations of Section 2.5, that is Iλ  Ap0q  Krz0, . . . , zks is
the homogeneous vanishing ideal of the CRL Xλ  PpSymkpKrx, ys1qq for a
partition λ of k. Any polynomial f P R  Srxs with degxpfq  k still can
be written f  °ki0 fixki with f0, . . . fk P S. Using the canonical inclusion
Krz0, . . . , zks ãÑ Srz0, . . . , zks, for F P Ap0q, we again denote (compare Remark
and Definition 1.2.1)
F pfq  F pf0, . . . , fkq P S.
We finally are ready to formulate and prove our main theorem about the ideals
of the ramification loci Zλ:
Theorem 4.3.3. Let λ  pλ1, . . . , λeq be a partition of k P N0. Then, for any
closed point q 9P Zk, it holds
q P Zλ ô @F P Iλ @f P rKpkpI rZq : F pfq P q.
Proof. First, assume q P Zλ. If q P Zk 1, then KpkpI rZq  q, and hencerKpkpI rZq  qR according to Lemma 4.3.1. Thus, as x R qR and qR is a prime
ideal, for all f  °ki0 fixki P rKpkpI rZq, it holds fi P q for all i P t0, . . . , ku,
and therefore F pfq  F pf0, . . . , fiq P q for all F P Ap0q.
If, on the other hand, q P Zk , then for f 
°k
i0 fix
ki P rKpkpI rZq either
f P qR and hence F pfq P q for all F P Ap0q as above, or f R qR, that is
0  f   qR P R{qR. In the latter case, by Proposition 4.1.3 fq P Xλ for
y P S1zq1. Denote t : degpfq. By definition,
pf0, . . . , fkq :

f0   q
ytk
,
f1   q
ytk 1
, . . . ,
fk   q
yt


P Kk 1
are coefficients of the binary form fq. For a homogeneous and weighted homoge-
neous polynomial F P Iλ of (standard) degree m and weighted degree s, Lemma
1.2.2 therefore yields
F pf0   q, . . . , fk   qq  F pytkf0, . . . , ytfkq
 yptkqm sF pf0, . . . , fkq  0,
hence F pfq P q. Since Iλ is homogeneous and weighted homogeneous by Propo-
sition 2.5.6, this shows the implication ‘ñ’.
Now, assume F pfq P q for all F P Iλ and all f P rKpkpI rZq. If f P qR for
all f P rKpkpI rZq, then KpkpI rZq  q, and hence q P Zk 1  Zλ. On the other
hand, if there is an element f  °ki0 fixki P rKpkpI rZq with f R qR, then
F pfq P q implies F pf0   q, . . . , fk   qq  0 P S{q. If F is homogeneous and
weighted homogeneous, with the same notations and arguments as before we
get F pf0, . . . , fkq  0, hence fq P Xλ. Another application of Proposition 4.1.3
finishes the proof.
Corollary 4.3.4. Let λ  pλ1, . . . , λeq be a partition of k P N0. Then, set-
theoretically,
Zλ  VPn

Kpk1   xF pfq | F P Iλ, f P rKpkpI rZqy	 .
Recall that according to Corollary 2.5.7, we can compute generators F1, . . . , Fs
of Iλ which are homogeneous and weighted homogeneous.
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Corollary 4.3.5. Let λ  pλ1, . . . , λeq be a partition of k P N0. Additionally,
assume p  xx1, . . . , xny and x  x0, and let G be a Gro¨bner Basis of I rZ
with respect to the lexicographic ordering. Let F1, . . . , Fs be homogeneous and
weighted homogeneous generators of Iλ P Krz0, . . . , zks. Then, set-theoretically,
IpZλq  xInk1pGq Y tFipfq | i P rss, f P rKpkpI rZquy.
Proof. Kpk1pI rZq is generated by Ink1pGq, and according to Corollary 4.1.4, a
closed point q P Zk belongs to Zλ if and only if there exists f 
°k
i0 fix
ki PrKpkpI rZq with fq P Xλ; this is equivalent to Fipfq P q for all i P rss by Theorem
4.3.3. Also, we note that for all i P rss and f P rKpkpI rZq, the element Fipfq P S
is homogeneous by Lemma 1.2.3.
Remark 4.3.6. By Corollary 2.5.7, we indeed can compute homogeneous and
weighted homogeneous generators of Iλ. Therefore, the last Corollary gives
an algorithm for computing the ideal of Zλ if p  xx1, . . . , xny. For a general
p P Pn, we again can use a coordinate transformation γ with γppq  xx1, . . . , xny
as before to compute IpZλq (see Algorithm A.3.2). By Remark and Notation
4.1.2, coordinate transformation has no effect on the number of linear factors
of a binary form and their multiplicities and therefore on the number of closed
points in the fibres pi1pqq and their multiplicities.
While the above Corollary only explains how to compute equations for Zλ, we
can derive a description for the proper λ-ramification locus from it: It holds
Zλ  Zλz
Zk 1 Y ¤
µPQλ
Zµ

(for Qλ, see Remark and Definition 1.1.2). We can compute equations defining
the closed sets Zµ for µ P Qλ using Corollary 4.3.5 and equations defining the
closed set Zk 1 using Algorithm 3.3.4. The locally closed set Zλ is the set of
closed points for which the equations for Zλ are satisfied, but for which at least
one of the equations for Zk 1 and Zµ for µ P Qλ is not satisfied.
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Appendix A
Algorithms
Here, we collect all algorithms which were developed in this thesis for the con-
venience of a potential user and implementor. We still work over a fixed alge-
braically closed base field K of characteristic 0.
A.1 Computing coincident root loci
We repeat Algorithm 2.5.3 for computing the ideal of the coincident root locus
(CRL) Xλ with multiplicities λ. For CRLs, see Section 2.2. For partitions, see
Definition 1.1.1.
Algorithm A.1.1. Input: A partition λ of d P N given by the numbers
e1, . . . , ed P N0 with λ  p1e1 . . . dedq.
1. For j P t1, . . . , du, set
Nj :
"
ν  pν1  pν1,0, . . . , ν1,e1q, . . . , νdq P Ne1 10      Ned 10 |
p@r P t1, . . . , du : °ert0 νr,t  rq ^°dr1 p°ert0 tνr,tq  j
*
.
We can compute Nj recursively using Algorithm A.1.2 below.
2. For j P t1, . . . , du and ν P Nj , compute
β
 
ν

:
d¹
r1
r!
νr,0!νr,1!    νr,er !
.
3. Set Ap0q : Krz1, . . . , zd, w1,1, . . . , w1,e1 , w2,1, . . . , wd,eds furnished with
the lexicographical ordering where zi, wr,t are indeterminates.
4. For j P t1, . . . , du, compute
θj 
¸
νPNj
βpνqwν ,
where w1,0      wr,0  1.
5. Define Ip0q to be the ideal of Ap0q generated by z1  θ1, . . . , zd  θd.
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6. Compute Ip0q : Ip0q XKrz1, . . . , zds, that is reduce Ip0q by w.
7. Compute Iλ  Ip0q
homz0
, that is homogenize the generators in a Gro¨bner
basis of Ip0q at z0.
Output: The homogeneous ideal Iλ  Iλ  Krz0, . . . , zds of the CRL Xλ via a
set of homogeneous generators.
This algorithm indeed computes equations for Xλ by Theorem 3.1.9 and Lem-
mas 2.5.1 and 2.5.2.
Algorithm A.1.2. Input: A partition λ of d P N given by the numbers
e1, . . . , ed P N0 with λ  p1e1 . . . dedq.
1. Set Λ : Ne1 10      Ned 10 .
2. Set N0 : tppe1   1, 0, . . . , 0q, . . . , ped   1, 0, . . . , 0qqu  Λ.
3. Set N1      Nd  H  Λ.
4. For j running from 1 to d, consider all ν P Nj1. For all r P t1, . . . , du
and all t P t0, . . . , er  1u, if νr,t ¡ 0, then set
ν1 :  ν1, . . . , νr1,
pνr,0, . . . , νr,t1, νr,t  1, νr,t 1   1, νr,t 2, . . . , νr,er q,
νr 1, . . . , νd

,
and adjoin ν1 to Nj , i.e., redefine Nj : Nj Y tν1u.
Output: The sets N0, . . . , Nd.
Looking at the definition of the sets Nj in Algorithm A.1.1, it is easy to see that
Algorithm A.1.2 indeed yields these sets (also compare the proof of Lemma
2.4.5).
A.2 Computing the heterodyne loci Zk, secant
cones, and secant loci
For the definitions of heterodyne loci, secant cones, and secant loci, see Defini-
tions 3.2.2 and 3.2.4.
Algorithm A.2.1. Input: The homogeneous ideal I rZ  R : Krx0, . . . , xns
of a closed subscheme rZ  Pn  ProjpRq, and a minimal system of generators
y1, . . . , yn P R1 of the homogeneous ideal of the closed point p P Pnz rZ. Consider
R to be furnished with the lexicographical term order.
1. Compute l : minti P t0, . . . , nu | xi R pu.
2. Define the coordinate transformation γ : R
Ñ R to be the inverse of
x0 ÞÑ xl, x1 ÞÑ y1, . . . , xn ÞÑ yn. Compute γpI rZq.
3. Compute a Gro¨bner basis G of γpI rZq, for example using the Buchberger
algorithm.
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4. Set kp : maxtdegx0pgq | g P Gu.
5. For all k P t0, . . . , kp1u, set InkpGq : tLCx0pgq | g P G^degx0pgq ¤ ku.
6. Set KpkpI rZq : γ1pInkpGqqKrp1s for k P t0, . . . , kp  1u.
7. Compute
b
KpkpI rZqR for k P t0, . . . , kp  1u, for example using the algo-
rithm of Krick and Logar (see [KrL]).
8. Compute
b
KpkpI rZqR  I rZ for k P t0, . . . , kp  1u.
Output: The ideals Kp0pI rZq, . . . ,Kpkp1pI rZq (via a Gro¨bner basis) of Z1, . . . , Zkp
(set-theoretically); the ideals
b
Kp0pI rZqR, . . . ,
b
Kpkp1pIZqR (via a finite set of
generators) of Secp1p rZq, . . . ,Secpkpp rZq; the ideals bKp0pI rZqR   I rZ , . . . ,b
Kpkp1pIZqR   I rZ (via a finite set of generators) of Σ
p
1p rZq, . . . ,Σpkpp rZq. For
all k ¡ kp, it holds Zk  Secpkp rZq  Σpkp rZq  H.
For a discussion of the above Algorithm, see Algorithm 3.3.4.
A.3 Computing equations describing the rami-
fication loci
For the definitions of ramification loci and proper ramification loci, see Definition
4.0.1. We first give an algorithm for computing a Gro¨bner basis describing the
ramification behaviour on a proper heterodyne locus as in Theorem 4.1.3 and
Corollary 4.1.4.
Algorithm A.3.1. Input: The homogeneous ideal I rZ  R : Krx0, . . . , xns
of a closed subscheme rZ  Pn  ProjpRq, and a minimal system of generators
y1, . . . , yn P R1 of the homogeneous ideal of the closed point p P Pnz rZ. Consider
R to be furnished with the lexicographical term order.
1. Compute l : minti P t0, . . . , nu | xi R pu.
2. Define the coordinate transformation γ : R
Ñ R to be the inverse of
x0 ÞÑ xl, x1 ÞÑ y1, . . . , xn ÞÑ yn. Compute γpI rZq.
3. Compute a Gro¨bner basis Gˆ of γpI rZq, for example using the Buchberger
algorithm.
4. Find the element f0  κxkp0   g P Gˆ for an unit κ P K, an integer
kp P N0, and an element g P R with degx0pgq   kp. If there is more than
one element of Gˆ of this form, choose one with the smallest degree in x0.
5. Set G : tf0u.
6. For all elements f P Gˆztf0u, do the following procedure: If degx0pfq   kp,
then join f to G, i.e., redefine G  GY tfu.
If degx0pfq ¥ kp, then take all the monomials of f whose degree is greater
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or equal than kp and add them to the polynomial r (so that f  r   s
with degx0psq   kp). Set
t : r
x
kp
0
.
Replace f with tf0f . Repeat until degx0pfq   kp. Redefine G  GYtfu.
7. Compute γ1pGq.
Output: The set γ1pGq. For any k P N0, a finite covering of the proper
k-ramification locus Zk determining the ramification behaviour of the linear
projection with centre p as in Theorem 4.1.3 is given by the elements f P γ1pGq
with degx0pγpfqq  k.
Step 4 in the above algorithm works since there is an element x
kp
0   g P I rZ
with kp P N0 and degx0pgq   kp (see Remark 3.3.3). As the leading terms of Gˆ
generate the initial ideal of I rZ , there must be an element f0 P Gˆ of the form
claimed in step 4. The algorithm as a whole terminates and computes the set
γ1pGq as claimed according to the proof of Lemma 4.1.7 and Remark 4.1.8.
The next algorithm uses Algorithms A.1.1 and A.2.1 to compute the ideals of
the ramification loci.
Algorithm A.3.2. Input: A partition λ of k P N given by the numbers
e1, . . . , ed P N0 with λ  p1e1 . . . dedq (compare Definition 1.1.1), the homoge-
neous ideal I rZ  R : Krx0, . . . , xns of a closed subscheme rZ  Pn  ProjpRq,
and a minimal system of generators y1, . . . , yn P R1 of the homogeneous ideal of
the closed point p P Pnz rZ. Consider R to be furnished with the lexicographical
term order.
1. Compute homogeneous generators F1, . . . , Fs of the ideal Iλ of Xλ in
Krz0, . . . , zds using Algorithm A.1.1.
2.1 Compute a Gro¨bner basis G of Kpk1pI rZq using Algorithm A.2.1.
2.2 Determine all elements f1, . . . , ft P G with degx0pγpfjqq  k for j Pt1, . . . , tu where γ is as in Algorithm A.2.1.
3. For i P t1, . . . , su and j P t1, . . . , tu, compute Fipfjq (for the notation, see
Remark and Definition 1.2.1).
Output: The ideal IpZλq of the λ-ramification locus of the linear projection ofrZ with centre p via its generators Fipfjq for i P t1, . . . , su and j P t1, . . . , tu.
For a discussion of the above Algorithm, see Corollary 4.3.5 and Remark 4.3.6.
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Appendix B
Open Questions
Here, we collect some open questions that arise from the results in this thesis.
I gave all of them some few thoughts, but did not study them in-depth.
Problem 1. Are coincident root loci locally Cohen-Macaulay? In general, they
are nor arithmetically Cohen-Macaulay according to Chipalkatti (see [Ch1, Sec-
tion 6]). But the close relationship between the smooth scheme Γλ, whose local
Jacobi matrices contain a multiple of the identity matrix of maximal rank with a
unit (see Section 2.4), and Xλ for a partition λ of d P N0 suggests the conjecture
that Xλ still might be locally Cohen-Macaulay. Also, for d  4 this certainly
holds (compare Example 2.5.5). It might be possible to answer this question by
studying the singular points of Xλ using the description of the singular locus of
Xλ in Section 2.6.
Problem 2. Given a projective subscheme rZ  Pn and a projective line
L  Pn, when is there a clever decomposition p, p1 of L with respect to rZ
(see Definition 3.4.4)? Such a decomposition certainly does not always exist;
e.g., if rZ is a curve, then Joinp rZ, pq and Joinp rZ, p1q are surfaces, and if p, p1 are a
clever decomposition, then rZ  Joinp rZ, pq X Joinp rZ, p1q is the scheme-theoretic
intersection of two surfaces (compare Remark 3.4.5). Analogously for any rZ,
if q, q1 are a clever decomposition, then rZ is the intersection of two varieties of
dimension dimp rZq   1. Of course, this does not hold for all subschemes of Pn;
a classical example is the twisted cubic in P3 (see [Ha, I, Ex. 2.17]). So, it is
not always possible to find clever decompositions. A condition whose fulfilment
guarantees the existence of a clever decomposition would be useful in the study
of examples of double projections.
Problem 3. Given a projective subscheme rZ  Pn, what are the equations de-
scribing the secant stratification of rZ? A secant strata of rZ is a maximal subset
W of Pnz rZ such that for any closed points q, q1 P W , the 2-secant loci Σ2pp rZq
and Σ2p1p rZq are isomorphic. In [BrP], there is a geometric description of the
secant stratification in the case that rZ is a scroll (compare Example 3.5.3). But
even knowing this geometric description, it is not obvious how to describe the
secant stratification by equations. It would be useful to find a way to determine
such equations for scrolls or even arbitrary varieties.
Starting from the results in this work, it might be possible to find equations de-
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scribing the secant stratification of a projective variety rZ. The direct approach
would be to look for algebraic conditions at two closed points p, p1 P Pnz rZ such
that there is a graded automorphism γ : R
Ñ R with
γ
b
Kp2pIZqR  I rZ



b
Kp
1
2 pIZqR  I rZ
(compare Proposition 3.2.5). But since the above equation contains radicals
and sums of ideals, this approach gets very difficult soon – I tried it in the case
of scrolls, but was not able to bring it to a useful conclusion.
I think a more promising approach arises from the description of the ramification
loci in Chapter 4. Let pi : rZ Ñ Z and pi1 : rZ Ñ Z 1 be the linear projections with
the centres p and p1, respectively. If the stratifications of the proper heterodyne
loci Zk and pZ 1qk into proper ramification loci Zλ and pZ 1qλ, respectively, are
isomorphic for all k ¥ 2, then we may expect that Σ2pp rZq  Σ2p1p rZq. As said
stratification of the proper heterodyne loci is determined by an open affine
covering which in turn is determined by the elements of a Gro¨bner basis (see
4.1.4), I make the following conjecture: Let x P Rzp1, and consider R to be the
polynomial ring in x and n linear forms generating p. Furnish R  Krx, p1s
with the lexicographic ordering where x is the biggest indeterminate, and denote
this ordering by Lexx. Define an ordering Lexx1 on R for x
1 P Rzp1 analogously.
Now, the conjecture is that p and p1 belong to the same secant stratum of rZ if
and only if there is an automorphism γ : R
Ñ R which maps a Gro¨bner basis
of rZ in Krx, p1s with respect to Lexx to a Gro¨bner basis of rZ in Krx1, p11s with
respect to Lexx1 .
Hence, finding equations describing the secant stratification of a variety rZ could
consist in first proving the above conjecture. Then, we would have to find all
occurring isomorphy classes of 2-secant cones with respect to rZ as it was done
for scrolls in [BrP]. Finally, we would have to study the behaviour of Gro¨bner
bases under coordinate transformations. In general, the image of a Gro¨bner
basis under a graded ring automorphism need not be a Gro¨bner basis with
respect to the matching ordering. We must ask for conditions on the ordering
on R (which in our situation is induced by p and x), on an ideal a (in our
situation I rZ), and on a graded automorphism γ on R, such that Gro¨bner bases
of a are mapped to Gro¨bner bases of γpaq. Finding such conditions might be
of some interest on its own. An obvious first idea is to look at generic initial
ideals (see [E]). But since our main goal is the secant stratification, we are in
particular interested in certain closed sets, i.e., in non-generic cases. Hence,
generic initial ideals perhaps do not cover the situation we are interested in.
A weaker form of this problem is to determine equations for the stratum of
closed points p P Pnz rZ such that Σ2pp rZq has a given dimension. A solution to
this problem for scrolls is given in [BrPS].
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